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“I Married My Mother”: 
Jamaica Kincaid’s 
See Now Then*

Daryl Cumber Dance

I am always thinking of  my mother; I believe every action of  a certain 
kind that I make is completely influenced by her. 

     —Kincaid, “The Estrangement” 43

In 2013, fourteen years after the death of  her mother, Annie Victoria Richardson 
Drew, eleven years after her divorce from Allen Shawn, and eight years after her last major 
publication (Among Flowers), Jamaica Kincaid published See Now Then: A Novel.1 The text relates 
the story of  the vicious cruelty of  a short, ugly, unfaithful, impotent, unsuccessful, insecure, 
cowardly rodent of  a husband towards his aging, hateful, overweight, loud, exaggerative, 
unsophisticated, insecure and unattractive wife. The author, who has frequently insisted that 
all of  her work was autobiography, primarily about her and her mother (“the central figure in 
my life,” Mr. Potter 153); that there was no reason to be a writer without autobiography; and 

Jamaica Kincaid, courtesy of  Creative Commons Images.
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that she did not know how to write a story about something that had not happened to her, was suddenly 
offended that this novel about the bitter dissolution of  the marriage of  an interracial Vermont couple 
was viewed as autobiographical. She declared that the book was “in no way my autobiography” (Haber 
n. pag); “See Now Then… isn’t my own life. What I was describing wasn’t my own life” (Alleyne n. pag). 
She expressed amazement that anyone would want to know about her life:

What do they think I am? A famous person? What is it about me that makes people want to 
know? I’ve written a book about my mother, and I don’t remember anyone going to Antigua or calling 
up my mother and verifying her life. There is something about this new book that drives people mad 
with the autobiographical question.2   

In typical Kincaid fashion (making contradictory statements) she did admit to Hannah Levintova 
that she “suppose[d]” she was thinking about her own marriage when she wrote the novel (n. pag.). 
She also told Levintova that she never thought about how her former husband might react to the book 
because it never occurred to her that the novel was “about anybody” (n. pag.). When asked if  her former 
husband had read the book, she declared: “Since it’s not about him, I don’t know why he would”(“10 
Questions” 60).   In the same interview she insists that when she wrote the book, “I wasn’t thinking of  
myself ” (60). 

After bitterly denouncing racist critics who insist on reading the work as autobiography because 
she is not Norman Mailer and because she looks “different”, Kincaid tells Headlee that they miss the 
major focus in the novel as reflected in its title: time itself.  While there is much to be said here about the 
significance of  time (as in her other novels) it would be hard not to read the title as a parody of  the title 
of  Lillian Ross’s publication of  Here but Not Here (1998). The book contains shocking revelations about 
Ross’s forty-year affair with William Shawn (Allen Shawn’s father), who spent part of  every day with her 
but always went home to have dinner with his legal family.3  Alluding to that affair in See, Kincaid points 
to an idyllic period in the wife’s married life when her husband had not yet found “the note from his 
father, the note that told him how to lead his life: two households, two wives” (90). In Dwight Garner’s 
review of  See, he suggests that the works of  the two spurned women might well be issued under one 
cover with a combined title: “Not Here Now, But Here Then, See?” It is not unlikely that Kincaid is also 
signifying on the title of  Allen Shawn’s memoir, Wish I Could Be There, which certainly seems to be a play 
on Ross’s book, Here but Not Here. The three books might make an interesting trilogy about abandonment 
titled I Now See You Didn’t Wish to Be Here Then.4  At any rate the Shawn and Ross memoirs (rarely 
referenced in Kincaid scholarship) are critical to our reading of  Kincaid’s latest autobiographical work, 
despite the fact that she is only briefly mentioned in them.  

Though See Now Then addresses a part of  her life not treated in her earlier works and absent from 
the substantial body of  Kincaid scholarship critiquing her relationship with her mother and the rest of  
her family in Antigua, the title is just the first hint that the author here, as in the rest of  her canon, is 
continuing to write autobiography (or at least autobiographical fiction)—but with a different antagonist.5

 This is signaled early on in the fact that her protagonist’s name is Jamaica Sweet, a combination 
of  the name Kincaid chose for herself  and by which she is known (Jamaica) and a variation of  Sweetie, 
Allen Shawn’s pet name for her.6 Always eluding easy interpretation, Kincaid explained in her interview 
with Haber that she chose the name to reflect the irony that the couple’s garbage man in Vermont 
was a Mr Sweet. Also significant is the fact that the author seemingly merges Mrs Sweet and Jamaica 
Kincaid in the narration or at least makes it difficult for the reader to distinguish between them. The 
story employs an omniscient narrator and is largely presented in the third-person with Kincaid writing 
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about Mrs Sweet, revealing her thoughts and actions, and sometimes providing a lengthy quotation of  
Mrs Sweet’s writing (28–32) or her thoughts (137–39, 166–67, 176–78). Occasionally, we are given Mrs 
Sweet’s reflections and memories from the first person without quotation marks (110–12, 152–57), but 
for the most part Kincaid maintains the third-person point of  view narrative. In one instance when Mrs 
Sweet is being quoted, we are told that she read to her son a chapter from a book called See Then Now. 
There is also a suggestion that it is Mrs Sweet who is writing this book, See Now Then (132). Mrs Sweet is 
credited with writing verbatim a sentence that appears in Annie John (See, 130). In addition, there are times 
when the omniscient narrator/Kincaid takes us into the minds of  the other principals in the story, and 
often Mrs Sweet is not privy to those thoughts and actions.

Jamaica Kincaid provides a series of  particulars that prompt us to read this novel as 
autobiographical. Her protagonist, like Jamaica Kincaid, was born in Antigua on 25 May, the daughter 
of  an illiterate man named Potter, who was never a father to her, and a mother who, like the mother in 
several of  Kincaid’s other writings and interviews, was so beautiful that her daughter was ashamed of  
her own appearance (176), grew up in Dominica where she had to cross a river to get to school, made 
clothing and sheets for her baby with her own hands (58, 61, 64), made her daughter eat breadfruit 
which she hated (74), made sure her daughter ate items she considered good for her health (including 
uncooked cow’s liver and fresh carrot juice [75]), loved her greatly as a child, at least until the age of  
seven or so (See 28), taught her to read (29), took her to the Antigua Library (29), sent her to school when 
she was only three and one-half  and told her to tell the teacher that she was five (30), and sent her to the 
Moravian School in Points when she was five or six (20, 137).  

Like the Kincaid-character in almost everything Kincaid has written, Jamaica Sweet was a tall 
and skinny child with “Negroid” features: dark skin, flaring nostrils, thick lips, flat nose (48) and was 
afraid of  the larger girls and boys (91).7 The character wet her bed every night until she was thirteen (67); 
experienced an illness during “the Long Rain”; was forced to copy Books One and Two of  Paradise Lost 
(32, 132, 136, 154–55) as punishment for misbehavior in class (110).8,9 She did not know about washing 
machines when she was growing up  (93); and was sent to the United States to make money to send 
home to her family (97). In the United States, Jamaica Sweet, like Jamaica Kincaid, dyed her hair blonde, 
shaved her eyebrows, and painted them green or gold or some other unusual color and survived a youth 
that “was a carnival of  sexual activity” (89).10 Both authorial persona and fictional character thought 
daily of  the Caribbean; began writing in a New York apartment using a desk, chair, and typewriter (71); 
and lived in New York (72).11 Both wrote books about her past and her mother; married the Manhattan-
bred white, Jewish classical-musician son of  New Yorker editor, William Shawn (neither Shawn is named 
in See). When he was six Allen Shawn (as he notes in his own memoirs) asked his playmate, a six-year-
old girl, to undress (14), and treasured memories of  Paris (14); and had a perfect, beautiful and godlike 
daughter and son (Annie/Persephone and Harold/Heracles). The ages of  the Shawn and Sweet children 
are the same, approximately four years apart (See 119): Annie Rosamond Shawn was born in 1985 and 
Harold Shawn was born in 1989. Mrs Sweet’s husband, like Kincaid’s, left her for a younger woman 
when she was fifty-two years old.  Mrs Sweet, like Kincaid, infuriated her children by being late picking 
them up at the bus.12 On one such occasion, Persephone angrily assumes it is because her mother is 
trying to decide how to end a sentence: “my mother would kill me if  she got the chance, I would kill my 
mother if  I had the courage” (130). The exact sentence appears in Annie John (89).  Like Kincaid, Jamaica 
Sweet hates winter and loves taking hot baths in this season (11), and loves the word amazing (22).13 Both 
author and fictional character report buying medication for a person dying of  AIDS.14
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Like Jamaica Kincaid, Jamaica Sweet is enthusiastic about her garden and hunts for flower seeds 
in Asia (92).  On one occasion Mrs Sweet is disturbed that her tulips were eaten by a deer (See 142, 143). 
When I interviewed the author, she had just returned from Seattle and was disturbed to find that a deer 
had eaten several of  her plants. Numerous memoirs and interviews record Kincaid’s worries that her 
children hate as well as love her, may wish her dead, and resent her writing, her being away from them 
on her trips to read or to collect flower seeds, and the hours she spends tending her garden; Jamaica 
Sweet has the same concerns (See 5). Like Kincaid, Mrs Sweet pays tributes to her friends and associates 
at the New Yorker: George (George W. S. Trow, whom Kincaid often credits with her development as a 
writer), and Sandy (Ian Frazier, one of  Kincaid’s best friends at the New Yorker, whom she has called her 
“true, true brother” (Foreword xi). In the novel these two men, referred to only as George and Sandy, are 
plotting ways to save the young Jamaica (no last name is given, though we are told that her father is Mr 
Potter, she is not yet Sweet) from deportation (112).  In that same section she also alludes to Veronica, 
likely the New Yorker writer Veronica Geng.

Though the commentary on the Bennington Monument (128) is the only time Bennington 
is actually named in See, numerous geographical points in the novel are familiar to readers of  other 
accounts of  Kincaid’s beloved Bennington, Vermont.  The home of  the Sweets is the home of  the 
famous writer, Shirley Jackson, one never inhabited by any previous Kincaid characters.  However, 
Shirley Jackson’s life offers too perfect a parallel to Jamaica Kincaid/Jamaica Sweet to resist using her 
home.  Jackson too was an overweight writer who was self-conscious about her appearance, who was an 
outsider, who chauffeured her Jewish husband and his colleagues at Bennington College, who attended 
to her role as a writer while raising her children, who was discouraged by her husband (Stanley Edgar 
Hyman, who was reportedly not only unfaithful but jealous of  his wife’s superior talent), and who was 
often criticized by contemporary critics and readers (Jackson was sometimes attacked for witchcraft and 
perversion). Her famous short story, “The Lottery,” appeared in The New Yorker (where Kincaid’s first 
short stories were published) and provoked more mail than the magazine had ever received in response 
to a story, the vast majority of  it negative. That Jackson was, like Allen Shawn, agoraphobic offers the 
final parallel that must have made it irresistible for Kincaid to choose her house as the setting for See. 

The Jackson house, at 12 Prospect Street in North Bennington, is right across the street from a 
home in which Jamaica Kincaid once lived, referred to by the name of  the actual people from whom 
she bought it, the McGovern House, and also called the Yellow House by Kincaid’s children. Kincaid 
later moved from the McGovern House on Prospect Street to a home on College Road that she and 
her husband purchased from a Dr Woodworth.  The Woodworth House is where she lived when I 
interviewed her in 2008.  In See she mentions many of  the details of  the McGovern House and its 
gardens (especially the peony garden and the daylilies) that she also writes about in My Garden (Book) 
and Among Flowers: A Walk in the Himalaya. The only difference is that in See, Mrs Sweet digs up flowers 
from the McGovern House and plants them in her garden in the Shirley Jackson House since Kincaid 
must provide Mrs Sweet her own garden even though she has given her a different house. Here, too, 
Mrs Sweet, like Kincaid in My Garden and Among Flowers, constantly looks out from her house at Mount 
Anthony. Jamaica Sweet’s description of  her journey home with her children from the bus stop tracks 
her on Silk Road across Walloomsac River, rounding Matteson Road, making a left on Harlan (131); the 
route omits only the turn off  Harlan onto College Road, where the Shawn family later lived, and then 
less than two blocks to Prospect Street, where the Sweets live.

See, like Kincaid’s other works, depicts the Kincaid-character enjoying perfect love and harmony 
in an Edenic garden with her loved one. The beginning of  the standard Kincaid story is almost always 
the garden (even if  the story begins in medias res and we have to be taken back to that beginning). The 
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garden of  the relationships in See Now Then is pictured even before this novel, as Kincaid writes in My 
Garden (Book), Among Flowers, and My Brother with great delight of  the enchanting Eden that is Bennington, 
the beauty of  her actual garden, and her delight in her home and American family. In My Brother she is 
miserable when she visits her dying brother in Antigua, and constantly longs to return to Bennington, the 
place where she has found happiness (149). Frequently, despite all the issues in See Now Then, she recalls 
how much she loved her husband (12, 39, 42, 68, 72, 82, 83, 93, 111) and admired his knowledge, his 
talents, his music masterpieces (72, 81–82, 111); she points out that he once was “a very good person” 
(111), who believed with his wife that love was perfect and their lives were ideal when their beautiful 
daughter was born (120). The husband is depicted as a good person who loved his wife (10, 12, 79, 87, 
170), her long legs (15), her height (97), her eyes (19), and the way she exaggerated everything (15), who 
called her sweet names and pampered her (11), and thought her young and beautiful (89). Unfortunately, 
Mrs Sweet recounts many later moments when she concludes that he never loved her (92).15

See provides only the shortest evocation of  the Edenic stage; by the time this story reaches its 
second page, we are overwhelmed with accounts of  deaths and told that Mr Sweet hates Mrs Sweet and 
wishes her dead, reinforcing Kincaid’s claim in My Garden: “When sorrow comes, I can never remember 
that I had once been glad” (210). Nonetheless, through the long list of  painful events in the life of  Mrs 
Sweet, there are occasionally reminders that there was once an Eden, there was once love. 

Throughout her works, Kincaid or the Kincaid-character idolizes the object of  her affection for 
characteristics that she considers herself  lacking, such as her mother’s classic beauty, lovely hair, fragrant 
aroma, orderly and efficient ordering of  her household, expert sewing, delicious cooking, and loving 
devotion to her. Similarly in See. Mrs Sweet idolizes the way her husband looks when she has ironed his 
shirts and trousers and made him look like a prominent American “to whom she was actually and legally 
wedded” (93–94) and when he wears his elegant double-breasted camel-hair jacket, the kind of  coat a 
prince such as he should wear (9).16 She also idolizes her husband’s knowledge of  classical music and 
the great composers. The character views herself  as an unattractive and overweight person who just got 
off  a banana boat.17 She considers herself  “fortunate” that this eminent American married her to save 
her from being deported and is as awed by his intelligence, his Americanness, his Jewishness, his family 
background, his whiteness, as she was by her mother’s light skin, straight hair, and classic beauty.18

Both of  the Kincaid-character’s love objects want to mold her to their ideals:  the mother wanted 
her to “become her” (See 29); and the husband, though initially taken with her difference and delighted 
to educate her into his cultivated lifestyle (170), comes to desire a slim, cultured, sophisticated, quiet 
lady who played Brahms, like the woman for whom he finally left her (155).19 In other words, he wanted 
her to be of  his culture and not someone who “would be of  the people who waited on us” (170). Both 
mother and husband come to loathe what is crucial to the Kincaid-character: her mother came to loathe 
her reading to the point that she burned her books, one of  the most painful events in the author’s life; her 
husband hated her “enthusiasms,” which included her gardening (See 92; also See 5 and 9). The paradisal 
stage in both relationships are also adversely affected by money issues, with Kincaid (or the Kincaid-
character) resenting the expectation that she must make sacrifices to support her family. Perhaps one of  
the most infuriating events in Kincaid’s relationship with her mother was that she had to drop out of  
school and care for her baby brother to allow her mother to work, and that she was ultimately sent away 
to earn money to support her family. Once the love goes out of  Mrs Sweet’s relationship with Mr Sweet, 
we are reminded that they sometimes have difficulty paying their utility bills (64, 77, 156), their bills for 
her long-distance calls to Antigua, his fee for the copyists who worked with his musical compositions (65) 
and the expenses of  her gardening bills.20 Unfortunately, it seems to be Mrs Sweet who has to pay all 
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the bills (77, 156), something she sarcastically notes that she is able to do thanks to the writing and the 
traveling that her family resents and the resulting checks made out “to that Charles Laughton-like entity” 
(77).21

See, like Kincaid’s other works, painfully evokes the Kincaid-character suffering what she describes 
as “the worst humiliation”: abandonment (See 166).  Having enjoyed perfect love and harmony in 
Eden, that ideal garden, that Paradise, she seems fated to endure the loss of  that idyllic existence when 
she is abandoned by the love object. Usually in Kincaid’s writing, this person is her mother, but here it 
is her husband (who is also her mother: “I married my mother.”). He transforms into a hateful brute 
who comes to loathe her (6, 24, 99, 100, 157) and wishes her dead (39, 63, 79, 143), and views her as 
“dreadful” (7, 23), a horrible bitch (9,17, 164), a “monster” (170), “a shit” (77), and an ugly old woman 
(160). He cannot even abide her voice (45–46, 84–86, 87), declaring at one point, “I wished she minced 
words, I wish she would bite off  her tongue” (171).22 

One of  the major signs of  the mother’s abandonment in Kincaid’s fiction occurs when her 
mother insists that the Kincaid-character is getting too old for the mother to continue to make their 
dresses out of  the same fabric (Annie John 25–27). From this point the Kincaid-character agonizes that 
she is no longer the central figure in her mother’s life, regards everything her mother does to allow her 
more independence as a rejection, and becomes more aware and more jealous of  the time the mother 
spends with the father. The births of  Kincaid’s three brothers (born when she was eight, eleven, and 
twelve) represent the ultimate abandonment as her mother turned her attention to them.  Kincaid never 
gets over this betrayal and compulsively rehashes it in book after book and interview after interview: the 
mother’s calling her a slut, taking her out of  school to care for her baby brother, burning her books, and 
sending her away to work in America represent the loss of  her childhood Eden. 

Similarly Mr Sweet’s abandonment of  his wife begins with pernicious comments about her 
appearance, starting, it seems, with the births of  their children.23 He refuses to spend time with her and 
the children and escapes to his hideaway, a space above the garage to which Mrs Sweet was forbidden 
access (14), where he composes nocturnes such as “This Marriage Is Dead” (24).24 She notes his interest 
in his attractive young white students (16, 23, 98), and then comes the ultimate abandonment when 
Mr Sweet tells her he is in love with a young and beautiful woman who comes from a different culture 
than hers, who plays Brahms (155) and can talk with him about Mozart (159).  Persephone declares 
that Mr Sweet “dumped her” for a younger woman (100).25 Mr Sweet “gently” explains to his son that 
he is leaving because he loves another woman: “I don’t love your mother, you know, we were always 
so incompatible, for she did emerge from a boat whose main cargo was bananas, and she is strange 
and should live in the attic of  a house that burns down.”26 As when her mother abandoned her, the 
Kincaid-character in See is absolutely devastated at the loss of  her “Paradise”: she “now broke in two” 
over and over again (159–60); there were no words to express the agony, suffering and pain that this 
rejection caused her (156). Mrs Sweet’s only consolation is that her mother was not alive to rejoice in her 
abandonment (170).

One of  the consequences of  the loss of  her Eden is the Kincaid-character’s sense that she is ugly, 
that her body is unattractive. The disgust of  the beloved is reflected in her negative view of  herself  in all 
instances. In Annie John after her mother refused to make their dresses out of  the same fabric Annie fails 
to recognize herself  because she looked so strange and unattractive with her black skin, her unruly hair, 
her long neck, her big head (25–27) and laments that she looked old and miserable (94). In See Now Then 
after the birth of  her son, she complains that her body looks like a garden shed (74).  She frequently notes 
her height and poor posture (10), her large flat nose (122), her large lips (97), her big feet (86), and takes 
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on her husband’s comparison of  her body to that of  Charles Laughton (119) with its expanding waist 
and thickening arms and ankles (63, 139).

 The Kincaid-character does not, however, suffer abandonment quietly.  Once they have 
destroyed her Eden, both of  her idols are bitterly attacked (including in See). The mother-character is 
assailed as a horrible person, a monster, a demon, a serpent, a hypocrite. In See Mr Sweet is bitterly 
attacked for his small size (52–53, 155), his infantilism and impotence: Mr Sweet recalls a time when his 
son grabbed his testicles and “threw them away… and [they] were never heard from again” (46). He is 
mocked for going bald and aging, and frequently described as a rodent (7, 24).27 She expresses contempt 
for his lack of  success as a performer, for writing music that no one cared about or came to hear (82) 
and for hateful compositions such as This Marriage Is Dead (28), sometimes called Husband Left Her (27). 
Mr Sweet’s jealousy of  his wife’s success (77), and his concomitant lack of  concern for her (81) leads to 
her disdain for his agoraphobia (113, 111), his tendency to become ill whenever he had to perform (49, 
51), and his reclusiveness in his dark studio. The novel is acidly void of  the sympathetic treatment of  his 
illness that Shawn himself  provides in Wish I Could Be There or Twin; Mrs Sweet’s sarcastic commentaries 
are relentless. 

A particularly malicious barb by her original love is constantly recalled with much pain by the 
Kincaid-character. Her mother’s denouncing her as a slut in scenes in Annie John and At the Bottom of  the 
River finds a parallel in Mr Sweet’s castigating her as a backwater islander who arrived on a banana boat 
(9, 97), which Mrs Sweet views as “the seat of  her diminishment” (11).  

It is clear that in See Now Then, Jamaica Kincaid’s ongoing battle with her mother has not ended. 
Mrs Sweet realizes that her efforts to bury her past cannot succeed (93) and she is not so much fated to 
“See Now Then” as she is to continue to “See Then Now.” The Annie Drew-figure is not only recalled 
throughout the novel, but might be said to be resurrected in Mr Sweet, hence the conflation of  husband 
and mother in the title of  this essay.

    Notes

 1 In Wish I Could Be There, Shawn indicates that they were divorced in 2001(116). In fact, the final 
divorce decree was issued on 19 February 2002, according to the Vermont State Archives and Record 
Administration. This is consistent with the time frame in See, where Mrs Sweet is fifty-two years old (18); 
she was born on May 25 (176); assuming the same year as Kincaid’s birth (1949), she would have turned 
fifty-three three months after the divorce. (The names as they appear on the divorce decree are Allen 
Shawn and Jamaica Kincaid.)

2 This comment about her mother is puzzling. In 2008, five years before her 2013 interview with 
Laura Alleyne for the magazine Guernica, Kincaid told me about people who went to Antigua seeking out 
her mother. She was also aware that I went to Antigua seeking information “verifying her [mother’s] life” 
in 2009.

3 Allen Shawn dedicates a chapter to his father’s relationship with Lillian Ross in Twin:  “Finding 
Words,” 152–69.

4 Not unrelated to these titles is the comment that Lillian Ross frequently tells us that William 
Shawn often made about his married life: “I am there, but I am not there” (10, 11, etc., etc.).
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5 In her earlier works Kincaid occasionally alluded to her happiness in Vermont, but she never 
provided details of  her married life.  

6 See My Brother (99). During the good times, Mr Sweet often called Mrs Sweet “Sweetie” (See 11).
7 I use the term Kincaid-character to refer to the many autobiographical characters in Kincaid’s 

works, including Annie John (Annie John), Lucy (Lucy), Xuela (The Autobiography of  My Mother), Mignonette 
(“Antigua Crossings”), and the many unnamed children in At the Bottom of  the River and varied other short 
stories, such as “The Biography of  a Dress.”

8 “The Long Rain” is a chapter in Annie John, but it is referenced in several other Kincaid writings 
and interviews.

9 The impact of  having to copy Books One and Two of  Paradise Lost was such a traumatic event 
in Kincaid’s life that she alludes to it over and over in her works and even read from it instead of  her 
own writing at PEN’s World Festival of  International Literature in 2013, explaining, “…as a 7-year-old it 
formed very much my feelings about tyranny and about injustice… I just wanted to read something that 
would not be what was expected… I was almost sure people wanted me to read from my writing, but I 
never give people what they want” (Loh n. pag).

10 Kincaid provides details of  her own youthful sexual indiscretions in “Putting Myself  Together”.

11 In See she provides a specific address: 284 Hudson Street (72).
12 Kincaid told Hannah Levintova that her children said she was always late picking them up at the bus.

13 Kincaid often alludes to her grandmother’s “amazing” smell (Kin/Dance and Mariana Cook, 
Generations of  Women 10); she used amazing four times in my interview with her.

14 Kincaid details her brother’s dying of  AIDS in My Brother.

15  Throughout the Kincaid canon, Kincaid and the characters in her works wrestle with the fact 
that love and hate are always closely intertwined and difficult to distinguish. 

16 Legal marriage means a great deal to Kincaid and/or the Kincaid-character, since she was 
born with a line through her (the line on the birth certificate indicating the lack of  a father) and might, 
without the strict guardianship of  her mother, have ended up bearing ten children by ten different men. 
Kincaid writes about this in At the Bottom of  the River, My Brother, and Mr. Potter and talked about it during 
our interview.  

17 A common stereotype of  Caribbean people and a slight Mr Sweet often uses to refer to Mrs Sweet.

18 Kincaid does not mention race, but Mrs Sweet’s focus on Mr Sweet’s blue-blood and 
aristocratic family and background (See 94) contrasted with his emphasis on Mrs Sweet’s third-world, 
backwater origins (he constantly reminds her that she came on a banana boat) reflects the same 
ambivalence about race that may be seen in several Kincaid writings and interviews.  
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19 From the time Allen Shawn invited a six-year-old girl “known for wildness and indecent 
exposure” to his house “for the express purpose of  suggesting an exchange of  anatomical explorations,” 
he “gravitate[d]” toward women who were “‘foreign’ to the milieu of  my childhood” (Wish I Could Be 
There 101).

20 Kincaid often speaks in interviews and several books of  the money she spends on her gardening, 
noting in My Garden that this passion has often brought the family “to the brink of  bankruptcy” (226).

21 Mr Sweet often ridicules Mrs Sweet for looking like the portly British actor Charles Laughton.

22 Kincaid has often reported her husband’s appeal to her to “mince words” (see Ian Frazier’s 
foreword to Talk Stories, xix) In most of  these instances it is a loving joke rather than a cruel affront as it is 
in See.

23 When Mr Sweet compares Mrs Sweet’s body after the birth of  their son to Charles Laughton, 
she was moved to tears while he thought he had said something very funny (75), reminding of  Kincaid 
or the Kincaid-character’s pain elsewhere when her mother made jokes at her expense. Later Mrs Sweet 
tells us it was after the birth of  her daughter that the husband started joking about her looking like the 
actor (119).

24 While this is probably a fictional addition, it is interesting to note that Kincaid’s husband, 
Allen Shawn, has written, “My better, darker music represents something truer about me… A Japanese 
psychiatrist… put it this way: ‘His music and his phobias are the same.’” (Wish I Could Be There 191).

25 Annie Shawn’s bitterness about this issue was discussed by Connie Rabinowitz in our interview 
(Kin/Dance, January 17, 2009).

26 This allusion, clearly, is to Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, a source that Rhys, Kincaid, and many 
other female Caribbean writers cite as the only character to whom they could relate in the literature they 
studied.

27 This association of  Mr Sweet with a rodent may allude to what appears to be one of  the most 
traumatic events in his life, the death of  his beloved hamster when he was seven (Wish I Could Be There 45, 
and Twin 4 and 67).
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On Scanning Louise 
Bennett Seriously 
Ben Etherington

Him hole de foot and tun it roun,

De crowd feel disappint,

Half  a de foot look like a foot

And half  like a bamboo jint!

“Show Yuh Foot”

Louise Bennet

The simplicity of  Louise Bennett’s prosody defies lengthy consideration, or so it 
would seem. She always uses the same form, the ballad, and nearly all her poems take 
the same shape: four line stanzas with an abcb rhyme scheme. The majority are dramatic 

Miss Lou Photo courtesy of  the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission.
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monologues of  between 5 and 13 stanzas. Her technique appears to be consistent from her first poem 
until her last. What is there to discuss?

June 2014 marked fifty years since Mervyn Morris’s “On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” 
was serialized in The Sunday Gleaner. Long acknowledged as a landmark in Caribbean literary criticism 
(Donnell and Welsh), the essay was notable above all for making the claim that a serious discussion of  
the qualities of  Bennett’s verse was needed. The simple act of  describing aspects of  Louise Bennett’s 
verse practice with the precision of  a trained literary critic heralded no less than a fundamental shift in 
the orientation of  the Jamaican literary field. Read half  a century later, it can be seen as participating 
in a global transvaluation of  literary categories and aesthetic criteria that took place at the time of  
decolonization. Such grand historical theatre must be supplied by the literary historian, though. 
Morris’s composed and tightly organized essay makes no great claim for itself  and sounds positively 
conservative when placed alongside the dramatic polemics of  critics like Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, Chinweizu 
Ibekwe, Aimé Césaire, and Edward Kamau Brathwaite.

 A more resonant comparison might be with C.L.R. James, whose great work of  aesthetic 
description, Beyond a Boundary, was published in the same year that Morris submitted his Louise Bennett 
essay to the Jamaica Festival Essay Competition. James’s writing on cricket is full of  precise technical 
descriptions, such as the following passage on Gary Sobers’ approach to the “hook” shot:

Where George Headley used to face the ball square and hit across it, Denis 
Compton placed himself  well outside it on the off-side, and Walcott compromised by 
stepping backwards but not fully across and hitting, usually well in front of  and not behind 
square leg, Sobers seems to stand where he is and depend upon wrist and eyesight to swish 
the short fast ball square to the boundary. (James 214)1

For those familiar with cricket—particularly the names of  the field positions—these are detailed 
sketches remarkable for being captured in a single sentence. The contrast with the actions of  Headley, 
Compton and Walcott when facing the short bouncing ball helps us to appreciate the elegance with 
which Sobers resolves the same challenge. The onomatopoeic “swish” captures the fluency of  the 
movement. The significance of  such descriptions is not evident in singular instances. It is the cumulative 
effect of  James’s precision that gives the rise of  West Indian cricket its historical gravity and aesthetic 
distinctiveness. It is easy to find a parallel between England vs West Indies cricket matches and 
approaching decolonization. It is James’s descriptions that bring us to experience these matches as 
embodiments of  historical process.

Here is Morris discussing Bennett’s “Candy Seller”:

If  anyone doubts the precise suitability of  the images—wedge-heel boot like 
submarine, clothes like black-out, and so on—he should be disarmed by the dramatic 
context [of  war]. This could all well be said by a candy-seller in this situation. Rhythm and 
rhyme are used effortlessly, the pauses coming where the dramatic sense demands them. 
There is no constriction, no monotony. The poem has the oneness the wholeness of  a 
completely realized experience. (Morris, ‘On Reading’ 71)

It matters that the images are suitable to the time and place, and that the rhythm and the rhyme 
sound effortless. Bennett’s technique embodies that force of  creative spirit required to take on the 
challenge of  writing a dramatic monologue in Jamaican Creole in ballad form in the 1940s. Later in 
the essay, Morris notices moments of  technical unease in her poetry for the same reason. At stake is the 
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capacity to seize upon the development of  local literary material as it develops its own gravity. As with 
James, the significance cannot be grasped when reading just one or two descriptions. It is only when 
reading across Morris’s body of  criticism, as he brought the same seriousness to bear on the range of  
postcolonial Caribbean poetry, that new poetic materials acquire their sense of  historical importance 
(Morris, Is English We Speaking and Other Essays; Morris, Making West Indian Literature). The critic’s 
sensitivity is a seismograph of  cultural spirit.

The risk taken by both Morris and James is that in proceeding in this way, rather than by 
polemic, they might be seen to be playing by the old rules. Both have a tone that rings from the 
late colonial era and their points of  reference are soaked in that cultural and conceptual reality. Of  
Bennett’s “Back to Africa”, Morris comments: “It takes a shape very eighteenth-century in its careful 
balance” (Morris, “On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” 72); “Po’ Ting” is compared to Gilbert and 
Sullivan, “The Candy Seller” to Browning. But before we conclude that the essay adheres to Anglo-
centric literary history and paradigms of  taste, we need to specify the nature of  the cultural politics of  
Morris’s poetic descriptions as they were to unfold over his career.

The title of  Morris’s essay is obviously a pun, pointedly made with the comma. Taking her work 
seriously went against the grain of  the general perception of  Bennett as a performer and entertainer.2 
The pun has another aspect which is less obvious. Morris, recently returned with a BA in English from 
Oxford, signals his use of  the procedures and tone of  “serious” literary criticism. This reflects back on 
to those tools and on that tone. If  the Browning comparison feels inappropriate to poems written for 
consumption in the leisure pages of  the Sunday paper, it also draws Browning onto foreign terrain. The 
grating is the sound of  critical terrain shifting. 

“On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” can be seen as the first step in a career-long immanent 
critique of  Anglo-centric practical criticism. It explains why the same precision of  judgement was 
brought to bear when editing collections by poets as diverse as Bennett, Wayne Brown and Mikey 
Smith, and how the same short essay format can illuminate the inheritors of  Bennett’s creole ballads 
as readily as Walcott and Baugh. Morris was hardly alone in decolonizing Caribbean literary criticism, 
but his critical oeuvre is notable for persisting with practical criticism in a period in which method was 
increasingly informed by social, linguistic and cultural theory.

Practical criticism is a kind of  cultural theory, though, so long as its critical concepts are adapted 
to the evolutions of  literary material. In this essay I will enlarge on one particular aspect of  the critical 
discussion of  Bennett’s work: her rhythmic practice. Morris barely commented on rhythm in his first 
essay on Bennett, but it would become contentious in subsequent discussions and has stubbornly 
persisted as an unresolved question, even as the conversation around Jamaican poetry has drifted away 
from questions of  craft. In this essay I would like to think about what it would take to “scan” Louise 
Bennett seriously: to forge a technical language adequate to the task of  interpreting the rhythmical 
patterns of  her verse. As with Morris’s essay, this will require pushing through the misrecognitions that 
can occur when a certain tradition of  English scansion is applied without sensitivity or fluidity. In the 
latter part of  the essay, I will work towards a “cellular” scansion of  Bennett’s verse. I will explain what 
is meant by this later. For now it is enough to say that it seeks to identify the parameters of  rhythmic 
repetition active in any given verse practice without assuming that these be stress-based (or the 
negation of  stress metres). It is a scansion in which no dimension of  prosody is excluded a priori from 
consideration.
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At one point in “On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” Morris challenges any reader who 
thinks that “a lively metrical sense and some wit are sufficient equipment for writing dialect verse like 
Miss Bennett’s” to try it themselves (73). So it seems at this time that he detected a metre in Bennett’s 
verse. At another, Morris criticizes internal jingles in “Pedestrian Crosses” for producing an awkward 
rocking rhythm, speculating that “dialect” might not be able to “cope” with such prosodic effects 
(73). So it also seems that he felt that the metrical possibilities of  Jamaican Creole are different from 
Standard.

In the introduction to Jamaica Labrish, Rex Nettleford took issue with Morris’s “serious” 
approach. One can read Bennett as a literary figure, he concedes, but this is to overemphasize only one 
aspect of  her achievement. Nettleford’s chosen criteria seek to capture Bennett also as “entertainer” 
and “documenter of  aspects of  Jamaican life”. In the section that considers her as a literary artist, 
he conducts his own practical criticism, the underlying assumptions of  which appear to be more 
or less the same as Morris’s. Of  concern here is his rhythmic analysis. He employs a conventional 
metrical scansion, justified on the grounds that “iambic rhythms are natural to the Jamaican drawl” 
(Nettleford 11). By way of  further response to Morris, he focuses on “Pedestrian Crosses”: “far from 
being a functionless jingle, this poem illustrates the propriety of  metric form.” He claims that “the racy 
monologue takes on the breathless gallop of  the anapaestic rhythm” (13) in order to convey the start-
stop hesitancy at a pedestrian crossing. “Dear Departed Federation” likewise is praised for the suitability 
of  its “trochaic measures” to the sadness of  the subject (14).

In the next section, on Bennett as performer, however, Nettleford asserts that she ought to be 
regarded essentially as a “poet of  utterance”: “if  on the printed pages her poems appear to be dated 
frozen jingles, in the renditions she gives of  them they take on vitality and meaning” (16). How has 
“breathless gallop” become “frozen jingle”? When scanning “Pedestrian Crosses” had he been referring 
to print as a kind of  aide-memoire to the rhythms heard in performance? In performance her verse 
gallops, but the printed word operates on them like Medusa. Nettleford therefore presents Jamaica 
Labrish as a transcription of  Bennett, with print serving as one kind of  record of  a figure from oral culture.

In his essay on “Literature and the Folk”, first presented at the Association for Commonwealth 
Literature and Language Studies conference at UWI Mona in 1971, Gordon Rohlehr discussed 
Bennett’s prosody in the course of  supporting his influential thesis that Caribbean literature and culture 
do not stratify into class perspectives, or divide into oral and scribal modes, but exist along a continuum. 
Rohlehr discusses the parallels and divergences of  Bennett’s ballads and Trinidadian calypso so as to 
put into relief  the respective social realities out of  which each emerged and which each addresses. 

Towards the end of  the paper, he comments that his engagement with Bennett has been limited. 
He has discussed her poetry in a “purely literary” way, by which he means he has discussed her poems 
as printed objects. For Rohlehr, this is the equivalent of  considering calypso without melody. On 
the page the poems “assume a hymn-book monotony, and an apparent regularity of  rhythm, which 
could bore the reader who makes the mistake of  hearing the poems as if  they were meant to conform 
to conventional (Standard English) ideas of  prosody” (Rohlehr 81). Like Nettleford, Rohlehr hears 
significant departures in her performances from the regularity perceived in print: “There are sudden 
changes in pitch and tone and speed, a complete departure from the stress patterns which the ballad 
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form would seem to be imposing” (81). He sees that this is a challenge for criticism, remarking: “The 
problems of  prosody haven’t begun to be solved in the West Indies” (81).  Following this, he suggests 
that an appropriate criticism might function more like the criticism of  musical performance, attending 
to the utterances of  the performing voice.3 The shift to performance criticism somewhat goes against 
the suggestion, however faint, that this is, at least partly, a problem for the phenomenology of  print: 
the regularity of  rhythm is only apparent, the ballad form would seem to be imposing stress patterns, 
monotony will bore the reader who mistakes the prosody for its iteration in print.

Famously, Brathwaite claimed that Bennett’s poetry is yoked to the “tyranny of  the pentametre” 
(Brathwaite 30). In the decolonizing narrative of  History of  the Voice, her ballads play the role of  English 
metrics’ last stand, beyond which the creole voice breaks free of  its chains. Her prosodic success comes 
only in establishing rhythms “in counterpoint against the pentametre” (Brathwaite 30). At the end of  
the footnote in which this comment appears, Brathwaite concedes that a fuller explanation is required, 
which would elucidate “the phonemic structure of  nation language and how this relates to syntax and 
prosody” (30). He is perhaps less confident than his rhetoric would suggest that he has the tools needed 
to grasp the logic of  Bennett’s verse. Again, there is a hope that it may be possible to reinsert through 
criticism the phonological dimension that print has sucked out.

Ideally, “On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” should be read with Morris’s 1982 essay, 
“Louise Bennett in Print”, published in the Caribbean Quarterly to accompany his edition of  Bennett’s 
Selected Poems. The first essay made the crucial intervention, but the later one is more comprehensive, 
particularly on questions of  prosody and orthography, which, as we have seen, had become key 
concerns in the meantime. A fault line had emerged, with most critics pushing against the perceived 
print bias of  Morris’s “serious” reading.

Morris now focused his attention squarely on Bennett’s rhythm, finessing the terms of  the debate 
that had produced the print/voice dichotomy:

Louise Bennett most often employs a version of  the ballad quatrain. But 
mystification and undue awe have been the usual consequences of  relating her prosody to 
the iambic stress-patterns of  the English/Scottish ballad norm. What Louise Bennett quite 
regularly employs is a quatrain (version) in which eight syllables are followed by six, then 
eight, then six, with the rhyme scheme abcb. An extra syllable here, a syllable short there, 
need hardly cause a flutter; especially as, even more regularly, each pair of  lines tends to 
have fourteen syllables (or their equivalent in time). The regularity gives Louise Bennett’s 
most characteristic verse an underlying structure which—unlike many of  the people who 
recite her monologues in public—the author herself  invariably suggests in performance. 
Yet, unconcerned about iambic stress patterns, she is free to “manipulate the tonal range of  
the language” [the reference is to Nettleford’s introduction to Labrish], to follow the contours 
of  Jamaican speech and to point each line for meaning and for dramatic effect (Morris, 
“Louise Bennett in Print” 47–48)4.

To see how this brief  technical analysis cuts through the debate on Bennett’s prosodic 
achievement, we can unpack what is meant by “mystification and undue awe”. “Undue awe” refers to 
the Houdini act Bennett is supposed to be accomplishing when her performing voice escapes the iambic 
chains apparent in printed form. Morris is claiming that the chains were never there in the first place. 
Bennett’s verse is not governed by metrical feet; not on the stage, not on the page. Rather, the formal 
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constraints come in regulating syllable number. Mystification, then, concerns attitudes towards print: 
the freezing of  Bennett’s voice perceived by Rohlehr, Nettleford and Brathwaite took place in the inner-
ear of  their reading eye. They were fighting the iambs of  the mind.5

This is why Morris is unapologetic about presenting an edition of  Bennett that is not tediously 
phonetic. An orthography which attempted to register every nuance of  the voice would betray a lack 
of  confidence in the reader’s inner-ear. The words on the page ought to “suggest recognisable noises 
and nuances of  meaning” (Morris, “Louise Bennett in Print” 49) to those familiar with the features of  
Jamaican Creole. This also requires shedding Anglo-centric habits of  prosodic recognition rather than 
exclaiming on the priority of  the voice.

Taken together, Morris’s essays on Bennett free the discussion of  her prosody from colonial 
condescension as well as the misrecognitions of  anti-colonial polemic. The great villain, the metrical 
foot, was as deeply entrenched in the anti-colonial mind as it was in the colonizer’s.

In de new plantation story

firs’ t’ing dat have to know

is who an’ who to tackle

when de call to battle blow.

(“For Consciousness”, Shadowboxing 17)

*

 

As a postscript to “Louise Bennett in Print”, it is interesting to read a comment that Morris 
made in a talk presented in 2008 at the opening of  the conference “Noh Lickle Twang! Louise Bennett-
Coverley, The Legend and the Legacy”. Here he appears to back away a little from the contention that 
Bennett’s prosody is non-metrical. He states that her practice is “to establish tension between variation 
and order. Her verse is usually referencing the iambic ballad quatrain but refusing to be constrained by 
it” (“Morris, ‘To Prime the Pump”). In his recent book on Bennett, Miss Lou: Louise Bennett and Jamaican 
Culture, Morris reuses the passage quoted above from “Louise Bennett in Print”, only revising it as 
follows: “the poems most often employ a version of  the iambic ballad quatrain: the reference norm is a line of  four iambic 
feet followed by lines with three, then four, then three with the rhyme scheme abcb. Stress variations are frequent in 
Louise Bennett’s verse, but each pair of  lines tends to have fourteen syllables (or their equivalent in time)” 
(70, amendments italicized). From referring to her “lively metrical sense” in 1963, to regarding Bennett 
as being “unconcerned by iambic stress patterns” in 1982, it seems that Morris again perceives that 
common metre is, at the least, a reference point. What exactly does he mean by “referencing” and 
“reference norm”? Has he changed his mind, or does this just nuance the more strident line taken in 
“Louise Bennett in Print”? This is not merely a technical consideration. At stake is the basis for that 
precision of  judgement which can illuminate the historical truth of  Bennett’s verse practice.

To pursue this further, we need to think a little more concertedly about what the concepts in 
play actually refer to, especially the nature and prevalence of  the metre which may or may not be an 
organizing principle in Bennett’s verse. A recent essay by Katherine Verhagen Rodis in the Journal of  
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West Indian Literature helps to clarify matters, though probably not in the way that she intended. Her 
position is unequivocal: common metre absolutely constitutes the basic rhythmic structure of  Bennett’s 
quatrains and so “Morris’s metrical assessment is wrong” (Rodis 62). Her argument is that Bennett 
subverts the power relation that would seem to be inherent when adopting the common metre by 
inverting the relationship between Standard and “Jamaican English” (65–66). Bennett does so both at 
the level of  narrative content and rhythmic form. It is a type of  argument that is recognizable from 
across postcolonial literary studies (and which was especially prevalent in the 1990s), whereby colonial 
literary norms are appropriated only then to be subverted as part of  a general “writing back” to the 
imperial centre. Perhaps because the form of  the argument is pre-cooked, Rodis overplays it. She is 
compelled to make a blanket assumption about the presence of  a metrical norm in order that she can 
then show how it is subverted. 

What, exactly, is being subverted? Rodis speaks of  the “English ballad form”, presumably 
referring to a common metre abcb stanza (or ballad stanza) in Standard English. Do sixteenth-century 
border ballads, the Scots ballads of  Robbie Burns, and Irish Republican ballads also subvert this norm? 
Do the ballads in Caribbean creoles across the region from the period of  slavery up to Jeannette Layne 
Clark in our time subvert the norm? Do Australian nationalist bush ballads subvert the norm? Of  
course not. The ballad is a form that has proved highly adaptable to a range of  vernacular speech-types 
across the spectrum of  world Englishes. Bennett cannot subvert something which she typifies.

Helpfully, though, this false assumption allows us to see what it looks like when a conventional 
foot-based scansion is applied to Bennett’s verse. This is how Rodis marks up a stanza from “Dry Foot 
Bwoy” (‘/’ and ‘˘’ indicate stressed and unstressed syllables respectively): 

 ˘  / | ˘  /    |  ˘  /  |  ˘   /    |

Mi gi | a joke, | de gal | dem laugh |

 ˘   /   |  ˘   /   |   /   /   |

But hear | de bwoy, | “Haw-haw! |

˘    /   |  ˘   /  |   ˘   / |   ˘  /   |

I’m sure | you got | that ba | lly dash |

 /  ˘  |   ˘  / |  ˘ /   |

Out of | the ci | nema!” | (68)

Rodis claims that the consecutive stresses at the end of  line two and the stress at the beginning of  
line four “disrupt” an otherwise regular iambic scheme. This is part of  making the case that the rhythm 
of  the boy’s exaggerated Received Pronunciation moves awkwardly against the easy iambic movement 
of  the speaker’s Jamaican Creole.

It is unclear what forms the basis for Rodis’s placement of  stresses. There are two readily 
available recordings of  Bennett performing this poem, in 1983 and 1989. In both, Bennett goes with 
the metrical pulse over sense in line four, lightly accenting “of ”: “Out of the cinema”. When Morris 
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reads the same poem aloud towards the end of  the documentary Visiting With Miss Lou, his stresses 
follow the pattern as heard by Rodis. Both renditions are plausible. Stress is not embedded in the words, 
but depends upon interpretation as it encounters the dialectic of  metre and sense. In her performances, 
Bennett gives the RP a strong iambic lilt to further exaggerate the caricature. She even substitutes 
“ballydash” with “boulderdash” to give the first syllable a comic elongation. Morris’s rendition is 
perhaps more realistic.

Even more uncertain is Rodis’s claim that the passages in Jamaican Creole straightforwardly 
follow a regular iambic pulse. This is how another stanza from “Dry Foot Bwoy” is marked up: 

 ˘   /  | ˘   /   |   ˘    /  |  ˘    /  |

Him tan | up like | him stun | ted, den |

 /     ˘  |  ˘     /  |  /   ˘    |

Hear him | noh, “How | silley!” |

˘  /    |   /      ˘  | ˘  /     |

I don’t | think that | I really |

/  ˘   |   ˘    /  | /   ˘ | ˘  / |

Under | stand you | actu | ally | (68) 

Any non-Creole speaker who has ever heard a Jamaican preacher or dancehall deejay will know 
that “‘ear mi noh” has a rapid, even delivery, and the same goes for Bennett’s performances of  ‘Hear 
him noh’ in this stanza (and Morris’s too). None of  these syllables carry stress, as one would expect at 
an unambiguously basilectal register. In such passages the syllable-timed character of  Jamaican Creole 
comes to the fore and the rhythm can no more be represented using the scansion of  a stress-based 
language than could French or Yoruba. As Maureen Warner Lewis has put it: “Anglophone Caribbean 
Creoles distribute pulmonic force more evenly to syllables, thereby modifying the significance of  stress 
for comprehension. For instance, Caribbean Anglophone Creoles often lengthen and therefore accent 
syllables which are unaccented in British English”(Warner-Lewis 59). It is not that emphasis is absent; 
it is that the mode of  emphasis is durational and generally more specific to the rhetorical context than 
the stresses of  varieties of  Standard English. The above stanza is notable for shifting from a durational 
(quantitative) to a stress-based (qualitative) poetic rhythm as the speaker code-switches.

There are many metrical theories in the scholarship on Standard English poetics, but stress is 
an unavoidable element of  all of  them. I generally agree with Derek Attridge’s contention that it is 
not stress arrangements as considered against abstract templates that produces metrical poetry, but the 
way these are patterned to produce regular “beats”. This is true of  what Attridge calls “stress metre”, 
in which the arrangement of  emphasis produces beats strong enough to allow variations in number of  
unstressed syllables, but which almost always falls into four-beat lines, and syllable-stress metre, in which 
the ratio of  stress and unstress is fixed (what traditional metrists call “feet”), but the beats are weaker 
allowing for variation and different lengths of  the line (“tri-”, “tetra-”, “penta-”, and so on). Deviations 
such as those heard by Rodis in the above passages do not undermine metre but are enabled by it. 
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Indeed, the power of  metrical verse lies in the capacity to accommodate variation while retaining a 
coherent overriding structure.

If  we adopt Attridge’s beat prosody, the question we need to ask is not whether Bennett uses feet, 
but if  her verse consistently produces beats. If  the production of  beats is sufficiently regular, it could 
well be that the unambiguously basilectal creole speech acts in “Dry Foot Bwoy” are only momentary 
deviations from an enveloping metrical environment. Rodis might be wrong in the detail of  her 
scansion, but still be correct in her general assessment. In any case, her essay is a welcome contribution 
to the debate. In chancing her hand with actual scansion she has shown that any interpretation of  
Bennett’s rhythm must contend with rhythmic modulations that accompany code-switching.

*

Maureen Warner-Lewis’s essay “The Rhythms of  Caribbean Vocal and Oral-Based Texts”, from 
which I have already quoted, experiments with a “syllable-based scansion” (60) that aims to identify a 
“subterranean prosodic system employed by our folk vocalists” (71). Her case studies include song and poetry 
from across the Caribbean region, and in each Warner-Lewis notices that while emphasis (or stress) might be 
regular or irregular, syllable number is more reliably consistent. She concludes that “syllable quantification 
allows us to excavate the underlying rhythmic coherence of  line sequences” (64). Accordingly, pacing is not 
determined by stress-produced beats, but a combination of  syllable number and rhetorical context. Her main 
examples are calypsos, in which she demonstrates how rhythm and pace are regulated by syllable quantity. 
Calypsonians can decelerate the pace by elongating particular syllables and shortening the line, or accelerate 
the pace by increasing the syllable number, often for comic effect. Acceleration does not produce the awkward 
flattening of  the voice that occurs when the same is attempted in stress-based Standard English varieties. (The 
same pacing techniques could just as easily be observed in dancehall freestyling.)

In a brief  analysis of  Bennett’s “Jamaica Oman”, Warner-Lewis notices that some stanzas have a 
regularity of  emphasis, the distribution of  which resembles iambic pulses. Yet in others, the placement of  stress 
very much depends on interpretation, with several alternatives available. This is how she marks up one such 
stanza:

Some(ʹ) back a manʹ a push, some(ʹ) sideʹ a

Manʹ a holeʹ him han,ʹ

Some(ʹ) lickʹ senseʹ ee(ʹ)na manʹ head,ʹ

Some(ʹ) a guideʹ him ponʹ him plan!ʹ (67)

She then cites with agreement Morris’s comments from “Louise Bennett in Print” on syllable 
quantity and fourteen syllable groupings.

When placed in a region-wide context, it is hard to disagree with Warner-Lewis: the connection 
to other “folk vocalists” in the region will surely be rhythmic principles that syllable-timed creoles 
can hold in common. However, it does not account for why a pulse that sounds metrical, one which 
Warner-Lewis herself  hears, is also present in Bennett’s verse. To take this further, let’s examine “When 
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Trouble Teck Man” (Bennett, Selected Poems 30–31). There are two readily available recordings of  
Bennett performing the poem. The National Library of  Jamaica has made one available on YouTube.6 
Another can be found on the Visiting With Miss Lou documentary (see 23min). I refer readers to these 
recordings as guides for understanding the rhythmic principles operating in Bennett’s verse (whether 
metrically determined or otherwise), not as fixed authorities. As she interprets her own work in 
performance, Bennett helps us to perceive the rhythmic cells that bind it. 

In the recording from the National Library, Bennett recites the poem in the course of  giving a 
lesson on Jamaican proverbs. Judging from the grainy footage, its pedagogical function and her evident 
age, I would guess that it was filmed when she was working for the Jamaica Social Welfare Commission 
in the late 1950s (Morris, Miss Lou 22–23), though it could be earlier. The footage in Visiting With Miss 
Lou seems to have taken place in Canada sometime in the late 1990s. Despite being forty years apart, 
the performances are very similar, and there is hardly any variation in her approach to particular 
rhythmic decisions.

The opening two lines relate the proverb of  the title. Bennett delivers these quickly, evenly and 
without stress. At the third line, though, there is a clear shift to a mode in which emphasis produces 
regular beats. In both recordings, the metre is brought out with particular sing-song regularity in lines 
11 and 12, recalling nursery rhyme. In the following transcription, I have bolded those syllables which 
Bennett emphasizes in the National Library recording. Above these, I have placed a “B” to indicate the 
production of  beats. 

When trouble teck man, pickney boot   1

Fit him – an dat is true,    2

         B     [B]    B      [B]

For me prove it arra day wid Sister  3

 B    B      B   [B]

Mary pickni Sue.      4

     B         B          B     [B]

She come a mi yard pon a crying   5

         B       B      B     [B]

Seh she las har job as nurse,   6

        B      B      B       B

She no got nowhe fi sleep and ongle  7

  B     B         B    [B]

Two-bit eena har purse.     8
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    B       B            B        B 

Me teck har een, and me buy some load  9

       B        B      B    [B]

An me pack one bankra well,    10

       B           B         B     [B] 

An me cya har a street next marnin  11

       B         B      B    [B]

Fi go learn har how fi sell.7    12

These lines quite obviously are not in common metre (i.e. stanzas of  4-3-4-3 with regular weak-
strong “iambic” alternation). There are varying numbers of  syllables between those which receive 
emphasis and produce the beats, so foot-based scansion cannot help us. Syllable quantification, on 
the other hand, cannot account for the clear production of  beats. Also, while the number of  beats in 
the even lines are constant (3), the odd lines are variable (4 or 3). We are looking at stanzas in a 4x4 
stress metre. That is, the arrangement of  emphasis produces the sense of  four beats per line, regardless 
of  syllable quantity and even where there are only three articulated pulses in the line. In these lines 
the four-square rhythmic regularity compels a pause that is the equivalent of  a beat. Attridge calls 
these “virtual” beats (marked “[B]”). In some stanzas Bennett really only emphasizes two beats per 
line, particularly lines 3 and 4, but the momentum of  the rhythmic logic means the beats here are 
nevertheless felt.

In stanzas five and six, there is another shift as the speaker moves from relating the story to direct 
dramatization:

Me start fi holler – ‘Pumpkin! Pear!  13

Ripe plaintain goin poo!     14

Me got breadfruit’ Hear de gal backa me, 15

‘Me too!’        16

Me stop lickle, den me call again,  17

‘Ripe plaintain going poo    18

Me got breadfruit and banana!’   19

Hear de gal again, ‘Me too!’    20
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Bennett recites these lines with all the vocality of  the market scene and any sense of  governing 
beats falls away. If  one is inclined, it would be possible to persist with the stress metre through lines 13 
and 14 with beats on, say, ‘start’, ‘hol-’, ‘Pum-’, ‘Pear’ | ‘plain-’, ‘go-’, ‘poo-’. However, the beat would 
fall apart in the second half  of  line 15 unless the delivery were manipulated against the speech idiom. 
The same goes for the next stanza. Lines 17 to 19 could be made to conform to a four-beat pattern, but 
20 would not yield without falsity. The dissolution of  the stress metre is too decisive to consider these 
as momentary deviations from a regular pattern of  beats. They can only satisfactorily be performed 
without beats and the kinds of  emphasis that produce them.

 In stanza seven, Bennett reverts to stress metre in the first two lines:

         B        B      B       B

Well de fus time me did feel fi laugh, 21

     B      B       B

But now me temper flame.    22

Only immediately to shift out of  the metre when the speaker moves back into dramatization:

I seh, ‘Gal, shut up yuh “Me too”   23

An call out de food-dem name!   24 

Again, if  one is inclined, it would be possible to sustain the beats through these lines. However, it 
would again fall away when the speaker continues:

‘Any food deh name “me too” gal?   25

An anodder sinting too:     26

Sposin people hear you da seh “Me too” 27

An tink dah me dah sell yuh!    28

Line 27 would only conform to a beat structure at the cost of  sense. In any case, trying to 
perform these lines with beats would clash with the rhythm and style of  the previous section of  direct 
speech (lines 13–20).

We can conclude that there are two distinct modes of  rhythmic organization operating here, 
and these correspond to different aspects of  the narration. The sections in which the speaker provides 
background to the dramatic scene and advances the action are in stress metre, the sections of  direct 
speech follow a different rhythmic principle. If  we were to follow Warner-Lewis, we could posit that 
these lines are governed by syllable number. This is no doubt true; however, on the evidence of  the 
recording, it is not a proposition that convinces by itself. The dramatic scene requires variations in 
delivery which come from the imperatives of  dramatization. The loud voice used to advertise the wares 
has an entirely different pace and feel to the hushed lines in which she scolds the girl. If  it were syllable 
number alone, the sense of  rhythm would give way and it would sound like prose dialogue.
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The answer, I believe, lies neither with metre nor syllable number. The rhythmic coherence 
of  the poem as a whole is supplied by the rhyme scheme. The ringing-out of  the rhyme words gives 
“When Trouble Teck Man” a rhythmic unity as it moves from syllabic mode into stress metre and 
back. In the syllabic sections, it is essential for providing rhythmic regularity, and preventing the lines 
from dissembling into loose prose. Once you adjust your ear to listen for the rhythmic role of  rhyme, 
the patterns of  this poem become distinct. The unity provided by rhyme means that there need be 
no awkward transition between the two modes and anyone interpreting Bennett’s verse is free to give 
particular lines a more metrical or more syllabic feel. Of  course, decisions will be informed by the 
requirements of  code switching along the creole continuum and shifts in narrative mode.

There is not the space adequately to consider the rhythmic function of  rhyme in Bennett’s verse, 
so I will venture a few general comments ahead of  a more detailed investigation. First, the rhyme words 
at once bind the lines together and deliver the joke. The ensuing pause allows for the audience’s burst 
of  laughter which come naturally to punctuate the delivery. This produces a call and response rhythm 
that often gives her characters the air of  a charismatic, irreverent preacher. It is surely why “Uriah 
Preach” is one her most poetically and comically successful poems. It also protects her less successful 
jokes from sinking, as the audience gets caught up in the momentum of  call and response, and so laugh 
anyway. Her poetic technique generates its own canned laughter. If  her poetry can seem flat on the 
page, it is not because of  any iambic monotony, but because its rhyme-based rhythm is tuned for live 
performance.8 

In the absence of  consistent beats or determination by syllable quantity, rhyme provides Bennett 
with a strong mnemonic anchor. She often improvises within lines, substituting in new words or 
leaving others out, but the rhyme words provide a fixed point of  destination. On the evidence of  her 
recordings, it seems that as she aged and her repertoire narrowed to her greatest hits, readily familiar to 
most of  her audiences, her recitation sped up. In these performances one hears exposed the structural 
importance of  the rhyme, as she can move somewhat relentlessly towards these chimes.

Finally, one of  the most distinctive points of  differentiation between the intonation of  Jamaican 
Creole and that of  Standard English is the distribution in Creole of  weight towards the end of  words. 
This distinguishing feature is frequently encapsulated in the final stanza-ending rhymes, giving force 
to Bennett’s cultural politics. This is not a politics of  reactive rebellion, but an assertive poetics built 
around a programme of  ironizing colonial culture and developing cultural confidence through a 
common-sense affirmation of  the Jamaican language.

*

This paper has sought to widen the scope of  rhythmic theory around Bennett’s verse to 
consider the way in which it actually moves, rather than debating whether or not it conforms to pre-
existing rhythmic theory. In identifying the importance of  rhyme, I have been pursuing what I call 
“cellular scansion”.9 This is a form of  rhythmic interpretation that works by identifying basic cells of  
repetition with reference to all the available dimensions of  poetic language. This is especially useful 
for poetry that moves across the broad spectrum of  West Indian speech. As we have seen, any form 
of  rhythmic analysis whose tools are abstracted from a single fixed register will inevitably be prone to 
misrecognition. Code-switching across the creole continuum needs a prosody that can shift with it.
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In Bennett’s case, we can conclude that the basic cell is a two-line unit of  usually fourteen 
syllables with an emphatic end-rhyme. Within the cell Bennett can use different kinds of  rhythmic 
construction including stress metre, but the cell is in no way is determined by metre. We can therefore give 
a definitive “no” to the question of  whether Bennett’s verse is essentially metrical. Metre is a resource, 
but it does not govern the movement of  her verse. This is perhaps what Morris is gesturing towards 
when he says she “references” the ballad stanza. 

Identifying the outline of  the cell in Bennett’s verse is only the start. This brief  investigation 
seems to indicate that rhythm corresponds to different modes of  narrative, and this needs to be 
considered across her oeuvre. There is the very complicated question of  shifts in rhythmic practice 
as Bennett code-switches, often very subtly, along the continuum. There is also the great challenge of  
comparing Bennett’s practice to other creole balladeers, both those before her, like Claude McKay, 
Michael McTurk, and Edward Cordle, and those who have followed her example, such as Joan Andrea 
Hutchinson and even Linton Kwesi Johnson. What is clear is that those simple-seeming four-line 
stanzas enclose a remarkably rich and sophisticated prosodic texture; and there are many tripwires for 
anyone who thinks that they can be negotiated without reading Louise Bennett seriously.

Acknowledgement: An early version of  the second section of  this paper was published as part 
of  an article in The Journal of  Commonwealth Literature (49.3), and I thank the editors for their permission 
to reuse that material. I would also like to thank the audience, especially Michael Bucknor and Anthea 
Morrison, at the UWI Mona English department’s postgraduate seminar who heard, and then helped 
to correct, a wayward version of  this paper when it was presented in June 2014.

Notes

1 This passage is cited by Neil Lazarus with similar appreciation in Nationalism And Cultural Practice 
(146).

2 At the West Indian session of  the Commonwealth Writers Festival in London in 1965, for 
example, Bennett was listed separately to the other poets, even though reviews of  the event record that 
Bennett read poems. This reflects the practice, noticed by Morris in “On Reading Louise Bennett, 
Seriously”, of  isolating her from the “poets” in anthologies. This is how it was laid out in the festival 
programme:

 Poems by Derek Walcott, Evan Jones, John Figueroa, E.M. Roach, F.A. Collymore, Mervyn Morris, Errol John 
and others. 

Selected and presented by George Lamming.

With West Indian songs by Louise Bennett.

Readers: Errol John, Pauline Henriquez, John Figueroa, Evan Jones and George Lamming 

(Poetry Book Society)

3 A stencilled transcript of  the discussion after the paper records that Rohlehr had not intended 
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to present the criticism of  Bennett as a matter either of  print or performance: “the fact that we are 
talking about writers who seem to be as much at home in oral traditions as in scribal ones, necessitates 
a mixture of  approaches. If  I have been arguing for anything at all, it has been for a certain openness in 
our approach to this business of  criticism.” (Cited by Morris, “Louise Bennett in Print” 49).

4 This passage appears almost verbatim in the introduction to Morris’s edition of  Bennett’s 
selected poems, which is even more emphatic on the question of  metre. There Morris comments that 
it is “unhelpful to relate her prosody to an iambic stress patterns we can hardly ever find in her work” 
(Bennett xxii).

5 In the introduction to the Voiceprint anthology, Rohlehr describes Bennett’s prosodic 
achievement as “confined to the tension created through the counterpoint of  Jamaica Creole speech 
rhythms and the fixed metric cage of  the stanza” (Brown, Morris and Rohlehr 3). Either he had not 
read Morris’s essay, or did not agree.

6 “‘When trouble tek man, pickney boot fit him!’ - Miss Lou talks Jamaican proverbs”, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7htbzK69iA (accessed 2 December 2016). Web.

7 I have transcribed the text as Bennett recites it in the National Library version. There are quite 
a few deviations from the text as it appears in Morris’s edition of  Selected Poems (31–32). I have retained 
the principles of  Morris’s orthography when making the transcription.

8 It seems likely that she would have discovered the importance of  rhyme words from an early 
stage. She performed her poems publicly well before she started to publish regularly, and so a comic 
method first tested on audiences is evident in the printed object.

9 This is a notion I first coined in a paper on Brathwaite’s Rights of  Passage (Etherington). 
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The Interplay of  
Political and Existential 
Freedom in Earl 
Lovelace’s The Dragon 
Can’t Dance  
Tohru Nakamura

Caribbean literature of  the years before and after Independence (the works of  
Naipaul, Walcott, Lovelace and Wilson Harris in particular) is preoccupied not only with 
the political but also with the existential aspect of  freedom. By neglecting the latter, critics 
have missed the significant subtlety of  these writers. In this essay, I shall read Earl Lovelace’s 
The Dragon Can’t Dance (1979), drawing on some basic ideas of  psychoanalysis to clarify the 
dynamics of  liberation explored in the novel.1 

I take “love” and “work” as guiding themes in Lovelace’s writing, for it is the absence 
of  these that most threatens the full humanity and freedom of  the characters who fall short 
of  the ideal proposed by some psychoanalysts:
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By one course he can progress to ‘positive freedom’; he can relate himself  
spontaneously to the world in love and work, in the genuine expression of  his emotional, 
sensuous, and intellectual capacities; he can thus become one again with man, nature, and 
himself, without giving up the independence and integrity of  his individual self. (Fromm 
139)2

The laziness and waste through which the residents of  Calvary Hill have asserted themselves 
against their colonial overlords and the more recent manifestations of  authority cannot provide a 
satisfactory basis for meaningful lives. Their ancestors saw acts of  sabotage and neglect as “the most 
wonderful acts” of  “asserting their humanness” so that they could refuse “to be grist for the mill 
of  the colonial machinery that kept on grinding in its belly people to spit out sugar and cocoa and 
copra” (DCD 2).3 With the strategic reluctance their ancestors handed down to them, the residents 
of  Calvary Hill now hold their poverty as a traditional possession in the modern Caribbean post-
Independence. Aldrick Prospect, the protagonist, is a staunch adherent of  the societal codes of  Calvary 
Hill; nevertheless, as he gradually acquires experience of  love and work, he comes to realize the 
anachronistic and destructive nature of  these codes.

Love is frequently referred to in connection with the novel’s four couples—Guy and Sylvia, 
Fisheye and Yvonne, Philo and Cleothilda, and Aldrick and Sylvia—but the characters themselves 
have the vaguest notion of  what love actually involves, most drawn from popular culture. As the story 
draws to an end, Philo exclaims melodramatically to Cleothilda, “Love! What is love?” (DCD 208). 
The question perplexes all the characters. One could argue that only Sylvia understands what love 
should be, which is why at last she chooses Aldrick, dissolving her engagement to Guy and enabling 
Aldrick to resolve the question of  love for himself. Critics have paid insufficient attention to this theme.4 
Wilfred Cartey perceives the connection between love and freedom: “They [Aldrick and Sylvia] enter 
a new space together of  love and freedom” (Cartey 470), but importantly he fails to clarify the concrete 
meaning of  freedom in the novel. Sartre claimed that “freedom is really synonymous with lack” (Sartre 
722). To attain existential freedom, which can never be ensured by political independence, one must 
recognize a lack in himself. In his novel The Waiting Room (1967), Wilson Harris, a philosophically 
informed Guyanese writer contemporary with Lovelace, states that: “a fiction which appears to grasp 
nothingness runs close to a freedom of  reality which is somethingness” (Harris 10, emphasis original). If  we 
attend to nothingness, or lack, we can bring out the specific value of  freedom in Lovelace’s novel.

Love and Lack

In the love between Aldrick and Sylvia, nothingness provides the key for somethingness, that 
is, existential freedom. Aldrick, a thirty-one year old unmarried man, now lives in Calvary Hill, 
abiding by a credo of  non-attachment to family, work and love. Among the residents who uphold 
the communal code of  non-possession and sabotage, he is “an aristocrat in this tradition” (DCD 3). 
He takes pride in his unproductive life: “Aldrick, you living the life. If  it have one man in the world 
living the life is you—no wife, no child, no boss, no job” (DCD 93). Also, he is devoted to the dragon 
dance he performs at Carnival, and is known as “the great dragon in town, in the world” (DCD 109). 
As a dancer he represents “Manzanilla, Calvary Hill, Congo, Dahomey, Ghana. He was Africa, the 
ancestral Masker…” (DCD 115). As Africa personified, he reminds the community of  their own African 
roots. The Carnival and his role in it represent what Lacan calls a point de capiton, a “quilting-point,” 
a construction giving shape and determinacy to an otherwise empty existence. The nature of  such 
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quilting points is to be temporary connections which can unravel, which have to be made anew on each 
performance.

The dragon not only functions as an atavistic icon of  Africa but also represents Aldrick’s desire 
for recognition from others. Aldrick, in the firm belief  that masculinity and warriorhood have not died 
out yet in him and his people, wants others to see and recognize his “self ” through the magical power 
of  the dragon costume he dons. Desiring recognition as a brave warrior surviving even in the modern 
world, he performs the dragon dance not only for the people and their ancestral warriors but for 
himself, channelling the masculine spirit of  resistance and fighting.

The unproductive lifestyle of  the dragon masquerader outside of  Carnival changes abruptly 
through his encounter with Sylvia, a beautiful seventeen-year-old girl. To Aldrick she is a born princess: 
“you is a princess just as you is every day” (DCD 35). Yet, socially speaking, she was born to Miss Olive, 
whose family lives in such dire poverty that they cannot pay the rent. With many men making advances 
to her, Sylvia is aware that “between this man [Guy], the rent collector, and her mother, a woman with 
seven children and no man either, she was the gift arranged even before she knew it, even without the 
encouragement or connivance of  her mother” (DCD 17). Guy, a notorious old womanizer, lives on the 
hill as a rich black rent collector employed by a white owner. Whether Miss Olive has to pay the rent or 
not depends on Guy. In a sense, Sylvia was born to be a kind of  tribute, or sacrifice, to this man. Before 
Carnival, concealing some sexual purpose, Guy offers to give her whatever she wants. The thing she 
wants is a costume for Carnival, the costume of  a slave girl. The moment she dons this costume, she 
becomes subservient to Guy. In the night, she is about to go to Guy’s room when she notices Aldrick 
watching her. Aldrick becomes disturbed to see her approaching him, because: “To him she was the 
most dangerous female person on the Hill, for she possessed, he suspected, the ability… to bring into his 
world those ideas of  love and home and children that he had spent his whole life avoiding” (DCD 23). 
She is described as the very woman who can break down Aldrick’s credo of  non-attachment and force 
him to encounter what he has avoided: the concepts of  “love and home and children.” He has evaded 
these so that he can play the best dragon in the male-centered community. In her, there is something 
that transcends the social codes, a thing that other women on the hill do not possess, which he finds 
both threatening and attractive. She has something that can undo the ideological norms that the 
tradition of  Calvary Hill imposes on him. Significantly, then, the first conversation between them turns 
on the topic of  love. Standing majestically in front of  Aldrick, Sylvia raises the question of  Aldrick’s 
relationship with women:

‘You never was in love, Aldrick?’ she asked; and his mind raced in quick review of  all the 
women he had known, women who flitted in and out his life without really touching it, their 
relations ending in bed, as if  they had together come with no more ambition or hope or 
want beyond a mutual desiring in the flesh…

‘No,’ he said. ‘Love is on the screen.’

‘Me neither,’ she said. ‘I like to see love pictures, though. You feel those people real on 
the screen.’ (DCD 25)

For both of  them love exists only in films. According to Mbye Cham: “With the exception of  
Cuba and perhaps Puerto Rico and Venezuela, filmmaking in the Caribbean by Caribbean people is 
primarily a phenomenon of  the 1980s and beyond” (Cham 1). The movies Aldrick and Sylvia would 
know, in the early 1960s, are Hollywood or British equivalents. Thus the love they can picture in their 
minds is a foreign construct, remote from life in Port of  Spain.
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Their conversation—Aldrick’s “Love is on the screen” and Sylvia’s “You feel those people real 
on the screen”—shows how films work as an ideological apparatus that cause people to misrecognize 
what love might be in their own lives and confirms the impossibility and irrelevance of  love in their 
society, in which the ideals of  manliness and an anachronistic way of  life militate against tenderness and 
intimacy.5 In The Obeah Man (1964) by Indo-Trinidadian novelist Ismith Khan, we read:

Was this what was called love? Or was that something that only people in faraway 
places, like they show in the films, knew? In these islands people lived with one another so 
that they would have someone close by to strike or curse each day when the sun was too hot 
or the rainy season too long… Who knew love? (Khan 46)

Ironically, the people in love in the films that Sylvia thinks are “so real” are unreal and remote 
from the reality of  Caribbean lives.

Aldrick is persistent in denying that he loves the woman because to love anybody would run 
contrary to his masculine identity as defined by the Hill: “‘You’s a dragon, man,’ he thought. ‘A dragon 
can’t t’ink ‘bout these things’” (DCD 66). A woman worthy of  love is a threat to his individualistic and 
self-sufficient masculine self-image as a brave warrior. Clinging to this narcissistic sense of  identity, he 
has to remove Sylvia from his sight lest the feelings about love, family and children that are repressed 
in his role as the dragon masquerader should change him: “He couldn’t let this girl come and stand 
before his door and be more woman than he was man” (DCD 35). For Lacan, “woman is a symptom of  
man,” insofar as she serves as the screen of  masculine projection, the place on which man projects his 
own lack. “As the place onto which lack is projected, and through which it is simultaneously disavowed, 
woman is a ‘symptom’ for the man’” (Rose 48). Sylvia represents a lacuna in Aldrick’s identity, revealing 
the fundamental lack within his self. However, Aldrick cannot face her and meet her gaze because 
through her the Lacanian Real—an emptiness, the nothingness of  his self—asserts itself. Fearing for his 
sense of  identity, which she threatens, he cannot bear her majestic presence.

In Calvary Hill where love is absent, the relation of  the sexes is governed by a materialistic and 
hierarchical attitude. In competition for a woman, wealth is the decisive factor:

‘You will marry me?’ she [Sylvia] asked in that same aggressive, combative voice.

‘Me? Married! I can’t afford a woman. You don’t see how I living? No chair, a little bed 
in a little room. A woman want things. I ain’t have nothing here except my dragon costume 
to put on for Carnival.’…

‘You like Guy?’ he asked.

‘He buying a costume for me.’(DCD 24)

Aldrick’s best friend Philo, as his name suggests (from Greek philein, to love), is the only member 
of  the community who can understand Aldrick’s love for Sylvia. He asks why Aldrick did not give Sylvia 
a costume, in materialistic rivalry with Guy, and receives the answer: “Is not just a matter of  a costume, 
man. Is her eyes: the way she does look at me” (DCD 93). Her gaze prompts Aldrick to confront what 
he has dodged all his life—the lack in his self. “He wanted to look at her” (DCD 34); however, try as he 
may, he cannot face her gaze and his reflection in her eyes. He must escape from the power of  that gaze 
in order that his masculine identity can remain intact, and tries to convince himself  that the rich rent 
collector is better for Sylvia than other poor men in Port of  Spain including himself.
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     With mixed emotions—fear and reverence—toward Sylvia, he performs as dragon in the 
Carnival, not only fulfilling the role of  “the last symbol of  rebellion and threat” that the people have 
inherited from their ancestors but letting his self  be recognized by others (DCD 113). Later, when he 
doffs the head of  the dragon costume, he glimpses the tawdriness of  the illusory Carnival world:

   When he reached the Corner of  Calvary Hill and Observatory Street he said: 
‘Yes,’ and he sat down on the pavement. Suddenly the head of  the dragon on his neck 
weighed a ton, and he unhooked the head and rested it on the ground beside him and 
wiped his face with a handkerchief  and watched the Carnival ending; masqueraders, so 
splendidly dressed earlier in the day, moving across the streets leaving a trail of  bits and 
pieces of  their costumes, dragging their swords and spears and banners, going home now, 
leaving it now. And he thought, Aldrick thought: ‘You know, tomorrow is no Carnival.’ 
And he understood then what it meant when people said that they wished every day was 
Carnival. For the reign of  kings and princesses was ending, costumes used today to display 
the selves of  people were going to be taken off. What of  those selves? What of  the selves of  
these thousands? What of  his own self ? (DCD 117)

What Aldrick confronts when he stops looking at things through the eyes of  the dragon is a 
serious social problem bearing on the Caribbean people’s selfhood. Note that the pieces of  the Carnival 
costumes, which people don to parade their selfhood, are scattered on the streets. The image of  the 
dismembered bodies of  the Carnival costumes is similar to what, according to Lacan, we experience 
before we construct the image of  ourselves as a whole being. We are born with a lack of  bodily 
integrity, and therefore experience the image of  “the body in bits and pieces” in the Real order (Lacan, 
“Reflections” 13). By identifying with the image of  the whole body and entering into the Imaginary 
order, the traumatic fragmented body is repressed. However, because the wholeness gained through 
what Lacan calls the “mirror stage” is porous and illusory, the repressed trauma of  the fragmented body 
and an absence of  selfhood haunts our minds and resurfaces. The fragmented body experienced as an 
infant regularly returns “in dreams when the movement of  analysis reaches a certain level of  aggressive 
disintegration of  the individual. It then appears in the form of  disconnected limbs or of  organs 
exoscopically represented, growing wings and taking up arms for internal persecutions” (Lacan, Écrits 
78). Thus considered, the wholeness and unification of  the people’s “selfhood” achieved in the Carnival 
performance which links them to their brave ancestors is nothing more than an illusion. In other words, 
the identities with which the Carnival invests them through the atavistic connection with their ancestors 
are too fragile, too temporary. What is repressed in the glamorous display of  the Carnival, during 
which they jubilantly enjoy and claim ancestral bonds with an imagined Africa, returns in the form of  
the Real fragmented body. The fragmentation implied in the scattered scraps of  discarded costumes 
undermines the Hill’s belief  in the coherency of  selfhood based on this connection to mythical African 
ancestors. The moment Aldrick ceases watching things through the biased eyes of  the dragon costume, 
he witnesses the traumatic landscape of  the primal fragmentariness of  selfhood that the Imaginary 
order structured by the Carnival succeeds, for a time, in repressing. Inevitably, existential questions 
about the meaning of  identity start to infect his mind, confronting him with his own primal condition 
of  fragmentation: “What of  his own self ?”

     When Aldrick surrenders to an impulse to join Sylvia in dancing, he desires to “lose himself  
and gain himself  in her… to receive her blessing and to bless her, to cheer her and to be cheered by 
her” (DCD 119). He finally acknowledges that he wants to win Sylvia: “he had chosen her, Sylvia, 
in that very instant, to be his woman” (DCD 120). Lacan explains a love based on the Imaginary, 
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narcissistic dimension, on which one tries to find the ideal self  in the beloved: “Love reopens the door—
as Freud put it, not mincing his words—to perfection… That’s what love is. It’s one’s own ego that one 
loves in love, one’s own ego made real on the imaginary level” (Lacan, Seminar I 142). Aldrick’s love for 
Sylvia is based on his love for his own ego, remaining a narcissistic impulse. The Real situation of  the 
fragmentariness of  the people’s selves underlying the Carnival parade makes him aware of  his own 
fragmented body/self, which he has avoided realizing by identifying with the traditional costume of  the 
dragon and what it signifies. What he craves, through Sylvia, is the perfection of  his self. In that sense, 
Aldrick’s desire to “lose himself  and gain himself  in her” is very suggestive. His affection for Sylvia is 
in its essence a narcissistic craving for the wholeness he lacks. But in the society where women are won 
by materialist calculations, Aldrick’s loss to Guy is inevitable. Her rejection administers the shock of  the 
Real. On her part, however, the proverb that a maid with many wooers will choose the worst applies, 
for she has become the slavish possession of  Guy.

     As a dragon warrior, Aldrick has assumed he could and should avoid serious relationships; 
but the bruising loss of  Sylvia allows him to go beyond a notion of  love-based narcissism: “And that was 
why this hurting over Sylvia, even though he explained it to himself  as love—love?—confused him… 
And he had said to himself  in anguish: ‘I have to learn to feel’” (DCD 123). The stronger his love for 
Sylvia becomes, the more distrustful of  the impervious, unconnected dragon he becomes. His failure to 
save her from Guy undermines his belief  in his role as Port of  Spain’s best dragon. “Just the thought of  
not playing dragon made him feel naked and empty… But, what was he without the dragon? Who was he? 
What was there to define himself ? What would he be able to point to and say: This is Aldrick? What?” 
(DCD 142, emphasis mine). Finally divested of  the dragon costume, Aldrick starts to suffer from the 
fundamental emptiness in himself. So far the dragon has filled this emptiness, but he now realizes that 
it has been “the finally donned armor of  an alienating identity” (Lacan, Écrits 78). Indeed, the assumed 
identity of  the costume is the fundamental cause of  his alienation, so that “he had a feeling of  being 
imprisoned in a dragon costume on Carnival Tuesday” (DCD 169).

Alienation Overcome

The interrelationship of  the existential and the political dimensions of  freedom is foregrounded 
when Aldrick joins a half-baked attempt at revolution led by Fisheye the badjohn. As Aldrick tries to 
stir up the crowd in Woodford Square, the centre of  Port of  Spain, he sees Sylvia among them. “So 
they slid away from each other, their eyes locked that whole journey, hers asking: ‘What? What you 
doing there?’ His seeking to say, ‘I love you, but you cannot understand’” (DCD 170). This is the crucial 
moment when they gaze into each other’s eyes, the moment when Aldrick turns into the man who can 
sustain Sylvia’s gaze. The failed revolution earns Aldrick seven years in jail. When Aldrick comes back 
to the Hill after serving a term in prison, he finds Sylvia already engaged to Guy, who is now a City 
Councillor. Living a rich life “in her own clean, polished room with almost every available modern 
convenience” renders her “too wise now for love” (DCD 191, emphasis mine).

It is important to note the causal relationship between a community void of  love and Sylvia’s 
inability to understand Aldrick’s feelings. With no exposure to love other than imported films, she 
does not know any way of  expressing love except to keep asking what he can give her. Whereas Guy 
could win Sylvia by using his financial status to convince her that “I have everything I want” (DCD 
190), Aldrick is just a poor man who has nothing but the dragon costume. However, after spending 
seven years in prison, Aldrick is able to gaze into Sylvia’s eyes and say to Sylvia: “Now I know I 
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ain’t a dragon… Funny, eh?” (DCD 190). The comparison between Aldrick and Guy shows us what 
Aldrick can give to Sylvia and what Guy cannot. Aldrick is now beyond the obsession with the dragon 
costume—the only thing he owns but which in a sense owns him, the alienating thing that offers 
fulfilment via an illusory identity—and he can acknowledge his emptiness and offer it to Sylvia. In other 
words, by representing the traumatic lack in himself  that had been rendered invisible by the dragon 
costume, Aldrick shows that he has nothing to give her in confessing his real love for her. Lacan says 
that “love is giving what you don’t have” (Lacan, Écrits 516). In order to be able to love Sylvia, Aldrick 
has to admit the lack in himself, and the acknowledgement is his gift to her. The object that can fill the 
lack, in Lacan’s sense the objet petit, is not the dragon but Sylvia herself.6 By overcoming narcissistic love, 
Aldrick advances to what Lacan calls a “new love” (Lacan, Seminar XX 16), recognizing that he lacks 
what Sylvia can provide.

Meanwhile Guy, now a member of  the middle class, showers her with things; notorious womanizer, 
he discovers a special feeling toward Sylvia, admitting to Cleothilda: “I don’t know what it is, but I love 
that girl” (DCD 208). But his giving has a price: confining Sylvia to a gilded cage. Cleothilda’s words 
to her are very important: “you don’t have to love him now. Love will come, and if  it never come, at 
least you will be comfortable” (DCD 193). If  Sylvia accepts Guy, she must live as one of  his belongings, 
nothing more. The comparison of  the two men’s ways of  demonstrating love is well illuminated by 
Jacques-Alan Miller:

To really love someone is to believe that by loving them you’ll get to a truth about 
yourself. We love the one that harbours the response, or a response, to our question: ‘Who 
am I?’… To love, you have to admit your lack, and recognise that you need the other, that 
you miss him or her. Those that think they’re complete on their own, or want to be, don’t 
know how to love. (Miller)

For Aldrick, his status as the best dragon in Port of  Spain used to be the only thing that could 
make him feel he had presence; however, he realizes that the costume invested him only with a pretend 
identity. His love for Sylvia is based on the premise that the traumatic lack in himself  will be resolved in 
connection with her. On the other hand, Guy is incapable of  realizing his lack because material success 
is equated with his selfhood, and his love for Sylvia is just to give her what he has.

When asked by Sylvia what he can give to her, Aldrick answers, “Yourself ” (DCD 194). He offers 
himself  to her as the one who deserves to be loved by her because he can respond to Sylvia’s question 
of  who she is. Indeed, “he had come to Sylvia, not to claim her, but to help her claim herself ” (DCD 
195). Seeing her own image through Aldrick she thinks that she had become too wise: “She looked at 
him, conscious of  time, her aging, her wisdom, looked at him as if  he were a mirror in which she was 
studying her reflection. ‘I get old, eh?’” (DCD 188, emphasis mine). But mirrors are infamous for the 
way they structure people’s self-image by way of  misrecognition.7 Seeing her reflection in Aldrick as in 
a mirror, she misrecognizes herself  as being too wise and too old to understand what love is. However, 
as “a dear friend, a lover” who can respond to the existential question of  what she is (DCD 195), Aldrick 
refutes this misrecognized image of  herself: “You can’t get ol” (DCD 188), and eloquently persuades her 
not to take refuge in a pretence. Only Aldrick, as a lover, can tell her who she really is (for him, and for 
herself):

‘You’s a real princess, girl… And all this polish and glitter is not you. You is a queen, 
girl; and this room, pretty as it is, is not you, is not your end. And you young still, and you 
don’t have to hide yourself  underneath no polish and in no room. You don’t want nobody 
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to take care of  you, to hide you, to imprison you. You want to be a self  that is free, girl; to 
grow, girl; to be, to be yourself, girl.’ (DCD 194)

The recognition of  nothingness in themselves, the sine qua non of  love, enables Aldrick and Sylvia 
to reassess what they are to each other and to break through their socially determined destiny toward 
a kind of  freedom. Sylvia is no longer a slave girl but an empowered princess, a queen. Similarly, 
shedding the identity of  the brave but detached dragon, Aldrick is empowered as a man who can tell 
people that love is responsibility to others.

What Does Aldrick Work For?

The anachronistic societal code of  non-possession has denigrated for the residents of  Calvary 
Hill. Cleothilda—a rich mulatto running a parlour—and Guy both thrive by exploiting the poverty of  
the Hill. At the top of  the social pyramid and invested with social authority, they enjoy the life of  the 
petite-bourgeoisie. To them, the purchase of  a bicycle by the Indian Pariag threatens to usurp their 
status, hence Cleothilda’s comments that it is “the Indian” who challenges the so-called egalitarianism 
of  the Hill.

Aldrick the dragon is entrusted by the community with teaching the sociocultural credo of  
non-possession to Pariag, despite his awareness of  the irony: “Guy and Cleothilda ain’t fooling me. 
The Indian is a threat to them… Guy and Cleothilda trying to protect what they own” (DCD 102). 
Aldrick resists the call or “interpellation” of  the society. According to Althusser, “[for the purpose of] 
‘constituting’ concrete individuals as subjects… all ideology hails or interpellates concrete individuals 
as concrete subjects” (Althusser 116–7). Such interpellation is a kind of  ideological encouragement for 
a person to discover what the Symbolic order defines him to be. For Aldrick, to be hailed as the best 
dragon in Port of  Spain by the community constitutes concrete subjectivity. Hence expectation of  him 
as the dragon to intimidate Pariag can be construed as an ideological interpellation of  Aldrick by the 
community of  Calvary Hill.

In Butler’s terms, Althusser’s subjects carry “the double meaning of  having submitted to these 
rules, and becoming constituted within the sociality by virtue of  this submission” (Butler 116). So 
Aldrick finds himself  subject to the law or code of  the community. Accordingly, Guy treats Aldrick less 
as a dragon than a watchdog: “‘Prospect!’ Guy said, calling him by his surname, the better to confirm 
the superiority he was seeking to establish in his tone, a tone already possessing an edge of  censure” 
(DCD 99). It is as if  Aldrick’s dragon costume chains have been seized by his masters, Cleothilda and 
Guy, and he is caught in a new form of  serfdom after Independence.

Aldrick now resists; he breaks the chains of  social constraint, telling Philo: “Don’t tell me that 
they send you to advise me what to do. What you want me to do? Kill him? Mash up his bicycle? What 
you want me to do?” (DCD 102). For Cleothilda, such defiance means “He must be going crazy’” (DCD 
142). Insanity is a mark of  the outsider to the society, and, indeed, Aldrick reassesses his situation:

In truth, Aldrick felt the estrangement with the Yard. For all the years he had lived 
there, he had been the dragon, the king, setting the pace, living the style, and although 
in looking back now he felt that he had been living a dream from which he had recently 
awakened and found that he alone was real, that the others were still in that dream… (DCD 
128-9)
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The supposedly egalitarian ideology of  the community engenders a false group consciousness 
which masks the actuality of  their wretched lives. Aldrick now sees that the only work to which he has 
dedicated himself—the dragon costume—was ideologically manipulated.

When, during the “revolution,” Aldrick caught sight of  Sylvia something struck him: “he saw 
Sylvia; and there was something he wanted to say, something he wanted to shout” (DCD 167). Then he 
took the megaphone and shouted, urging the crowd to take power and stand up for their selves. In the 
court, the lawyer who defends Aldrick and the “hooligans” is of  privileged background, but supports 
the weak drawing on a philosophy based on Marx, Fanon and Malcolm X. He argues that “the 
authorities trusted these men to fail, that is why they made no move to stop them. They trusted that 
they would be unable to make of  their frustration anything better than a dragon dance, a threatening 
gesture” (DCD 175). Fisheye is happy with the speech, but Aldrick is displeased that the lawyer treated 
their revolutionary action as nothing more than a “gesture,” insisting: “I is more than that, man… I was 
serious…” (DCD 177).

The lawyer recognized that Aldrick’s message was a political appeal to the people to proclaim 
personhood, but Aldrick’s shouting also had something to do with Sylvia. What was left unsaid in 
Aldrick’s speech is articulated when Aldrick returns to Calvary Hill and to Sylvia: “I wanted to say I 
love you… I wanted to shout it for everybody to hear’” (DCD 189). The revolutionary aspect of  this is 
the attempt to make “to love” and “to be loved” socially recognized concepts in a society that is void of  
love. Proclaiming his love for Sylvia publicly, Aldrick asserts the value of  a society capable of  “seriously” 
loving as well as resisting.

After admitting his love for Sylvia, Aldrick seeks work, which is tied to the acquiring a socially 
recognized position in post-Independence society:

He thought of  sign painting. He would become a sign painter. He thought of  some 
signs he could paint: Beware of  dogs! No spitting! Trespassers will be prosecuted according 
to the Law! No obscene language! Wet Paint! Men at work! He had to laugh. Maybe he 
could paint new signs, signs of  life, of  hope, of  love, of  affirming, and let his own living 
match and mirror them. (DCD 196–7)

The “new signs” that Aldrick hopes to paint in the future suggest the possibility of  a new social 
code including the value of  love and work. Eric Williams emphasized the importance of  work in post-
Independence Trinidad: “Independence means not that they must work less, but that they must work 
more, not for others, but for themselves…” (Williams 282). So Aldrick’s revolutionary concept of  a 
society able to love and to be loved are symbolized by his dreams of  new signs conveying this message 
to all.

Winning is not a Condition for Freedom

Aldrick’s discomfort at the lawyer’s construction of  revolution as an empty performance calls 
attention to the problem of  freedom. He realizes that the ruling class convince the masses that they 
have no right to be free because they have no power and so cannot win. The police leave the nine who 
announced themselves as “the People’s Liberation Army demanding Freedom” to run loose until they 
self-destruct (DCD 166).
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‘They want to tell us that we can’t be free unless we beat them, that we can’t be men 
unless we win, that we don’t have no claim to anything because we lose to them. You see, 
they want us to make winning a condition for freedom. I mean they want to make it appear 
that because we didn’t have no plan, and because we didn’t win that we don’t have no right 
to be free, that we don’t have no right to be people…’ (DCD 177)

The authorities equate revolution with hooliganism, demonstrating that no matter how hard the 
disempowered fight for freedom, they have no chance, and all they can achieve is what the lawyer terms 
a defiant gesture. Aldrick, in jail, reflects that freedom is less to do with winning against the powerful 
than shifting the terms of  engagement to concern for their own subjectivities: “We is people. I, you, 
you, for we own self. For you and for you and for your own self. We is people with the responsibility for 
we own self. And as long as we appeal to others, to the authorities, they will do what they want. We have 
to act for we” (DCD 181). Here Aldrick seems to evoke the interplay of  political and existential freedom 
that Barbadian writer George Lamming describes in his novel Season of  Adventure (1960): “Independence 
aint nothin’ till it free… free is free an’ it don’t have no givin’… freedom is what you is, an’ where 
you start, an’ where you always got to stand” (Lamming 18). The political emancipation brought to 
Trinidad and Tobago by Independence was not freedom for the masses but, as Clive Thomas argues, 
freedom for the political elite in the Caribbean: “the independence settlement provided a means of  
excluding the masses from effective power” (Thomas 72).8 Aware of  this, Aldrick insists that to appeal to 
the authorities for freedom in “[t]he way children cry [and] so their parents will pick up” is still reacting 
against, not acting for self, not so much to be free as to be ruled forever (DCD 181).

The path toward existential freedom is not dependent on being granted it by others but rooted in 
the realization of  self-liberation. That is why, in his profession of  love for Sylvia, Aldrick urges her so 
earnestly to realize her own selfhood. Because he truly loves Sylvia, he can give what she does not have: 
herself. Persuaded, she leaves Guy’s gilded cage “to look for Aldrick” (DCD 232). In their relationship, 
they suggest a potential model of  existential freedom in connection.

Lovelace warns against holding on to anachronistic notions of  resistance: “You couldn’t carry 
on that one dimensional almost rebellion all the time. And I suppose a question that man has to face, 
I mean even beyond Carnival, is, ‘Can one continue to rebel all the time in a certain dimension?’” 
(Dance 167). Independence deconstructed the old pattern of  the conflict between the colonizers and 
the colonized, but at the same time opened up a new power relationship between the middle class and 
the populace. The Hill’s one-dimensional rebellion is no longer effective in the postcolonial world. No 
matter how desperately the masses fight against the authorities for freedom, the ruling class deem such 
action mere gestures. For Lovelace, “We can’t just keep within the habit of  a gesture, you know, that we 
have grown accustomed to without going beyond it” (Dance 167).

In The Dragon Can’t Dance, the new rebellion is rooted in the realization of  selfhood via love and 
responsibility towards others. Throwing off  the dragon costume, Aldrick determines on a life devoted to 
signposting this path toward realising “a self  that is free.”

Notes

1 Earl Lovelace, The Dragon Can’t Dance (London: Faber and Faber, 1998). All further references 
will be to this edition, hereafter DCD.
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2 See also Eric Erikson’s Identity: Youth and Crisis, 136.

3 Frantz Fanon offers certain words that can describe the strategy of  the ancestors’ purposeful 
laziness correctly: “The colonized’s indolence is a conscious way of  sabotaging the colonial machine; on 
the biological level it is a remarkable system of  self-preservation and if  nothing else, a positive curb on 
the occupier’s stranglehold over the entire country” (Fanon 220).

4 For instance, see Linden Lewis, “Masculinity and the Dance of  the Dragon: Reading Lovelace 
Discursively.”

5 It is useful to recall the relationship between the Lacanian Imaginary order and films, of  which 
Friedrich A. Kittler gives a straightforward account: “Film was the first to store those mobile doubles 
that humans, unlike other primates, were able to (mis)conceive as their own body. Thus, the imaginary 
has the status of  cinema” (Kittler 16).

6 See Renata Salecl’s “I Can’t Love You Unless I Give You Up” in Gaze and Voice as Love Objects, 
187.

7  Traditionally a mirror has been conceived as reflecting a self  and thus producing a translation 
of  an already constituted original self. But as Gallop explains, “Lacan posits that the mirror constructs 
the self, that the self  as organized entity is actually an imitation of  the cohesiveness of  the mirror 
image” (Gallop 38).

8 Thomas also reports that the political elite sought to “demobilize and de-politicise the masses to 
prevent any further entrenchment of  mass politics in the society at large” (Thomas 121, emphasis 
original). Insofar as we follow him, they had no intention of  sharing the benefits accruing from 
Independence with the underclass.
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Pamela Mordecai’s 
Poetry: Some 
Questions for Further 
Consideration
Stephanie McKenzie

It grows inside you

like a child

its meanings secret

like the peal of  bells

heard

and their music

long after

from “Poem,” Journey Poem 41

Sourced from Open Book Toronto.
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Author of  more than thirty books, poet Pamela Mordecai has written five books of  poetry; a 
recent, unpublished, long-verse play, de book of  Mary, to be published by Mawenzi House in November 
2015; a collection of  short stories; five books for children; a well-received play for young people; a 
novel, Red Jacket, freshly published and a finalist for the Rogers Writers’ Trust Award of  Canada; and 
important scholarly articles on other writers’ works. She has authored and co-authored numerous 
textbooks and is a prolific editor and anthologizer. Mordecai holds a Ph.D. from the University of  
the West Indies in English literature and is the recipient of  numerous awards, including Jamaica’s 
Centenary Medal and the Vic Reid Award for Children’s literature. However, despite accolades 
and prolific output, awareness of  Mordecai is modest. Respecting Elaine Savory’s recognition that 
Mordecai’s work carries an “acute sense of  the sound of  language and how to use it to communicate 
with an audience” (97), and convinced, as I am, that Mordecai is one of  the most notable Jamaican-
Canadian and Canadian poets of  her generation, this article attempts to address a lacuna in the 
criticism of  Mordecai’s poetry.1  
 
 
Journey Poem (1989)

Journey Poem is a slim collection of  poetry that has “been out of  print for ages” (Mordecai, 
email correspondence). It provides insight into the manner in which Mordecai’s poetry has developed 
and maintained characteristics and themes over the years. Written for the page, in a sense, one might 
understand Journey Poem as an initial foray into the world of  poetry itself  which later gives way to the 
performative verse that now typifies Mordecai’s poetry. In fact, I contend that the musical quality of  
Mordecai’s later poetry, and its more developed and edgy social commentary (certainly in its embryonic 
stages in Journey Poem) makes her a significant forerunner of  work by younger poets, such as Tanya 
Shirley and d’bi young anitafrika, as much as dancehall and hip hop influence the latter poets’ work. 
While the musical influences of  Shirley and anitafrika are more contemporary, it is the musical quality 
and daring social observations witnessed in Mordecai’s verse that should make one re-think how much 
of  an influence Mordecai has had on a younger generations of  poets.

Unlike a lot of  Mordecai’s other poetry, Journey Poem contains almost modernist-like verse, with 
its spare style and clean end lines (where there is almost no punctuation). Like much of  her poetry to 
come, though, the poems contained in this collection could be called narratives—that is, many of  the 
poems tell stories. Notably, too, Mordecai never sidesteps the political and gets lost in “art for art’s 
sake.” Her poetry here—as elsewhere—is engaged with issues fraught with politics and the world at 
large, and readers of  Mordecai’s poetry will witness the growth of  social and political engagements 
over the years. “Family Story,” a poem about the narrator’s father, captures both the skeletal style of  
Mordecai’s early verse and a subtle commentary on cultural and historical relations:
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My father fair

with his straight nose and hair

kept chickens and a goat:

no country backra

citywise farming for him

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

all his life

 

minded his coolie wife

in love to sanity.

Careful then

how you cross me. (10)

The politics involved in a Jamaica countryman refusing to bow to “backra” dictates and 
capitalism, who runs “a sheer subsistence / enterprise,” and the employment of  the pejorative word 
“coolie”—used by a Caribbean tongue which can employ this language because of  a shared history—
are forceful. First, this man is no slave: he “never kiss ass / never owe money.” Second, the daughter 
has inherited the strength of  two cultural backgrounds, and the pejorative is rewritten to become a 
positive symbol of  individual strength and perseverance. Thus, though “Family Story” is ostensibly a 
poem about actual family members, it is also a political commentary on Caribbean cultural and social 
behaviours.

Mordecai begins Journey Poem by combining personal history and issues that are relevant 
and need to be addressed by larger societies—together, these characteristics will grow throughout 
Mordecai’s later verse and define her as one who walks in the political footsteps of  one such as dub poet 
Lillian Allen. “Walker” is both a tribute to Mordecai’s mother and her grandfather and an indication 
that mental health issues demand respect. The poem introduces us to the “madness” of  the mother and 
to the grandfather who responds by committing suicide:

My mother 

was a walker

clothes in a brown

paper bag . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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her father

walked one morning—

just so-down

into the sea (9)

Journey Poem is dedicated to Rita Rose Hitchins, Mordecai’s mother, who was a paranoid 
schizophrenic and died in her fifties of  cancer (Mordecai, email correspondence). Small wonder that 
madness and mental health issues would become a focus of  Mordecai’s verse as early as the first poem 
of  Journey Poem and that these things will continue to be a focus in her writing, most notably with 
her later collection Certifiable. Journey Poem also underscores connections to family and inheritances. 
Perhaps Mordecai suggests at this early stage that it is the family that provides a buffer against such 
challenges as madness. Perhaps, Mordecai also points to the inheritance of  madness. Whatever the case, 
representations of  madness in Mordecai’s verse demand serious and further attention from critics. Is the 
madness that Mordecai describes culturally dictated in a sense? Is the condition of  madness universal? 
Does Mordecai fit into a coterie of  writers who address madness and social reactions to this condition?

What also stands out in Journey Poem is the relative absence of  Jamaican Creole—the presence of  
which will become a dominant Mordecai trademark in all subsequent poetry collections. Savory makes 
a similar observation when she notes that most of  the poems in Journey Poem are written in “Jamaican 
Standard English” (100).2 However, there is island language to be found, as in the poems “Easy Life” 
and “Protest Poem”:

. . . Who born twist? Who

born dead? Who chop before they born?

I not even dealing with hungry . . .

(“Easy Life” 30)

“Protest Poem” does not really employ Jamaican Creole, but, significantly, bears the 
characteristics of  dub poetry. The poem is characterized by a Mutabaruka kind of  style, with dub-like 
repetition and a prophetic nature dependent on the language of  the King James Bible and reminiscent 
of  Rasta talk:

Blessed be the proletariat whom

          we must mobilize

         we must motivate

          we must liberate

          we must educate

          to a new political awareness . . . (51)
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In fact, it is the seeds of  poetic versatility that one should notice in Journey Poem. “Chinese Gardens—
UWI,” arguably the strongest poem in this collection, captures Mordecai’s play with syntax and the 
strong rhythms that will define the very best of  Mordecai’s later verse:

Eden each morning as this place 

wakes to praise cobwebs crocheted

into the grass all foliage

wet with the beads of  birth

I come feet naked to the sun (26)

Attempting to make sense of  the different rhythms and languages in Mordecai’s writing and the 
manner in which they play off  one another would be a useful exercise. What politics are inherent in 
Mordecai’s language play? What effects and techniques are created? Are there other poets to whom she 
should be compared in this respect?

Journey Poem is also witness to other characteristics that will dominate Mordecai’s writing. 
From this early stage, the reader might recognize Mordecai as a steadfast spiritual, or religious, poet. 
“Revelation II” begins in the following manner:

You blew in

on spirit breath

big black

well being

danced 

to Jesus

choruses

brought 

prophecy

and spoke in tongues (19)

Mordecai’s belief  system—perhaps a belief  in belief—surfaces, too, in “Catch the Wind” 
where the narrator inevitably consults her spiritual guide: “…must I cede / these expectations, Lord?” 
(36). Even at this early stage in Mordecai’s writing, certain questions abound. What is it that makes 
Mordecai’s religious-inflected writing unique? Why is it that Mordecai turns to the religious or spiritual 
consistently? To whom might she be compared in this sense? Is Mordecai a religious poet upholding 
the ideals of  a specific church, or are her spiritual convictions personally reformed? How do Mordecai’s 
religious convictions and representations grow over the years?
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Lastly, perhaps, it is the dominance of  women and the time Mordecai devotes to them that is 
worthy of  consideration here: Mordecai’s mother and grandmother; her sister, Elizabeth; and the writer 
herself, or “Island Woman” (13), introduce the reader to a feminist sensibility and a consideration of  
woman’s plight and strength. There is the grandmother, left with eleven children to rear when her 
husband kills himself  (“Walker”). There is Elizabeth, “so wise / of  the / slow eyelids / slower eyes” 
(11). There is the narrator of  “Island Woman” who continues to grow: “Each year after the rains / I 
blossom” (13). There is the strong woman of  “Tell Me” with “…strong limbs / to make a lap of  love 
/ a brow to gaze at in / at quiet times . . .” who questions “…So tell me, brother / What have you to 
give?” (16) There is the wise Gran in “On Reading Gran” and an ending that questions who or what 
gives notice to women’s voices:

  …Gran knew that, knew that

we only think we can escape the brand that bites ownership

       in the skin.

Gran’s loneliness was not forgiving past the seventh time.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ah, but who speaks this tale?

And worse, who sees the women rising? (27–28)

This basic overview reveals what will later develop more fully in Mordecai’s poetry, and even 
at this early stage, and before examining Mordecai’s later collections, one might ask what kind of  
feminism her work is endorsing: can it be specifically defined?

de Man: a performance poem (1995)

Perhaps Mordecai’s most acclaimed text to date, de Man: a performance poem, is governed by 
Jamaican Creole. This play for two voices, or long poem, is spoken/written in Jamaican Creole and 
is the story of  an eyewitness account of  the crucifixion of  Christ, told through the eyes of  Naomi and 
Samuel, two fictitious characters who take their names from the Bible. 

Most notably, de Man extends a recognition of  Mordecai’s identity as a spiritual or religious 
poet. However, it is not simply the fact that she re-tells a well-known religious story in Jamaican Creole, 
therefore fostering the awareness that the story of  Christ belongs to everyone. Rather, what is significant 
is the manner in which the sacred is humanized. Mordecai underscores the human side of  everyone 
involved, even Mary and Christ himself. Mary is not a static Madonna but, rather, a breathing, loving 
mother:

SAMUEL. . . . Still is de lady Mary

Dat me couldn’t take

Mi two eye from. And so

Me watch her, so she watch
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Dat child. An all de while

She going on doing what she

Have to do. Me cyaan ex-

Plain to yuh. Is like she

Know dis child is de most

Precious thing and like—just

How him running up and 

Down chasing him ball . . . (27)

Likewise, Jesus is presented as one whom Samuel remembers as a child caught up in games and 
the goings on of  the neighbourhood:

SAMUEL. . . . Me 

Cyaan stop memba how him

Use to chase dat likl ball.

Him and de dawg, de tiefing

Puss, him and de neighbor

Pikni dem. (67)

It is not that Mordecai makes the sacred profane. Rather, what Mordecai does by describing 
sacred figures using human traits is make these sacred figures accessible at a human level and support 
a vision, perhaps, that it is through a recognition of  the human that the sacred can be touched. One 
might consider, then, the following questions in future Mordecai scholarship: How can her depiction of  
the human, or humanism, or what it means to be human, be clearly articulated? With what other kinds 
of  religious poets could Mordecai be compared? Would it be necessary, or even beneficial, to compare 
Mordecai’s representations of  the human and the sacred with other Caribbean writers, or does her 
vision extend itself  beyond considerations of  country and nationalism?

The first book of  poetry in Mordecai’s trilogy, de Man, also brings together women—typically 
marginalized and downtrodden—and foregrounds female strength. There is Naomi herself, the 
unquestionable main character of  de Man, through whom the story of  Christ’s crucifixion is largely 
rendered. There are moments, too, when the strength of  women is simply foregrounded, as when 
Samuel describes Mary on the day of  the crucifixion:

SAMUEL. Well woman brave fi true.

Dis one she just arrive

Inna de midst a dem.

Shub past foot soldier,
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Captain and centurion fi

plant herself  braps right in front.

She nat no riff  raff  neither

For she nuh pay no mind

To all de facetiness de likl

Jump-up soldier dem a

Fling pon her. (36)

Solidarity amongst women is also portrayed. Naomi, for instance, feels what Mary must be 
experiencing:

NAOMI.       Listen sister

Me grieve for yuh same like

Him was mi very own.

Me feel de dead weight in

Mi arms. Me feel de limpness

In mi lap. Me feel mi heart

Leave from mi bosom drop

Down to mi belly bottom. (68)

There is also no question who holds the power in the relationship of  Pilate and his wife. Naomi 
recognizes that Pilate would be better off  listening to his wife than to the Romans:

NAOMI.  . . . Me hear

Her tell de Pilate one

‘You let him die and you

Will have no peace.’ She seh

She dream some awful tings

And yuh know dat is one

Could dream . . .

   Still

Pray Jah dat my future 

Never rest with that frog-
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Face for him have neither

Character nor courage

Nor de commonsense

Fi do what him wife seh. (11)

Here, Mordecai desacralizes, by rendering details human, what should not be sacred—such as 
the character of  Pilate who remains at arms’ length from readers of  the Bible and, thus, can often be 
regarded as a somewhat élite player in a sacred story but who becomes a “frog-Face” in Mordecai’s 
account. It will be most interesting when de book of  Mary is published to consider how and why 
Mordecai focuses on the stories of  biblical women more so than the stories of  biblical men and if  her 
feminist outlook is inextricable with a revisioning of  how the Bible might be received and re-read in an 
unconventional manner.

 Mordecai’s reliance upon proverbs or idiomatic expressions, part of  the Jamaican habitus 
and another noteworthy characteristic of  this collection, is reminiscent of  Mordecai’s interest in and 
knowledge of  folklore and customs and the legacy of  Louise Bennett, whom Mordecai credits as 
being a significant influence and whom Savory notes is part of  the “tradition” (99) to which Mordecai 
belongs. Trying to make sense of  Christ’s sentence, Naomi muses to Samuel: 

Well

My great-granny seh who

Born fi heng cyaan drown so

Dis one must be born to

Crucify. (17)

In her wise advice to Samuel—that he stay away from the Romans—Naomi also employs a 
well-known Jamaican saying, thereby pitting the Jamaican language against the grandeur of  biblical 
characters and undermining the latter:

Yuh and me, we cyaan do

Much about de Roman dem.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Associate yuhself

Wid dem. My granny seh

‘Lie down wid dawg—arise

Wid flea.’ (21)

That de Man preceded the recent translation of  the New Testament into Jamaican Creole by 
over a decade further suggests de Man’s precociousness especially with regard to the manner in which 
Mordecai comfortably and intentionally tells the sacred story of  Christ’s crucifixion in Jamaican Creole. 
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Notably, too, Mordecai’s retelling of  the crucifixion returns the reader to a consideration of  the 
poem’s spiritual concerns ending, as it does, with a spiritual lesson for her readers:

SAMUEL. Peace, Naomi, peace. Dat’s what

De man did always say.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

‘Peace on earth. Peace to de

People of  good mind—

De ones dat bless

Instead of  cuss.’

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . So peace

Mi sister. Peace and love.

Me gone. Walk good. 

Me see yuh soon. (76)

And in proper Mordecai feminist fashion, Naomi breathes the last words: “Amen. Samuel. 
Amen” (76). Does part of  Mordecai’s religious or spiritual belief  system revolve around a feminist 
necessity to recognize the roles of  women who might be effaced by a greater emphasis on Biblical men? 
Has she chosen religious or spiritual stories to specifically relay her feminist convictions? To whom 
might Mordecai be compared in this sense?

Certifiable (2001)

A feminist poem opens Certifiable as well. This is a rewritten version of  “Tell Me,” which first 
appeared in Journey Poem. Most of  the changes have to do with reconfigured line breaks, though the 
second stanza (first stanza of  the original) is significantly rewritten to employ sea imagery, perhaps 
remindful of  the Caribbean sea alluded to so often in Mordecai’s verse:

I have strong limbs

to haul in castaways

stomach to swallow time

digest the days

salt skin to sail on smooth
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like morning sea  . . .

(from “Tell Me,” Certifiable 11)3

Perhaps the first notable way in which Mordecai’s verse has grown from Journey Poem is that she 
relies more on images that stem from a consideration of  the Caribbean’s history and the politics of  
which that history speaks. For example, the second poem in Certifiable, “Poems Grow,” depends upon a 
rich cache of  imagery taken from references to slavery and musical instruments stemming from Africa:

and women working fields

releasing cotton from the mother tree

milking teats heavy with white

wholesomeness or riding wave

on wave of  green cane till

the swell abates and the warm

winds find only calm brown surfaces

thick with the juicy flotsam of  the storm 

make poems 

and men who speak the drum bembe

dundun conga dudups cutter (13)

Mordecai’s pure delight in language and its sounds—her strong oral techniques—is also 
noteworthy here, and in a poem such as “Caliban Calypso or Original Pan Man” where the poem 
masters internal rhyme and end rhyme:

see homo Caribbeanis grin

at how he’s fecund, reveling in

how the ting-ting can spring

the fire in him wire still crackling. (28)
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Certainly what stands out here is that Mordecai is no longer primarily writing for the page—as 
she did in Journey Poem. Together, Certifiable and de Man place her within the sphere of  performative 
poetics, and, in this sense, and though many dub poets—who write for performance—have preceded 
Mordecai, the reader is witness to rhythms in the verse that depart from the reggae-inspired sounds 
of  dub poetry. Just what term or terms can be applied to an understanding of  the oral aspects of  
Mordecai’s verse?

The bringing together of  languages and subjects—“high” and “low”—is also noteworthy and a 
reminder of  the manner in which Mordecai humanizes sacred figures in de Man through her play with 
language. In “That Time of  Year,” for example, Mordecai mixes the colloquial and formal, or Latinate. 
The play between languages and tones creates humour and a commentary on language itself:

I get a buzz considering

that in this age’s final century’s

anno penultimo

some part of  next spring’s

fancy breeds in a dog’s

visage slinks in her paws

winds into skimpy strands

of  rasta locks upon her front. (35)

Is it the case that a majority of  Mordecai’s poetry is a commentary on language itself ? Certainly, 
the corpus of  poetry produced within the Caribbean—as well as outside of  the Caribbean—has its 
share of  authors who delight in the sounds and rhythms of  language. To whom, then, should one be 
comparing Mordecai’s verse? Caribbean poets? Caribbean female poets? West Indian poets? West 
Indian female poets? Shakespeare? The inclination, of  course, is to compare Mordecai’s poetry 
(especially given many of  the political concerns that dominate her verse) to fellow Caribbean poets; 
however, language play in poetry goes beyond the borders of  the Caribbean, and to try to make sense 
of  the manner in which languages inform each other and play with one another begs a certain amount 
of  analysis that is borderless.

Notably, too, in “Serafina,” it is a mixture of  the sacred and profane (a characteristic found 
also in de Man) that is witnessed where a character, Fina, believes she has received a prophecy from a 
squirrel:

She tell about the squirrel too—

prophetic beast the one who bring

her the Divine advice . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Poor Fina raving she so vex:
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‘Corinthians one, first chapter,’ she

pronounce, ‘it dealeth with the likes

of  you. The Lord shall bring to nought

the wisdom of  the ones who think

them wise. And all of  those that bedridden

and cannot control nor piss nor poo

them bold to bring contention to all who

is vertical and continent.’ (87)

One might question here whether this is a continuation of  Mordecai’s fascination with madness 
or if  this poem and passage extend a consideration of  the spiritual and religious to people and elements 
who are not ostensibly related to these concerns. In this sense, can she be considered a metaphysical 
poet? Is there as much worth in comparing Mordecai to John Donne, for example, as there might be in 
comparing her work to the wise visions of  Bob Marley?

It is in Certifiable, too, that Mordecai’s dependence on Jamaican Creole—what will become her 
most notable trademark—becomes entrenched (thereby marking a strong departure from the type of  
verse found in Journey Poem). Savory makes a similar claim when she notes that “[i]n Certifiable, poems 
in Jamaican Creole are… mixed with poems in Standard Jamaican English, but the balance in the 
collection has tipped towards the former” (101). Together with the emergence of  poems that are 
significantly longer than those found in Journey Poem and the growing strength of  Mordecai’s verse, 
one witnesses the maturing of  a Creole poet and her poetry. Is it the case that Mordecai’s political 
commitment to language simply grows over the years? Is it the case that an overall valuing of  Creole 
in literature grows with Jamaican nationalism and in other places, such as Newfoundland, where 
writers during the Newfoundland Renaissance began to show pride in Newfoundland English? 4  Is it 
Mordecai’s delight with language and her bilingual status that leads her to begin writing solidly in a 
language other than Standard English? Or does she begin to write more for a Caribbean audience than 
one that is largely governed by Standard English?

Significantly, Mordecai does not leave behind her focus on women and their various plights. 
One section of  this book is entitled “My Sister Muse,” a sequence of  poems about different women, 
and Certifiable becomes even sharper than Journey Poem in its depictions of  women and their struggles. 
In “Just a Likl Lovin’,” Mordecai paints a portrait of  absent baby fathers and mothers who are really 
children still:

The girls don’t know father

nor grandpapa. Most times

them not much younger

than them ma… (41)
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Mordecai goes a step further, though, as in her poem “Convent Girl” where, without blinking, 
she writes of  the violence a young girl has suffered. Here the language and the description of  a girl 
molested stands out as, quite often, female Caribbean poets have been noted for sidestepping “what 
should not be said in polite company”:5

They said she was a boasie bitch

they said it really wasn’t right

that such a slutty little tease

should soak up sun and feel cool breeze.

They catch her in the road one night

fuck out her life and fling her in a ditch. (19–20)

Of  course, the theme of  madness that has grown from Journey Poem becomes the focus of  
Mordecai’s Certifiable. There is the mother of  the book’s title poem who “had a couple / (three to 
four) shall we say / breakdowns of  her nerves” (89). She has passed on madness to her daughter who 
declares, “And I am loose, uncertified” (91). And in “House of  Cards” the narrator indicates that she 
is “Saving [herself] from madness” as it “stalks [her] ancient legacy” (92). And there is Marie, in “My 
Sister Goes Off,” who takes her own life by walking into a car:

Then one red afternoon

Marie take off  for true.

Into a taxi. No, not

for a ride. Walk straight

in front the car. It make

she fly way up the sky,

turn pupalick. Time the man

stop the cab, come out to see

what madness make she

step before she look, Marie

     done gone. (71) 

What is responsible for this concern with madness that dominates Mordecai’s poetry? Why is it 
so often that women, in particular, suffer from madness? Is it the case that Mordecai is continuing her 
feminist vision, paying attention to marginalized females and attempting to give them consideration and 
a voice?
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In Certifiable we also see the beginnings of  Mordecai as a love poet. Mordecai is obviously in love 
with human nature—with the things that make us human—but she is also (as her later collections will 
attest to) a fine, romantic love poet, the seeds of  which are most recognizable in one of  the collection’s 
strongest poems, “Shooting the Horses”:

And what do you seek

my beloved, in the seed

of  the day, when the tenderest

leaf  of  green light breaks

the earth of  the dark?

What coin pulls you

wet from me, clutching

your little machine

obliging you capture

the crucified trees… (from “Shooting the Horses” 15) 
 
 
 
The True Blue of  Islands (2005)

By the time The True Blue of  Islands was published, it was evident that Mordecai had long been 
telling extended stories in her verse, and this is also true of  what might be Mordecai’s most effective, 
or resounding, collection to date—this powerful tribute to Mordecai’s brother, murdered in Jamaica. 
Perhaps it is the subject matter Mordecai deals with or the maturing of  a person and poet who has seen 
and experienced much that makes this collection stand out for its brave voice and create a space to talk 
about the unspeakable.

“The Story of  Nellie” recounts violent experiences a girl had to endure being molested by both 
an uncle and a priest:

Lee turned Nellie

on her belly,

stuck his penis

in her bum.
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Swore to God

that he would kill her

if  she ever

told her Mum.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .

Nellie’s going

to confession.

Thinks her soul

is full of  sin.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

But this time

Father is gentle

tells her kindly

of  God’s love

 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

and he hugs her

and massages

just one

breast. (29–32)

It is almost as if  the persona has lost patience in this collection. It seems she has no time to dodge 
subjects or avoid the violence she has heard, witnessed or been privy to. Most notably, Mordecai writes 
of  her brother’s murder, and a poem such as “Everybody Get Flat—a Dub” suggests how impossible it 
is for even language to capture such loss and violence:

Where is the poem

that explains

what happens

to you when

they shoot your brother
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and you hear

that his brains

spilled over the seat

to the back of  the car

and you have to tell the folks (48).

This is also a collection where Mordecai addresses the various skin colours of  the Caribbean and 
critiques those who uphold assumptions about people based on skin colour. “Yellow Girl Blues” is the 
story of  a girl who doesn’t fit in in the Caribbean or in Canada:

My mama she done told me

she tell me every day

no mind your skin is yellow

you’re a nigger anyway. 

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Now I come north to Canada,

my story it is true,

they look at me in my face and say,

‘White woman, who is you’? (37–38)

In “Elsie,” which follows “Yellow Girl Blues,” Elsie must prove her blackness:

Of  fourteen children

Elsie was last and lightest.

When they said she was no black,

had no fro, meager melanin,

she don’t protest—just slip

out of  her blouse peel off

her vest and say ‘Okay: come

make we take the nipple test.’

And there they were brown crowns

resplendent on each breast. (39)
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Mordecai shows as much disregard for and frustration with these assumptions about cultural 
identification as she does with the notion that Jamaica is simply an unfettered, beautiful place. After all, 
this is where her brother was murdered, and, as she indicates in the collection’s title poem, problems 
abound on this small island:

So here’s my friend

writing of  how poets

have named the blues

of  these small islands.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Truth is those are

fake colours.

Counterfeit.

Watch and I’ll paint

the islands’ blues for you.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Blue is the hue

exhausted

of  his face

starting awake.

It is the black

and bruise

of  the dark hand

he wipes 

across his brow

to try the truth 

before his eye.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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It seems he’s 

looking at a gun. (58–59)

Unlike many of  her contemporaries who romanticize the folklore and beauty of  the island, 
Mordecai offers no depictions of  River Mumma and other characters who “soften” the realistic 
portrayal of  Jamaica and its history. The True Blue of  Islands returns the reader to a proclamation made 
by Mordecai in “Island Woman” (Journey Poem): “I am a woman / of  a fierce green place” (13). 

Subversive Sonnets (2012)

There is much critical attention that needs to be paid to Mordecai’s latest collection, Subversive 
Sonnets. It is the most challenging of  Mordecai’s poetry, and even a brief  glance indicates a shift in 
stylistics: the reader encounters not the “short lines” that Savory, writing before the publication of  
Subversive Sonnets, indicates is one of  Mordecai’s “characteristic poetic strategies” (107), but longer lines 
and what could be called technically challenging verse.

Thematically, and most notably, perhaps, Mordecai sticks to telling stories/recounting narratives, 
and she places her readers strongly within the history of  her family and family members:

The book tells me my light-skinned grandfather

was a small man: hat size six-and-a half, shoe size

seven, collar size fourteen-and-a-half. I recall him

unsparingly solid and tall. Today I learned he shot a man

for stealing his newspaper. 

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

On Sundays Granny wrung fowl necks for chow

while every day my Grandpa and his gun

looked out for pilferers who were bent on

thiefing his precious Daily News—

a fatal time in want of  mustard for tempering stews. (4–6)

As I have noted in my review in the Jamaica Observer, “[a]nother poem for a father, ‘Nutrament,’ 
‘Temitope,’ in honour of  a daughter, and ‘Zoey Stands Up for Schrodinger’s Cat,’ for a young 
granddaughter, remind the readers of  the main subject of  all sonnets—love” ( “Spinning a Thread”); 
love of  family also underscores the importance Mordecai has placed on the domestic space since Journey 
Poem.

Small wonder that Mordecai would take on the sonnet form with its strict rhyme schemes and 
formulas. Sound play and play with form and technique have defined Mordecai’s verse by this point. 
Small wonder, too, that Mordecai would deviate from strict forms (the Petrarchan or Shakespearean 
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sonnet) and spin poems I have called “the Mordecai sonnet” (“Spinning a Thread”) and which Bagoo 
claims “make us question the role of  the sonnet in contemporary poetry.”6

Trying to make sense of  how this collection can be characterized, I note, too, the following in my 
review: “[I]t is not only a love of  Jamaica, love of  language and love of  the sonnet form which define 
Subversive Sonnets. It is love of  literature, love of  family, and, most memorably, the love of  a lover, or 
partner” (“Spinning a Thread”) for whom “Counting the Ways and Marrying True Minds” is written:

How do I love thee? Let me count the Ways.

Way One is forty on his next birthday.

Way Two is pregnant with our first grandchild;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

    . . .Way Three? Way Three,

Wash-Belly, is the last one to abide

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

So Way Three, manic, mad, magnificent,

speaks the last lines in this soliloquy

of  how your cells have swelled inside my cells,

of  how your flesh has truly become me. (35)

It is also inescapable that Mordecai is still obsessed with painting portraits of  formidable women 
and addressing the situation of  women or woman’s fate. Mordecai’s poem “Introibo ad altare dei” puts 
a consideration of  languages considered inferior alongside a description of  the plight of  women, often 
considered inferior to men:

Surely you who loved women, you, Oh Lord,

sold like a slave, sentenced upon the word

of  clerics who swore in lofty Hebrew

that for fomenting insurrection you,

speaker of  Aramaic, a gutter tongue,

should be serrated, seasoned, peppered, slung

upon a spit, not all that gore so fakes

mouthing Rome’s standard dialect,

selling blessings and pardons, might effect
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a new imperium proscribing us? Dying, around your feet

pierced, weeping red, your winding sheet

ready to hand, you saw your mother with women

who gave the lie to our sex as fearful, flimsy dames.

Remember, never mind your Good Book blames

Eve for our dicey situation, absent Mary’s vulgar Amen

joining your Father’s bet, there’d be no incarnation. (19–20)

Is it the case that Mordecai’s play with language and her questioning of  language and power is 
inextricable with her attempts to produce feminist verse or poetry that speaks for women?

Again, her continued relevance as a spiritual or religious poet stands out as it does in her poem 
“Who Loves Not Self, Loves Not,” a response to Gerard Manley Hopkins’ “The Windhover” and 
“God’s Grandeur”.  As Mordecai associates women, often subjugated, with Christ himself  means the 
reader is led to focus solidly on the status of  women: their “dicey situation[s]” become, in Mordecai’s 
poem, comparable to the crucifixion. To shed light on this poem further, one might consider the 
following claim Mordecai makes in her interview “Salt Fish and Ackee”:

[I]n Jesus’s time, the language of  the streets was Aramaic, while the language of  
official spaces like the temple was Hebrew. The languages stood in relation to each other 
much as JC [Jamaican Creole] stands in relation to ‘Standard’ English. So Jesus was 
probably sentenced in the prestige language, but the crowd roared for his death in their 
creole. (7)

Mordecai, therefore, draws parallels not only between the undeserved plight of  Christ and 
what women must endure, but she also foregrounds and challenges the idea that one language can be 
superior to a next. Part of  the spiritual conviction of  these poems seems to be fed by considerations of  
languages, their status, and women and their stations. Whose stories and tongues do we worship and 
why?

In light of  this, one might consider that it is the poetry of  women’s lives to which Mordecai 
consistently returns, as in her poem “Reading at 4:00 AM”:

I read Walcott’s Omeros, chapter six. Helen

chats with her friends down near to the sea wall.

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Only she now must find something to do

like how she pregnant and don’t know for who.

For me her tale is poetry more than

‘love songs fading over a firefly sea.’
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(chapter eleven). If  ocean, hill and sky

can’t hold this odyssey, what chance a page?

I set aside the book to search my face

for prudent lines to whisper to Helen. (27)

For the narrator here, Helen’s personal story is more important than Nobel-prize winning author 
Derek Walcott’s greatest work, Omeros.  

Significantly, like The True Blue of  Islands, Subversive Sonnets also does not sidestep difficult and 
provocative subject matter, a point Bagoo notes when he speaks of  Mordecai’s “strong, irreverent 
Jamaican voice” that “sing[s] against oversimplifications of  history, race, gender and age.” I have heard 
Mordecai read “Thomas Thistlewood and Tom” at the March Hare Literary Festival in Newfoundland, 
Canada (2015), a poem that Bagoo calls “truly subversive.” Love poem though it is, the result upon 
hearing it read aloud to an audience is unsettling. Here, Mordecai describes one of  the tortures 
concocted by a most brutal slave owner, yet she twists the violent nature of  the act to serve an inevitable 
love poem:

Shit in my mouth. He asks my woman put

her bottom in my face and push her doo-

doo in between my lips. When she stops he

says, ‘More! You black bitch, more! Shove it out till

it bung a clog inside his throat or I

will strip your back until it makes

a bleeding pair with his’. . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I tell myself: ‘So many days I dig the soft

ground of  her front, water it, plant my seed.

watch it breed in her belly. If  one day 

I have to eat the stinking fruit it voids to live,

see my mouth here. Come. Fill it with excrement.’ (65)

The bravery of  Mordecai’s voice, which the reader undeniably confronts in The True Blue of  
Islands, stands strong here in Subversive Sonnets which subverts almost any and all expectations one might 
have for a timeless and honoured poetic form. For Bagoo, “Mordecai reveals the artifice implicit in most 
roles, and shows how these shapes shift under greater forces.
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Conclusion

It was some time ago now that Mervyn Morris argued long and hard that Miss Lou (Louise 
Bennett), now a Jamaican icon, should be taken seriously (1964). Unfortunately, part of  the legacy 
Mordecai shares with Miss Lou is that Mordecai and her writing need to be taken more seriously, 
too. Thankfully, with the nomination of  Red Jacket for the Rogers Writers’ Trust Award of  Canada, it 
seems that some are, indeed, re-assessing and paying attention to Mordecai’s writing. However, much 
work remains to be done in terms of  the criticism on Mordecai’s writing. For me, Mordecai not only 
continues the traditions of  Miss Lou and the latter’s emphasis on the performative, she might also be 
seen as an early forerunner of  today’s younger poets who, influenced by hip hop and poetry slams, 
are obsessed with the performative quality of  verse. With her specific mixing of  the feminist, religious, 
language-oriented and socially and politically dedicated; her fixation with madness and what it means 
to be human; her outspoken commentary on violence (a commentary told through violent language); 
and her lack of  time for people obsessed with skin colours and the romanticization of  Jamaica, I’m not 
sure to whom Mordecai can and should be compared. Her poetry on the page shares strengths with 
those such as Olive Senior, Lorna Goodison and Sharon McCallum. Her performative verse would 
be at home with a significant amount of  Jean Binta Breeze’s poetry, and it would also do well on a 
slam stage.  Her political and social commentary might be compared with earlier dub poets. Together, 
though, all of  these considerations and others mentioned in this article suggest a uniqueness of  vision 
and technique. Perhaps, then, one could begin questioning if  Mordecai’s poetic/technical versatility 
shares a relation with the versatility of  her convictions and visions. 

Notes

 1 There are only a handful of  articles and two graduate theses that examine Mordecai’s work 
(Kandalaft; Oakley). Though Mordecai has brief  entries in several encyclopedias/reference works 
(Encyclopedia of  Post-Colonial Literatures in English, Encyclopedia of  Latin American and Caribbean Literature, 
Cambridge Guide to Women’s Writing in English), she has not been included in such publications as Another 
English: Anglophone Poems for Around the World and Talk Yuh Talk: Interviews with Anglophone Caribbean Poets. In 
The Routledge Companion to Caribbean Literature, Mordecai’s name appears three times as editor and once 
as a critic on someone else’s work, yet the volume provides no coverage of  Mordecai’s own creative 
writing. In Hugh Hodge’s Soon Come: Jamaican Spirituality, Jamaican Poetics (2008), there is mention of  only 
two very old poems by Mordecai and no discussion of  her religious poems from Certifiable; more notably, 
there is no analysis of  her groundbreaking de Man: a performance poem, a poetic recount in Jamaican 
Creole of  the crucifixion of  Christ. Despite the fact that Mordecai is co-author of  Culture and Customs 
of  Jamaica, there is also no mention of  her in the Encyclopedia of  Caribbean Literature. Even recognition 
of  Mordecai’s latest and, perhaps, most accomplished poetry collection to date, Subversive Sonnets, has 
received slight attention. There is one recent and excellent review by Andre Bagoo in The Caribbean 
Review of  Books, where Bagoo notes that “the book demonstrates how poetry itself  is a performance 
genre” and that “Mordecai draws the reader in with humour, vivid images, deploying storytelling 
techniques.” And in my review of  Subversive Sonnets in the Jamaica Observer, I observe the book is “rich, 
technically talented, wise, playful… and the strongest of  Mordecai’s poetry collections.” However, other 
than one small (but laudatory) review in Caribbean Beat and another positive review in Indo-Caribbean 
World, the book has largely been ignored in the Caribbean, though Toronto’s poet laureate, George 
Elliott Clarke, says “Mordecai’s sonnets are subversive in both form and content—and exultantly so.”
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2 Savory provides the following distinction between “Standard Jamaican English” and “Jamaican 
Creole”: “Drawing on the work of  significant scholars and writers, (including Kamau Brathwaite), the 
Mordecais set out the differences between ‘Standard Jamaican English, a kissin’ cousin of  Standard 
British English’ and Jamaican Creole, ‘a comparatively new language.’ They point out that whereas the 
former shares a vocabulary and grammar with British English, the latter developed between the mid-
17th and mid-18th centuries and has its own grammar, pronunciations and rhythms, even if  it is mainly 
English in terms of  words. They also establish that Jamaican Creole has been a literary language for 
longer than any other Creole in the Anglophone Caribbean” (99).

3  cf… I have strong limbs

to make a lap of  love

a brow to gaze at in

the quiet times half  light and

lips for kissing: I’m well

fixed for all love’s traffic. (from “Tell Me,” Journey Poem 16).

4  It took a significant while for Newfoundland writers to begin writing in Newfoundland English 
or Creole. Though Newfoundland’s Cultural Renaissance is associated with the 1960s and 1970s, Joel 
Hynes’s Down to the Dirt (published in 2004) was the first novel to be written entirely in Newfoundland 
English. 

5  Though the passage I quote and Mordecai’s poem “Just a Likl Lovin’” in no way constitutes 
erotic verse but, rather, descriptions of  a violent act, one might note what Donna Aza Weir-Soley writes 
about in her introduction to Caribbean Erotic: Poetry, Prose & Essays. Weir-Soley notes that Caribbean 
women writers have assiduously avoided writing about the sexual and the erotic until relatively recently. 
Mordecai’s writing about rape seems to come to mind in terms of  the bravery involved in writing about 
sexual violence when Soley claims that “[h]istorically, western discourses have grossly misrepresented 
and impugned the Caribbean woman’s sexuality—so much so that she has felt it necessary to deny or 
repress her sexuality in order to gain ‘respectability’” (16).

6 I note the following in my review of  Subversive Sonnets: “Mordecai does not imitate the strict 
rules of  traditional sonnet forms, though she maintains the spirit, at times, of  Petrarchan and 
Shakespearean sonnets. Each of  Mordecai’s individual poems is a collection of  different sonnets (that 
is, individual sonnets constitute different stanzas in Mordecai’s poems), and what is most striking about 
what Mordecai has ‘borrowed’ from past sonnets is her dependence on rhyming couplets… which she 
spreads throughout her poetry. There are not many contemporary poets who can get away with rhyme 
these days—who employ rhyme well—but Mordecai is able to do so.” (“Spinning a Thread”)
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“Your journey, even when 
bumpy,/will be sweet”: 
Jamaica in Kei Miller’s A 
Light Song of  Light 
Bartosz Wójcik
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Culture zone, enter at your own risk

Dawn Scott, “A Cultural Object” (1985)

Taxi mister? Give you a good rate.  

Every island is different, every island is the same. 

Philip Nanton (Island Voices 5)

chipp/in dis poem outa dis tablet

chiss/ellin darkenss writin in light 

Kamau Brathwaite (X/Self 87)

*

Judging by both his biography and the leitmotifs recurrent in his work, Miller follows in the 
footsteps of  his West Indian literary predecessors, such as Claude McKay or Sam Selvon, playing the 
role of  “the archetypal Caribbean writer, the one who must leave his home to find it again, who must 
choose, at least in the beginning, between career-in-exile and invisibility-at-home, and who is perennially 
troubled by the decision” (Bethel).1  Still, I would not go so far as to diagnose all Miller’s personae—not 
to mention Miller himself—as constantly concerned about “the nasty business of  departures” (Kingdom 
53).2 But they do concern themselves with the Land of  Wood and Water that may, personal and external 
circumstances providing, turn into, what Edward Baugh describes in “Nigger Sweat” as, “this bruk-spirit, 
kiss-me-arse place” (A Tale 50). At the risk of  sounding ingenuous in this post-post-structuralist era, one 
could reiterate O’Callaghan’s claim that “Miller’s poetry, like that of  Edward Baugh, Olive Senior and 
Mark McWatt, is infused with love for his difficult place and people” (42). Starting from “Witness to a 
Ritual”, a Revival scene painted by Bernard Hoyes and featured on the front cover of  Kingdom of  Empty 
Bellies, Miller’s books and writings are typified by overt Jamaican references and re-workings of  its cultural 
praxis.3 This is evident in poems like “(In) a Line Behind Baugh”, a re-contextualized homage to the 
eminent author of  Black Sand and an intertextual commentary upon the impingement of  the economy on 
the arts, as summarized by the embassy officer’s verdict: “Poetry is not a secure profession. We must deny/your 
visa application” (Kingdom 65).

Consider “In Dream Country” from his debut collection. By depicting V.S. Naipaul, whose self-
confessed and, arguably, self-propelled, stormy relationship with the Caribbean is well documented and 
thoroughly commented upon, astride a telltale “black lion/screaming his condescension, Fire bu’n/for 
Bob Marley, fire bu’n/for Rastafari I,/fire bu’n for King Selassie I” (Kingdom 61), Miller mockingly disarms the 
Nobel Laureate’s pretensions of  worldly gravitas, not unlike Christian Campbell in “Ballad of  Oxfraud”.4 
Analogously, Miller’s essay manifesto “In Defence of  Maas Joe” critiques the elitism of  the construct and 
praxis of  “the cosmopolitan writer and reader from the Caribbean” (Writing 24) characterized by the 
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“insiste[nce] on locating our intelligence and our savvy in a rejection of  ourselves and what we perceive 
as the embarrassing smallness of  our cultures” (24). 

*

If, as Saul Williams argues, “a great one has said/that poets are midwives/to reality” (Said 102), 
then I would like to expand the American’s unrhymed triplet and present Kei Miller’s imaginative 
husbandry of  Jamaica and his midwifery to Jamaican potentiality. More specifically, this essay focuses 
on the poet’s representation and re-imagination of  his home island through the metaphors of  sound and 
song informed, as they seem to be, by “Lorna Goodison’s poetics of  love, heart, soul, spirit and light” 
(Miller 2013) and Cornel West’s philosophy of  guarded optimism, expressed in the title of  one of  his 
books, namely, “hope on a tightrope”.5 By doing so, Miller’s poetic proposal of  hospitality may be read 
as “Out of  One (Humanity), Many (Individuals)”—a spin on the Jamaican motto “Out of  Many, One 
People” that aims to add lived-in inclusivity to professed diversity.6

Sound and song are two metaphorical foundations upon which the representation of  Jamaica in 
A Light Song of  Light is constructed. Crafted around the figure of  the Singerman, the book is a lyrical if  
painful exploration of  the Caribbean island with its folklore (rolling calf, duppy, obeah, the Nine Night), 
musical traditions and social history. All of  them still influence the present-day Jamaican reality, a place 
of  stunning beauty and stupefying brutality.7

Preceded by two epigraphs which set the tone and tenor of  the collection, A Light Song of  Light 
is peopled with personae informed by “the audacity of  hope” (West, Hope 2) and light on irony. Miller 
explains: 

From the women who carried pencils behind their ears [Warner Women] I learn that one is 
allowed to speak without irony—that most favoured mode of  Western (and particularly British) writers, 
as if  its use is the only way to signal a sharp and a nuanced intelligence, as if  we have to always undercut 
the things we say and the things we most deeply believe in, lest we be accused of  being precious or earnest 
(Writing 12).

This dual epigraph, in the form of  a Rastafarian hymn:

 

There is no night in Zion

There is no night there

Hallelujah, there is no night there

Jah Rastafari is I light

And we need no candlelight

Hallelujah there is no night there (A Light 5)
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An excerpt from an interview with Lorna Goodison: “Everybody must bring their own portion 
of  Light/in this particular time” (A Light 5), aptly introduces the writing to follow as one that “envisions 
Caribbean people accessing epistemological resources of  their own cultural fashioning, resources which 
properly harnessed admit the possibility of  growth, transcendence and fulfilment beyond the strictly 
material realm” (O’Callaghan 42). Indeed, throughout the pages of  A Light Song of  Light Miller spins a 
narrative that imagines Jamaica through “textuality in the service of  liberation and healing” (O’Callaghan 
42). In this, Miller fits the intention of  Lorna Goodison’s poem “Jamaica 1980”, which is “just a dreamer’s 
attempt to make something right in a world... [to] correct a wrong which... you can’t do in real life” 
(Birbalsingh 155). Yet, despite inventive reliance on Goodison’s poetics, A Light Song of  Light also abounds 
in much darker undertones and heavier reverberations.

Introduced in Kingdom of  Empty Bellies, the day/night and light/dark dichotomies are expanded 
upon in A Light Song of  Light, reiterated not just in a considerable number of  poems, but in the collection’s 
structural division into “Day Time” and “Night Time”. Originally included in Miller’s debut volume of  
verse, “Noctiphobia (for my grandmother)” is re-used or perhaps more aptly, as we are dealing with a 
concept collection that is heavy with sound, sampled in its entirety in A Light Song of  Light.8 Throughout 
the entire collection, night, which is ushered in through riffing on biblical psalms, constitutes the trope of  
death and the unknown. It is countered by the life-affirming/life-saving propensities of  the Light of  God 
(eternal salvation) or, as in “A Praise Song for Sudden Lights”, by the anti-mugging properties of  a light 
switch (physical deliverance):

…Praise

then to salvation which did not come from heaven,

but from two stories above—one light turned on, and then

several—a whole avenue beaming out in response

to your cry for help, illuminating the face of  a would-be

robber who dropped knife and fled. Praise a decision

so small—the flicking of  a switch, that could give you back

your life. And praise to the neighbours whose faces are still

unknown, but whom you imagine as squares of  yellow—

how magnificent, the suddenness of  yellow that could

puncture the belly of  evil, and night (A Light 48).
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*

Naturally, this cursory glance at the metaphor of  light and dark that forms one of  the narrative 
arcs of  the book does not exhaust the hermeneutic possibilities inherent in the collection, the origins of  
which are clouded both by autobiographical darkness: Miller’s arrival in the UK, the death of  his mother 
(whose factual death hovers around two poems “On the Ninth Night” and “A Nine Night”), and by the 
strain of  the 2008 financial crisis, marked by foreclosures, repossessions and redundancies (Miller 2014).9 
However, I want to give the mantle of  leadership, as it were, to Miller’s character of  the Singerman, 
a vocal guide to Jamaica and a guardian of  sorts of  both islanders and visitors alike. He is a source of  
different illumination, but nonetheless a guiding light expressed through song.   

 As in his previous books of  verse, so in A Light Song of  Light Miller writes “belong[ing] both to a 
traditionally oppressed race, and to a privileged class” (Writing 93), making the most of  “an openness to 
all available voices, such word-shapes as these voices might suggest” (Rohlehr 165). Unsurprisingly, given 
the title of  his third collection of  poetry, which among others possibly references Claude McKay’s Songs of  
Jamaica, Miller’s interest in Caribbean orality and sounds galore is not only sustained but receives thematic 
sustenance from the introduction of  the figure of  the Singerman. The Singerman “born in 1903” (A Light 
25), like the Warner Woman, another persona/protagonist populating Miller’s oeuvre, receives latter-day 
recognition in Jamaican literature.10 A focal point of  several poems in A Light Song of  Light, he serves as a 
literary throwback to the 1930s when, “paid half  shilling a week” (25), the Singerman was hired to keep a 
road gang working in time. His role was to “lift up mentos, time chichi-bud-o/to the swing of  a workman’s 
hammer” (25) that broke stone into bits and pieces to be made into roads of  the then developing Jamaican 
public infrastructure:
    ...wherever
 there were no roads, wherever the hills
 rose up like a flock of  green
 parrots, you would find him (25).

By zooming in on the times before mass tourism and the gaze on/through the figure of  the 
Singerman, Miller re-spatializes Jamaica. This allows his readers to make a leap of  imagination and to 
travel back in time: to return to the land of  “the red-gold songs” (A Light 29) before the globalscape as 
we know it today took the island over. Arguably, this return to the Singerman’s epoch functions as an 
ecocritical antidote to “increasing superhighway graveyards, hotels squatting on our metaphors, structures 
obscuring manscape” all over the Caribbean (Brathwaite 30). It also provides the realization/fulfillment 
of  Olive Senior’s invitation-cum-warning of  her “Rejected Text for a Tourist Brochure”:   

Come see my land

before the particles of  busy fires ascend;

before the rivers descend underground;

before coffee plantations
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grind the mountains into dust; before

the coral dies; before the beaches

disappear (Senior 2).

 Furthermore, through Miller’s narrative the Singerman regains his rightful place as the poet writes 
down memory lane, re-inscribing in his non-touristy “Brochure”, the “Singerman’s roads” (A Light 26) 
onto the cultural map of  Jamaica. Miller purposively makes a case for the (almost) time-forgotten off-the-
beaten-track regions of  the island. There, zigzagging across verdant mountains, far away from “three-
lane highways” (26), stretch the roads the Singerman brought into existence through song:  
 Your journey, even when bumpy, 
 will be sweet, the ascents lifting you 
 as in a chorus, the sharp corners 
 turning you like a force of  melody (26).   
 
 The bumpiness of  the road, manages to elicit an image that is at once simple and compact, as well 
as capacious. It expands the conceptual metaphor of  life as a journey and highlights the necessity of  
navigating the potholed and patchy road of  existence, is alleviated by the sweetness of  sounds that more 
daring travellers are likely to hear and come into contact with as “a back road… sings/its off-beat way 
up Stony Hill” (26). At first glance, the choice of  the lexeme “journey”, the definition of  which does not 
suggest a jaunt to the nearest beach but rather that a considerable amount of  time and distance will be 
covered, seems to jar with the projected sweetness of  the experience.11 To me, however, this phrasing 
is a declaration of  a benediction for road-weary, road-wary travellers and an expression of  creativity 
in the vein of  Mr Vegas’ independence anniversary song “Sweet Jamaica” (2012), Chronixx’s “Smile 
Jamaica” (2013) or Bob Marley and Lee Perry’s “Smile Jamaica” (1976). It is less an escapist chant than 
a mode of  “utopianism [which] is about… transformation of  the everyday” (Sargent 4). In other words, 
it is as an incantation and invitation extended to locals and passers-by alike, an assertion that they will 
“walk good.” Not unrelated to the light song of  light that “swells up in dark/times, in wolf  time and 
knife time,/in knuckle and blood times” (A Light 11) and among others “to the little things we say/to 
get us through the hurricane” (A Light 16), the Singerman’s vocalizing is steeped in transformative and 
soothing qualities. The singing accompanies the toil and trouble of  daily existence as well as of  nightly, 
deathly departure, as signalled by the Singerman’s other, nocturnal job “at a dead yard” (A Light 64). He 
is then a spiritual connector (singing during the day and at night) and a physical one (road builder), “[S]
traddl[ing] both the daytime and the night-time, bridging all the worlds, even to death” (Bethel 2011). 

*

In the course of  A Light Song of  Light Jamaica is imagined as the land connected by “the Singerman’s 
roads. However, as the reality of  “the [North] Americanised ‘privatopia’ of  today” (Hatherley 2008) 
reminds us, “[t]he Caribbean is both a place of  bounty and want” (Down 87), disjoined, partitioned and 
fenced off: 

If  you go on vacation to Jamaica, it is not likely you will get to see or experience it. Around the 
beachfront property in which you are staying, there will be a high fence. Like all fences, it keeps things out. 
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Mainly, it keeps the Caribbean out. The problem is, you will not see the fence [emphasis mine]. The landscape 
artist did his job well—he managed to give the whole resort an illusion of  openness—the beach on one 
side bordered only by the horizon, the perfectly manicured lawns on the other, opening out onto island 
life behind it, verdant mountains rising in the distance (Writing 27).

In his poetry, Miller guides his readers beyond this fence, taking them on a tour across “the 
beautifully ugly, the violently magical, the tragically wonderful thing that is the Caribbean” (27). He takes 
them away from what Lorna Goodison calls “this edenism” (11), away from “the north coast of  Jamaica, 
with its cliché of  white sands and coconut trees, a place glutted with cruise ship passengers and bewildered 
tourists” (Dawes, “Introduction” 11), and onto the uncharted and un-touristy territory populated by the 
residents of  zinc-roofed makeshift huts at the mercy of  the elements:

This that the poor of  the world look up to

On humid nights, as if  it were a crumpled

Heaven they could be lifted into (A Light 17). 12

In the poetry of  Miller, the zinc roof, which “rises with the hurricane,//Sails in the wind” (17), 
and is correspondingly compared to “a flying guillotine” as well as to “a plate for our severed heads” 
(17), serves as an expansive metaphor of  upliftment as well as downpression, illustrating the two sides of  
Jamaican life. Moreover, the mineral zinc is an element essential to human wellness and a metal of  
considerable toxicity if  absorbed in excess. For that reason, it seems, Miller’s analogy with obeah: the 
zinc roof  “sprinkles rust//over our sleep like obeah” (17). It is worth noting that obeah practitioners may 
potentially subscribe, depending on the intended result, to either light/benign or dark/malignant magic.

Regardless of  whichever interpretation one favours, in his representation of  Jamaica in “This 
Zinc Roof ” Miller “extend[s] the spiritual realm to spaces outside the Church” (O’Callaghan 44). In 
this context, we should attend to his visit to a zinc-constructed balm yard, where Kumina and obeah 
healing rituals are practised, where spells are cast (down) and lifted (up).13 Still, transformed into “the 
claustrophobic, trap-like spiral corridor” (Poupeye 2009), as in “A Cultural Object” (1985), a site-specific 
installation by Dawn Scott (1951-2010) that Miller references in “This Zinc Roof ”, zinc becomes “[t]he 
road to hell… fenced/On each side with zinc” (A Light 17).14 Still, it may be read as a form of  recognition 
of  the versatility of  inner city residents—their ability to accommodate themselves to harsh circumstances, 
as it offers not only shelter from inclement weather (roof) but provides protection (walls) against the police 
in the maze of  labyrinthine passages:

This clanging of  feet and boots,

Men running from Babylon whose guns

Are drawn against the small measure
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of  their lives (17).

A sheet of  zinc becomes therefore a floating signifier, as moveable as the flimsy roof  which it (again 
ambivalently) provides:

This that covers us; this that chokes us;

This, the only roof  we could afford (17).      

The metaphor allows Miller, like Goodison and Walcott before him, to “sugges[t] equivalence 
between the violent histories shaping human identity and events in the natural world” (Whitley 2012). 
Compare Goodison’s “In City Gardens Grow No Roses as We Know Them”:

The long blunted silver trunk

of  a decapitated breadfruit tree

beheaded by a blind flying sheet

of  zinc driven by a hurricane’s fury (53).

Overall, the zinc-centred metaphor seems as indispensable to Miller’s representation of  Jamaica 
(and its re-imagination as a country of  inclusivity) as sheets of  zinc are indispensable to the lives of  ghetto 
sufferahs, whom the poet ventriloquizes. This is evident in his referencing John 14:2 in “This Zinc Roof ”: 
“God’s mansion is made of  many-coloured zinc” (A Light 17), where the humble abode of  a lived-in 
bricolage of  zinc sheets is constructed (and construed) as a site of  hospitality. This in turn ties in with the 
poet’s positioning of  the Singerman, who “had beat his tune out from a sheet of  zinc” (14) and whose 
“notes… fall like flakes/of  rust” (29), as the itinerant figure of  inclusivity (in contrast to the exclusive 
fixtures of  all-inclusive resorts), beckoning motorists to follow suit:

Please, when you visit Jamaica, drive

on the Singerman’s roads (26).

Arguably, these roads, which “can accommodate Benzes/and bicycles, Hondas and handcarts, 
your own/two feet, and the slow, complaining traffic of  goats” (27), echo also the “transmi[ssion] of  
noncommercial values” (West, Hope 85). They widen the meaning of  accommodation, stretching beyond 
the context of  the tourism and hospitality industry so as to bring to the fore the daily and nightly services 
of  kindness we, as our humanity dictates us, (ought to) extend to others. Not unlike the songs themselves, 
the winding roads of  Jamaica are vehicles for individuality as well as inclusivity: built into Miller’s poems, 
they are paths towards community-making and history-sharing, and not just mere conduits of  faceless 
commerce. 

 For that reason, composed out of  a catalogue of  ever widening definitions, “Twelve Notes for a 
Light Song of  Light” describes the Singerman’s song firmly in opposition to easily identifiable, familiar, 
repetitive, or marketable genres. Different, unique even, it is:  

not reggae, not calypso, not mento or zouk,
not a common song from a common island, 
not a song whose trail you have followed for umpteen years (A Light 14).
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As much as it shares its offbeat with “the hand clapping of  Revival churches, the beat of  the timekeeping 
Rastafarian funde drum (in one particular early style of  nyabinghi drumming), or the strumming of  the 
banjo in mento” (Manuel 190–1), its accents are individual and as such entrancing. During road building, 
when the Singerman was in attendance:
...no one knew if  it was the hammer
or if  it was the song
but no rock was so strong
to resist the fourth accented beat—
that huh—in the Singerman’s song (A Light 25).  

 His song is suggestive of  slave/work songs and of  field hollers, revived by Miller in his written tribute 
to yet another facet of  the oral tradition; to evoke Ramazani, it is a reminder of  poetry’s “interdiscursive 
and intercultural porosity” (A Transnational 3). The Singerman’s song has much in common with other 
instances of  Caribbean orality such as “the sermon of  the Anglican and Catholic or other establishment 
churches, Baptist shouting, Zion revival trumping, Rastafarian reasoning, orations of  lawyers and bishops, 
high-flown Tea Meeting speeches, grass-rooted tracings, the clean razors of  picong” (Rohlehr 175). Miller’s 
re-institution of  the somewhat forgotten Jamaican Singerman as a wordsmith and a soundmaker 
emphasizes the fact that poetry and song are “close discursive cousins” (Ramazani 2010), each requiring 
its own irresistible stamp, an aural footprint left by its author. Perhaps it constitutes something akin to the 
fourth accented beat of  the Singerman or to the un-mimicked though echoey sound that Miller posits in 
his farewell to dub poetry entitled “A Smaller Sound, a Lesser Fury.”  

In Hazel D. Campbell’s short story “Singerman,” the title character of  a calypsonian serves as a 
walking (and vocal) reminder of  the potentially transformative and fleetingly inclusive quality of  song as 
an art form. Focused on David Rudder’s highly acclaimed 1987 song “Haiti”—“that Singerman record 
catch the place afire” (H. Campbell 15), the narrative also positions the calypsonian as a carrier of  the 
disheartening realization of  the futility of  “break[ing] away from the play of  history” (Jardim 1994) 
whether it is regional, national or personal.  This sense of  impossibility is—not surprisingly—absent from 
Miller’s collection of  “praise songs in a biblical landscape divided by darkness and light” (Procter 2010).

 
*

Alison Donnell asserts that the collection is typified by “a unifying motif  [of] the raising of  spirits” 
(“Kindness”), which is infrequently expressed through a polyphony of  explanations/illustrations that 
marry the personal with the universal, the Jamaican with other geographies and histories, as in “Some 
Definitions for Song”:

Anything that climbs is a song; vines are a song; my father,

seventy years old, at the top of  the ackee tree is a song; all

planes are songs (A Light 18). 

This song-induced buoyancy, Cornel West notes, is especially crucial “in the context of  the catastrophic” 
(Hope 3), aiding one “to find home in time” (3). Still, as implied by the adverb “some” and the indefinite 
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article preceding the title of  the collection, these numerous “listings of  possible and alternate meanings” 
(Donnell, “Kindness”) also make room for the discomforting truth—the song’s unsoundness:
you might discover your song has cancer, HIV, diabetes, is going blind in its left eye (A Light 12).15

However, these are predominantly songs of  integrity, songs of  praise, composed in awe of  the 
land and its people. One moving example is the initially unidentified hero of  “Unsung”, an emotionally 
engaging elegant crescendo of  a poem that mutedly sings the praises of  a father, an unremarkable and 
remarkable man. A personal hero of  his son and the antithesis of  an absent father/husband, he is a role 
model of  moral fortitude, not celebrated in the National Heroes Park, but empathetically recognized for 
his whole-hearted devotion to his bed-ridden wife:

There should be a song for the man who does not sing

Himself—who has lifted a woman from her bed to a wheelchair

each morning, and from a wheelchair to her bed each night (42).

Although the father “has not sung himself ” (42), he is a successor of  the Singerman, raising the 
body (and lifting the spirit) of  his incapacitated partner as though inspired by the Singerman’s practice of  
upliftment. The figure of  the father, “whose life has not been the stuff  of  ballads/but [who] has lived each 
day in incredible and untrumpeted ways” (42), is worthy of  tribute also because his attitude of  inclusion 
and enlightenment assists the renegotiation of  the definition of  (a Jamaican) family. Eventually revealed 
in the poem’s denouement, the father opens his arms to embrace “an unmarried” (42), and by implication 
gay, son, despite having “one day [to] witness the end of  his name” (42). 

Furthermore, by “refus[ing]/to pass down shame to his boy” (42), the father accepts the officially 
untold and the customarily unspoken sexual alterity of  his son, who himself, aware of  the peril lurking out 
there, has to censor his, and his partner’s, own love song, as in “Jamaica, 2002-2007”, the opening poem 
of  the sequence entitled “A Short History of  Beds We Have Slept in Together”:

Every bed was made illegal by the brush

of  chest gainst chest, and by our sweat.

We put pillows in our mouths and became full

of  swallowed grunts and aaaahs (55).16

Here, the repressed “grunts and aaaaahs” are a byword for the inability to externalize one’s 
sexuality, not to mention sexual preference, in a society that finds male homosexuality repugnant and 
whose legislation decrees its practice punishable. This is pillow talk at its most restricted, repressed by the 
social surroundings and relegated to the sphere of  invisibility, as in “Trinidad 2006”:

We lie on a pile of  blankets; we make

love close to ground…

a bed would have been too high (57).  
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Poetic and evocatively intimate, suggestive of  the sacredness of  this celebration of  love, the 
staging of  the phrase “to lie low” reminds us of  the epithet “on the down low” for gay men who pass as 
heterosexual in Jamaica and Barbados, and in the context of  the criminalization of  sodomy in Trinidad, 
Barbados, Jamaica and other formerly British Caribbean territories.17

In Miller’s writing, Jamrock—that cultural cornerstone of  the author’s literary framework—is 
a country in which a homosexual is not only symbolically stigmatized but potentially stoned as well. 
Still, the poem contains a textual disclaimer suggesting that the relationship, which matured outside of  
Jamaica, eventually headed for the rocks. “Epilogue”, the sixth poem that closes “A Short History of  
Beds We Have Slept in Together”, lays bare the reality of  affection: “Let us not repeat the easy lies about 
eternity/and love. We have fallen out of  love/before – like children surpassing/the borders of  their beds, 
woken/by gravity, the suddenness of  tiles” (60). “A Short History” constitutes a chronicle of  past love, of  
loves lost as well as a projected resurrection into love.

The metaphor of  sound and the theme of  invisibility continue in “A Smaller Song”, a prose text 
inspired by an anti-gay incident at Mona (April 2006) and dedicated to fellow writer Thomas Glave. Here, 
a different song—“a tune of  murderers” (51), “a tune whose notes have stretched over wars and crusades, 
the song of  crows, its melody crisp as burnt flesh” (52)—is heard. It is trumpeted by these Jamaicans who 
live by the precept of  “kill thy neighbour”, who perpetrate hate crimes, who “were offended by his softness 
and his eyelashes and this unforgivable fact—that he lived with a brother who, like all brothers, was male” 
(51). Apart from discussing the nocturnal invisibility of  the perpetrators which confers exemption from 
penalty—“[m]y neighbours are humming each night” (52) and the daily invisibility of  their victims (or 
rather the complacency of  the media and their role as accomplices)—“his body tucked neatly into the 
corner of  a newspaper” (52), “A Smaller Song” is a piece of  empathetic polemic with Glave’s and J-FLAG’s 
activism (Jamaican Forum for All-Sexuals, Lesbians and Gays) as well as a voice in the ongoing debate 
on the duties of  writers/artists as public figures, on their social consciousness, and on their obligations 
to minority causes and to human rights at large. Faced with the dichotomous dilemma of  abandoning 
Jamaica for good or openly defying his island’s “heteromatrix”, Miller opted for the third way, deciding 
to sing a smaller song: “Because as awful as this island can be, I have known men from the Antilles who 
have come here because their own islands were too lonely” (A Light 53).18 After all, like his father, Miller 
is a successor of  the Singerman, a builder of  Jamaican roads towards mutual comprehension, who does 
not overlook the roughness of  the path, who does not “downpla[y] the crucial class, environmental, 
patriarchal, and homophobic determinants of  black life chances” (West, Race 67).

 
* 

In A Light Song of  Light, Miller imagines Jamaica as the island where, as it does during the Calabash 
International Literary Festival, “the spirit breathes deeply” (Holdengräber 8) and where the spirit of  
the re-imagined Singerman lives on. It is a land where the spirit occasionally feels suffocated by its 
surroundings, but which—thanks to the resonance of  Miller’s writing—provides Jamaicans and non-
Jamaicans alike with an “imagined contact zone” (Donnell 2014), allowing us all to trespass the fictive 
borders of  categorization by which we might have otherwise hemmed ourselves in. His portraiture of  
Jamaica is never painted with a broad brush, proving once more that “[n]ational categories are altogether 
too small, too limiting, too divisive and too artificial to represent the diversity of  Caribbean life…” (Bryce 
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xiv). Instead, his Jamaica is externalized and mediated through light, dark, sound and song, all of  which 
voice the need to experience and practice “hospitALTERITY (otherguestness)” (Kitliński 57) as one 
negotiates the bumps on the scenic roads spanning, to evoke the title of  Miller’s essay, one of  “These 
Islands of  Love and Hate”. 

Notes
1 This is how Miller recalls his formative years as a writer: “Before I came to England, I had been 

a copywriter in Jamaica, and I knew I had to leave that job because it was damaging my writing. It was 
teaching me to be contemptuous of  my audience—of  people. It was teaching me to write down to them. 
There is so much that exists not only in the relationship between author and character, but also author 
and reader—and I think one of  those things, in a good healthy relationship, must be love” (“Interview”).

2 Included in There Is an Anger…, “Where We Might Fit” is a poem, as suggested by the very title, 
convincingly tackling the complex issue of  belonging, unbelonging, and misbelonging: “Some days you 
want to forget/it is your choice to be here—that, hard/as you fight to break in/was as hard as you fought 
to leave” (There Is 17). 

3 For instance, in A Light Song of  Light there are direct references to the output of  Caribbean writers, 
such as Mervyn Morris (21) and Martin Carter (31).  

4 In the poem, Campbell imagines “poor Vidia/Naipaul” waking up “in a sweat,/swamp-wet 
nightmare that he was back/in Trinidad” (Running 24). 

5 To West, “[c]ulture, in part, provides people with the tools and resources to steel themselves against 
adversity and convinces them not to kill themselves or others” (Hope 3). The most overt nod to Cornel 
West’s philosophy—or what Alison Donnell calls the “affective power of  literature” (“Kindness”)—is 
perhaps to be found in “Some Definitions for Light (III)”: “There is a reason/why heavy things are made 
light—because if  they weren’t we/would grow old too quickly; we would march home and/measure 
knives against our wrists” (A Light 35). 

6 Inclusivity seems to be Miller’s modus operandi: “And though I’m often writing about that place 
where I am from, I’ve always recognized that my readers are from other places and I’ve always wanted to 
welcome them in, to never exclude them” (“Literature from where I…”). 

7 Ian McMillan, chair of  the judges of  the Poetry Book Society’s 2014 Next Generation Poets 
competition, commented that “reading Kei Miller’s poems is like being on a sleeper” (2014), where—
disturbed by both rhythm (train and verse/cadences) and images (the ones outside of  the train window as 
well as the emotive and gripping imagery of  the poems)—“you can’t really sleep” (2014). 

8 “Noctiphobia”, a sister poem of  “Aquaphobia”, dedicated to Miller’s mother, was originally 
included in the poet’s debut collection. In A Light Song of  Light, however, its message is strengthened by 
the substitution of  the word “shivering”, which allowed for the ambiguity of  bodily transition (cold, 
fear, sickness), with “dying”, a gerund that allowed no such polyphony. Still, if  the title fear of  the dark 
connotes separation anxiety disorder, triggered both by one’s passing (death) and passage (migration), then 
“Noctiphobia” is yet another poem that anchors Miller’s thematic return to Jamaica in the collection. It 
marks his dual and pronounced homecoming—to Kingdom of  Empty Bellies as well as to his native land.   
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9 To Bethel, “Miller’s collection weaves back and forth between worlds, and these worlds are both 
temporal and geographic” (“Enigmas”). To McCallum, this day and night segue, i.e., “the belief  of  many 
Jamaicans regarding the relationship between the living and the dead: that the separation between the 
two realms is not fixed but rather a veil, permeable and traversable” (“Family”), may also be parallel to 
the relationship between “culture” and “slackness”, which is commented upon by Ninjaman & Shaggy 
in their joint “Church Heathen” or by Miller in “Jubilate”: “They [church women]/rested their heads 
in Jesus’ lap/while their bodies remembered/old time bacchanal” (Kingdom 31). Overall, as posited by 
Bethel, “the poems in “Night Time” appear to be more unsettling, flirting with the fantastical, casting 
spells, and presenting mythologies and spirits like Rolling Calf  and Coolie Duppy, rewriting creeds and 
turning obeah back on itself ” (“Enigmas”). The day ones are, by contrast, more concentrated on the 
rational, as “they reach for the concrete, they attempt to stand on the scientific” (“Enigmas”). 

10 Miller is not alone in his evocation of  past, including literary and historical legacy, through 
reference to songs in the title of  his work. Other writers of  Jamaican heritage include Alex Wheatle (Island 
Songs, 2005) and Andrea Levy (The Long Song, 2010). 

 11 New Oxford American Dictionary, Version 2.2.1 (143.1).

12 Here is how in “These Islands of  Love and Hate” Miller describes his vision/version of  the 
fakery of  “edenism”: “[F]enced off, cut off, sterile enclaves, that offer Caribbean culture to their guests 
in the same way that they offer Caribbean rum—diluted, safe, with pineapples and a cute umbrella. Full-
proof  Caribbean culture can be dangerous so the tourist is only given for the evening’s entertainment, 
a band of  toothless men playing banjos, and throughout the day smiling women in floral skirts serving 
mangos and plantains” (Writing 28).

13 Taken by Miller himself, photograph chosen as the cover of  A Light Song of  Light shows a “detail 
of  balmyard constructed from zinc, Jamaica” (iv), uniting the positive connotations of  title “light” with 
those of  the cover “balm” (ointment, relief) and “balmyard” (spiritual healing).  

14 Cf. Laura Facey’s “Blood of  Zinc.”

15 “The Longest Song”, Miller’s tribute to John Cage’s “As Slow As Possible”, constitutes a different 
type of  a song. Apart from being a paean to human versatility and the permanence of  art, the poem is 
an example of  Jamaicanization of  Cage or, at least, of  contextualizing the composer’s output within (and 
not against) the culture of  music of  African origin: “In the poem’s title, it is significant that Miller suggests 
Cage’s instrumental work is a form of  song. Cage, too, is a singer-man and a ground-breaker. Song is 
what all human music is, in essence, and all poetry” (Rumens 2011). Potentially, however, the figure of  
Cage, as the author of  “Overpopulation and Art” (1992), introduces an external element of  scepticism.

16 In “Maybe Bellywoman was on ‘di Tape’”, Miller discusses the “strange state of  [Jamaican] 
denial” (Writing 101) with regard to the presence of  homosexuality on the island.
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17 Night being one of  the key words of  the collection, it comes as no surprise that, as in “Some 
Definitions for Night”, it provides “[a] justification for candles and by extension love whose/pronouncement 
is made easier in dark spaces” (A Light 69). Naturally, the “dark spaces” suggest both night and bodily 
cavities. Yet, the conditions of  this corporeal intimacy are imposed on—it is hidden (kept in the dark, kept 
quiet) because of  impending persecution and/or prosecution. Light, if  the film is overexposed, may be 
the agent of  destruction, after all. 

18 See Kitliński and Leszkowicz (2005).
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“Our words spoken 
among us, in fragments”: 
Austin Clarke’s Aesthetics 
of  Crossing 
Paul Barrett

This article attempts to understand the anachronistic position of  Austin Clarke’s 
oeuvre in the Canadian canon. I argue that his work practices an aesthetics of  crossing that 
has heretofore baffled Canadian critics. Clarke’s practices of  crossing exceed notions of  
hybridity and creolization and bring the voices, traditions, imagery, and politics of  Canada 
and the Caribbean into a troubled and productive dialogue.

In a fascinating and revealing interview of  Austin Clarke by Dionne Brand and 
Rinaldo Walcott, Brand opens the discussion by wondering:

Why isn’t your work more out there?… why isn’t it acknowledged, because you have 
been writing a very, very long time,… and I want to know what you attribute that to? I can’t 
figure it out because the stories are so beautifully made, you know, and touch so much of  
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what is Canadian, what makes up this city… that I don’t understand it at all. I mean, I do, but I wanted 
you to tell me why you think it is so. (1)

Clarke responds reservedly, explaining that he has “suspicions” about the biases of  some aspects 
of  the Canadian literary establishment while also insisting that “there are no Canadian critics qualified 
to look at the things I write, in the sense of  having a sensitive feeling towards what I write” (1–2). This 
discussion intriguingly suggests the manner in which Clarke and Brand are not decidedly opposed to 
canonization but rather seek a place within or a form of  acknowledgment from Canadian literature. 
Where canonical crisis is often imagined to have a conservative bent, here it is insurgent.1 What is it 
about Clarke’s novels and short stories that they at once “touch so much of  what is Canadian” yet 
remain such an enigma for Canadian literary criticism? Does the absence of  “sensitive feeling” towards 
his work indicate a lack of  sympathy towards Clarke and his writing or a deeper unfamiliarity with the 
formal traditions and aesthetic codes that his work draws upon? 

Clarke’s concerns are confirmed by his biographer Stella Algoo-Baksh who remarks, in 1994, 
that “there has been a dearth of  comprehensive examinations of  Clarke’s life and writing” and that his 
“early unpublished efforts have been totally ignored even though they constitute an important phase of  
his development as a writer” (9–10). W.J. Keith affirms this critical aporia when he describes Clarke’s 
early work, particularly his Toronto trilogy, as “characteristically neglected” (78). This characteristic 
neglect continues even after Clarke’s major period of  success beginning with his award of  the Rogers 
Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize for The Origin of  Waves (1997) and culminating in his winning the Giller and 
Commonwealth Prizes for The Polished Hoe (2002). His work remains at once lauded by critics, supported 
by the institutional mechanisms of  publishing in Canada, yet enigmatically missing from literary 
scholarship.2

Michael Bucknor has addressed this critical absence, having convincingly shown that “the history 
of  early Clarke criticism exposes a critical enterprise limited to representationalist assumptions of  
mimeticism and aestheticism” and “to readings addressing the authenticity of  representation” (“Voices” 
141) rather than what he describes as the “semiological refractions” in Clarke’s work or “the fact that 
‘represented content’ that is treated as history is a function of  memory” (“Voices” 141–2). Clarke’s 
earliest work does not even merit this “representationalist” analysis as The Survivors of  the Crossing (1964), 
Amongst Thistles and Thorns (1965), his Toronto trilogy and his earliest short stories have, with some 
notable exceptions, been entirely neglected within Canadian literary criticism.33 That Clarke’s early 
works remain largely absent from syllabi, critical articles and anthologies is particularly perplexing given 
the foundational quality of  Clarke’s writing to not merely black or immigrant writing in Canada but 
to Canadian fiction more generally. Clarke is often thought of  as a recent writer but Survivors predates 
Frye’s conclusion to Klinck’s Literary History of  Canada and is contemporaneous with The Deserter (1964), 
The Apprenticeship of  Duddy Kravitz (1959) and The Double Hook (1959). Given that Clarke is the one of  
Canada’s most prolific authors and has been writing in and about Canada for more than fifty years, 
how does one explain the general critical neglect of  his writing?4 In what follows I propose a critical 
framework for locating Clarke’s oeuvre in the Canadian canon that attends to both the history of  
critical neglect of  his work and his singular literary contributions to Caribbean-Canadian writing.

While racism, artistic ineptitude, and the alleged “difficulty” of  his subject matter and form may 
explain the dearth of  Clarke criticism, another possible reason for Clarke’s exclusion from Canadian 
literary scholarship is his resistance of  simple taxonomies or generic classification that would clearly 
and unproblematically locate him within the genre of  Canadian literature.5 Clarke’s texts engage in 
an aesthetic crossing in a manner that adds new meaning to the title of  The Survivors of  the Crossing. 
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Specifically, Clarke’s writing evinces a thematic and formal crossing of  the aesthetics and forms of  
the black diaspora with those of  Canada. Crossing, in his work, is not singularly a reference to the 
Middle Passage nor to the experience of  his Caribbean migrants but a polyvalent term that indicates 
the aesthetic and intellectual acts of  performance and betweenness by which his characters negotiate 
their positions caught between Canada and the Caribbean.6 Idora, in More, explains succinctly: 
“This is the first thing you learned as a coloured person in Toronto. I am talking about survival now! 
Survival, girl! Improvisation, girl” (58). It is precisely Clarke’s acts of  crossing, this speaking from sites of  
betweenness, which makes his work so difficult to situate within a national literature. Particularly during 
the heady days of  the 1960s and 70s when Canadian literature was defining itself  thematically and 
formally against its British antecedents, Clarke’s texts represent an anomaly, joyously drawing together 
British, Caribbean, and Canadian aesthetics and themes in order to express the position of  the black 
subject located between two British colonies and to develop an imaginative language for this affective 
experience of  crossing and betweenness. Clarke’s early work crosses the idioms, dialects, affects, 
postures and politics of  the Black Atlantic with those of  black American literary traditions, literary 
modernism, the post-colonial Windrush writers and Canadian literature of  the 1960s and 70s.

Perhaps the closest Canadian precedent for Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing is A.J.M. Smith’s 
notion of  “eclectic detachment.” Smith describes the Canadian poet’s “advantage that derives from 
his separateness and semi-isolation,” (21) specifically the “ability to draw from British, French and 
American sources in both language and literary conventions while maintaining a distance that permits 
him to select what will best work in his own special circumstances” (23). Smith’s vision of  the Canadian 
poet emerges from the modernist tradition of  syncretic blending of  cultures and traditions; Smith 
envisions his poet engaged in a strategic redeployment of  European and North American cultural 
traditions, making it new from the marginal spaces of  Canada.7 Smith cites Scott, Klein, Anderson, 
Page, Gustafson, and Reaney as poets who maintain a critical distance from European and American 
cultures. As such, the greatest advantage of  modern Canadian poets is that they are “immersed both 
in the European and the North American cultural tradition… but… not of it” (23; italics in original). 
They are at once adept in its methods and mores but retain a critical marginality from the centre of  the 
canon. 

There are a number of  similarities between Smith’s detachment and Édouard Glissant’s and 
Kamau Brathwaite’s articulation of  Caribbean creole culture.8 Brathwaite identifies two dialectical 
elements within the process of  creolization: “ac/culturation… the yoking… of  one culture to another” 
and “inter/culturation… the unplanned, unstructured but osmotic relationship proceeding from this 
yoke” (6). Smith’s poet is driven by a modernist impulse to make wholeness out of  fragments; this 
is impossible for Brathwaite’s creole subject who feels a pervasive uncertainty in an existence that 
is “cracked, fragmented, ambivalent, not certain of  itself, subject to shifting lights and pressures” 
(6). Where Smith imagines the poet on the margins of  European and American cultural traditions, 
strategically deploying those traditions in service of  his own work, the creole subject is less an active 
subject and more actively subjected to this “unplanned, unstructured, but osmostic relationship.” Thus 
Glissant stresses that creolization is “not part of  some vague humanism, which makes it permissible 
for us to become one with the next person” (249). This is precisely because notions of  exchange or 
recognition do not adequately describe the simultaneous process of  subjection and self-making that the 
creole subject experiences, nor do the fragments of  creole subjectivity sum up or synthesize to “become 
one.” Indeed, the “dialogue” that Gilroy champions within his Black Atlantic is too seamless for creole 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89douard_Glissant
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subjects. Furthermore, whereas eclectic detachment conceives of  this intercultural exchange as just that, 
creolization substitutes exchange for domination, recognizing that it is partially through the influence 
and power of  “European cultural norms” that African and Caribbean cultures are subordinated.

While creolization and detachment provide useful frameworks for understanding Clarke’s 
writing, both rely on what Neil ten Kortenaar identifies as the “paradox in… notions of  creolization” 
(19). Specifically, that “The logic of  creolization requires that Africanized Europe and Europeanized 
Africa always be distinguishable as Europe and Africa; the hybridization of  cultures presumes that 
cultures remain ever pure” (19). This is evident in Glissant’s definition of  “The practice of  cultural 
creolization” as “a cross-cultural relationship in an egalitarian and unprecedented way, between 
histories that we know today in the Caribbean are interrelated” (249). If  Smith’s modern poet is 
imagined as a marginal dilettante, sampling and borrowing from cultures and Brathwaite’s Caribbean 
poet practices “cross-cultural” exchange, Kortenaar’s paradox remains: despite their practices of  
commingling, both poetic frameworks sustain the inviolable borders of  the traditions and poetic forms 
upon which they draw. Clarke’s aesthetic and spatial crossing goes further in that it blends together 
European, Caribbean and Canadian spaces and aesthetic traditions such that they become polluted by 
and inextricable from one another. In Clarke’s work neither the self  nor the nation are self-recognizable 
but find the means and content of  their identity in the Other within. Clarke’s work thematically and 
formally draws together Canada and the Caribbean such that they are both rendered locales in a 
diasporic network. His crossing attempts to undo Kortenaar’s paradox by bringing together disparate 
geographies, cultural expressions, forms of  speech, and affective registers such that the borders between 
diaspora and nation, modernity and its other are profoundly and irrecoverably disturbed. 

An exemplary instance of  Clarke’s aesthetic and formal crossing occurs in his tribute to 
his friend Sam Selvon, A Passage Back Home: A Personal Reminiscence of  Sam Selvon. Clarke begins his 
reminiscence of  Selvon stating:

I cannot remember what time it was, when I first heard, either his voice or the magnificent 
acquainted language of  his stories, sent back to us from overseas; and I did not, like all of  us, consider 
it strange or characteristic of  our cultural status that our words spoken amongst us, in fragments and 
with no force of  appeal, would be golden portraits of  our lives, because they were coming to us on these 
Sunday nights, from overseas: on the BBC’s radio programme, “Caribbean Voices.”… to hear, all of  a 
sudden about the breadfruit tree; the casaurinas; the names of  flowers we had passed earlier that very 
Sunday… the Kiskides, Couva, Port of  Spain, Gravesend Beach and “Trumper”: to hear these symbols 
of  words, greater than words; greater than our recognition of  them in everyday life, all this was to make 
us feel “we was people, too.” (9–12; italics in original)

In what is perhaps a typical moment for the postcolonial writer, Clarke first hears the voices 
that awaken his own literary imagination broadcast from the centre of  the empire. The experience 
of  hearing his own nation language of  the black Caribbean spoken back to him, accompanied by the 
authority of  the BBC, makes the everyday places, people and environment of  Barbados resonate with 
a kind of  newfound aura; words become “greater than words” and quotidian scenes are rendered 
“golden portraits.” Crossing is implicit in the manner in which the “words spoken amongst us” 
undergo a process of  transformation, leaving the Caribbean, returning from London “in fragments,” 
and blending with the gravitas of  the BBC to become something new. These Caribbean voices are 
transformed through a kind of  fragmentation and defamiliarization made possible via the technology 
of  radio and trans-Atlantic communication and travel.9 Clarke sees the possibility of  new voices that 
emerge precisely from this position located between the capital and the colony of  empire. Indeed, the 
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nation language and “tuk” that populates his work is not depicted as indigenous to Barbados but is 
always-already crossed with voices, images, icons and politics from elsewhere. 

Yet it is not merely the arrival of  this language and these stories in Barbados that sparks Clarke’s 
imagination but also the temporal and spatial disjuncture of  radio that recasts these Caribbean voices 
across physical borders and cultural spaces. The notion of  the voices of  Selvon and others crossing 
the Atlantic and “coming from over the Andes Mountains” (11) suggests the cross-cultural, dislocated 
flux of  subjects, voices and forms that comprise the scene of  Clarke’s writing. He finds his voice not as 
the Caribbean exile abroad, nor in the writer returned home, but in the unreal space that irreparably 
splinters as it grafts disparate geographies and cultural forms. This occurs where the joined clauses 
of  Clarke’s meandering first sentence link memory, time, voice, language, space, and empire via this 
formal and imaginative crossing. Yet Clarke tempers the dislocation of  his prose and imagination by 
stressing his own affective response to this encounter, particularly as his experience of  place is refracted 
through his memory. Furthermore, the allusions to Lamming’s In The Castle of  My Skin (“Trumper”) 
and Lovelace’s The Wine of  Astonishment (“we was people, too”) are instances of  the intertextuality that 
pervades Clarke’s writing; his voice is already crossed with that of  other Caribbean writers. 

The larger passage from which this quote is excerpted is marked by soaring focalization, a 
frenetically mobile narrative perspective, and memories layered within multiple narrative frames; all of  
which suffuse Clarke’s crossing with a quotidian existence underwritten by unreal elements, imagined 
possibilities, and traces of  other locales. In this opening passage Clarke moves from being unable to 
recall “how old those Sundays were” (9) or if  “the sun had travelled already over the Observation 
post in Clapham” to remembering his stepfather’s “obsessive views of  obedience and order and 
lawfulness” (9) in his control of  the “private set” radio. The movement of  sun over these familiar scenes 
suggests that even as a young man, Clarke’s conception of  place is always crossed with notions of  
travel and mobility. His stepfather subjects the family to religious sermons marked by “the voice and 
the chastisements and the thunder that summoned Sodom and Gomorrah, that gripped all of  us into 
shuddering submission” (10). Clarke’s boyhood sense of  time, measured by sun and shadow, contrasts 
with the rigid discipline and stern authority of  his stepfather. 

This religious and patriarchal dominance is interrupted, however, when his stepfather is called 
away to work and “the ‘private set’ would be mine” (10). Clarke recalls the pleasure of  rolling “the 
heavy knob of  the ball-bearing tuning button along the waves of  miles of  the dial, passing countries 
in Latin America, moving over Holland… through Europe’s intractable languages, until by accident, I 
was plunged into mother country. Inglann!” whereupon “a different kind of  ‘tuk’ would take possession 
of  the air-waves. Caribbean voices!” (11). Clarke’s crossing in this section transforms local space into 
diaspora space, what Avtar Brah describes as “the intersectionality of  diaspora, border, and dis/
location as a point of  confluence of  economic, political, cultural and psychic processes” (178). Brah’s 
diaspora space draws on Laclau and Mouffe’s notion of  articulation as “not a simple joining of  two or 
more discrete entities” but “a transformative move of  relational configurations” (110). Clarke’s crossing 
engages in such transformative moves by bringing together the spaces of  Canada, Barbados, England, 
America and other locales in a manner that exceeds creolization. Certainly much of  Clarke’s work 
is thematically engaged with (and, it must be restated, precedes) Frye’s famous question that haunts 
Canadian sensibilities: “Where is here” (220)? However Clarke’s work writes these spaces as they are 
inflected by other geographies, voices from elsewhere, the elusiveness of  arrival, the temporality of  
diasporic longing, and the affective experience of  migration. This transformation is evident in the 
contrast between the authority of  the singular religious voice, the disciplinarian stepfather and Clarke’s 
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pleasurable freedom in languorously rolling along the airwaves, sampling disparate cultures, voices and 
sounds.

This passage exemplifies three key characteristics of  Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing: 
intertextuality, diasporic movement and visions, and a focus on the affective experience of  black 
modernity. Clarke regularly employs these three motifs to give texture to the experience of  what it 
means to occupy the paradoxical position of  the diasporic subject situated “within and without” 
(Gilroy 196) the nation and modernity. Clarke’s intertextuality pays homage to his Caribbean forebears 
and contemporaries but also links his own various short stories, poems, and novels in order to weave 
together an overlapping world of  diasporic experience in Canada. The thematic and structural 
similarities within and across his works are both an effect of  a full-time writer reusing material in order 
to survive as well a formal practice that evokes the circularity and repetition of  diasporic movement.10 
His use of  diasporic visions, unreal dreams, and imagined movement across great swaths of  space 
and over social barriers blurs the lines between disparate locales and shows the barely-perceptible 
connections between Barbados, England, Canada, and America. His attention to the affective 
experience of  modernity emerges, in this instance, in the mutually liberatory and disciplinary aspects 
of  the radio. The radio at once subjects young Clarke to the voice of  empire and patrimony yet this 
subjection also gives rise to a new subjectivity of  Clarke’s own making as he travels along the dial. 
Furthermore this modern technology enables the blending together of  nation language, religious 
sermon, and the language of  “mother country. Inglann!” His imagined movement “along the waves of  
miles of  the dial, passing countries” posits language as not merely a metaphor for travel but conceives 
of  these different forms of  “tuk” as travel, crossing one place with another. Language thereby becomes 
travel in Clarke’s work as he transforms each of  these “intractable” languages into a creative wellspring 
for his crossing. If  modernity is an ambivalent force in Clarke’s work, language enables Clarke and his 
characters to take up the tools and “tuk” of  modernity and make it their own. It is not only Clarke who 
travels—through language—to Europe and England, but England is made to travel, rendered diasporic 
as it becomes “Inglann.” 

The power of  language to transform space and identity and the simultaneously enabling and 
constricting effects of  modern communication are central concerns of  Clarke’s first novel The Survivors 
of  the Crossing. Survivors begins with the main character Rufus receiving a letter from Jackson, a recent 
émigré to Canada. Rufus imagines how “A feeling of  pride gathered deep in his heart: to think that 
he was the recipient of  this important-looking airmail from overseas! From a large continent, sent 
to him on this small island!… from so many miles across the seas, and had landed right here, in the 
correct place, in the correct Village” (4)! Jackson’s letter boasts that “life cool as arse up here in Canada 
man” (9; italics in original) and describes how he “tried once to look up the meaning of  the word, Canada, in 
a enclyclopediar-thing… But I sure, sure that the word Canada mean something like progressiveness” (10; italics in 
original). The subtle and ironic difference between notions of  progress and “progressiveness” is not 
merely an effect of  Jackson’s nation language but demonstrates the transformation that concepts of  
progress and modernity undergo as they are transferred and rearticulated across diasporic sites. The 
letter catalyzes Rufus to organize a strike against the sugar plantation in a tragicomic effort to change 
his immediate circumstances. 

Letter writing and radios pervade Clarke’s early writing, demonstrating the capacity of  new 
global communication technologies to link the spaces of  the black diaspora and to provide mechanisms 
by which black subjects might articulate their demands upon the institutions of  modernity. The 
narrator of  More describes how “Radio and television and newspapers, and word of  mouth, letters and 
long-distance telephone calls, and the gossip of  her community, her community of  West Indians, were 
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themselves international corporations in the way they used communications” (133). This observation 
is true of  Clarke’s oeuvre as letters and radios provide the life blood for Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing, 
particularly as they make language travel and foreground the discrepancies and performances of  
diasporic life. Rufus believes that Jackson’s letter says “something basic and vital… Jackson have that 
power o’ words and ideas in his hand… It read like a piece o’ poetry” (11). In Amongst Thistles and 
Thorns, Girlie feels like “I got the first prize!” when she is the recipient of  “a first-class, registered air 
mail red-white-and-blue envelope… with a picture of  Abraham Lincoln, the man who freed the slaves,” 
containing “a real ten-dollar bill, made in the United States of  America, with ‘In God We Trust’ 
printed on it” (65). Clarke’s early short story, “Waiting for the Postman to Knock” is told primarily 
in epistolary form and Bernice, in The Meeting Point, writes numerous real and imagined letters from 
Canada to family in Barbados. Clarke’s private set radio and the air mail letters represent not simply 
the presence of  foreign elements in Barbados but the recasting of  the local within a global network. 
These technologies and processes of  communication and interconnection enable his characters to 
bridge disparate locales, reimagining local environs as part of  diaspora space. 

Clarke’s inscription of  diaspora space relies on modern communication technologies as a 
component of  the affective dimensions of  crossing. This demonstrates the importance of  fantasy 
and imagination to his characters’ conception of  place and identity. For Clarke, the disorientation of  
diaspora mirrors the schizophrenia of  the subject produced by modernity more generally. As such, his 
articulation of  the relationship between modernity and diaspora relies on a simultaneous understanding 
of  the manner in which the networks and technologies, the material substrate, of  the modern world 
shape, and are transformed by, the affective dimensions of  diasporic experience and space. For instance, 
Bernice in The Meeting Point is described as having “grown accustomed to her triangle of  life… a life that 
centred round her kitchen, her radio and her princess telephone. It was a life, which, although restricted 
by virtue of  her being a domestic in Forest Hill Village, nevertheless, was an interesting perspective 
into the world around her” (95). These implements of  the modern world: telephone, radio and kitchen, 
are at once her tools for communication (hearing music from the outside world and speaking with her 
friends) and agency (intentionally wasting her employer’s food in a small act of  rebellion) while also 
establishing the borders of  her confinement. This generates the pervasive sense of  “ambivalence which 
Bernice entertained” (95) towards her life in Canada: she has “grown accustomed” to a life which is at 
once “restricted” but also provides her with a critical perspective into the white world around her. 

Bernice’s friend Dots re-imagines this triangle, explaining that “All the black people here… we 
are only abiding through the tender mercies o’ God and the white man, and… the landlord… any time, 
these three gods feel like it, bram! they kick-in our behinds just like they do down in Mississippi” (193). 
Dots’s three gods and Bernice’s triangle align such that modernity’s technology and the structures of  
white supremacy produce “a sensation similar to strangulation” (37).11 While the repetition of  threes 
elevates their circumstances with spiritual connotations, Dots and Bernice feel no such elevation; for 
them, Toronto is not so different from Mississippi and “This country could never be home” (193). 
Clarke thus links the technology of  modernity with the violence and exclusion of  white civility 
(Coleman 2006) to provide a sense of  both his characters’ ambivalence towards the modern world and 
of  how it feels for his characters to “abide,” rather than arrive, in Canada. 

Despite their experiences of  apartheid, discrimination and racism, however, Bernice and Dots 
also devise methods to articulate a vision of  diaspora space in which they have agency to transform 
their marginal positions in Toronto. Bernice, for instance, escapes the confines of  her life when she 
gazes out her window and imagines writing letters to her mother and partner, Lonnie, in Barbados. 
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Staring out her window at the falling snow, “unreality returned. She began to talk in conversation with 
herself. She began where the reality of  her earlier conversation with Dots had ended: You have to learn 
how to use your head, Dots; and how to sit down at a window and think, and focus your attention and thoughts on things 
above; and learn how to out-smart them bitches and bastards” (37; italics in original). Staring out the window of  
her apartment provides her with the time and opportunity to contend with the “things above.” Against 
the reality of  her marginal position in Canada, Bernice welcomes the freedom of  unreality, in the 
form of  dreams, hopes, and longing, to give her the space to imaginatively escape the confines of  her 
existence. Later in the novel, staring out the window, she imagines: 

another letter to Mammy, this one, within the regions of  her mind; and she 

hoped it would fly through the air, and get to Mammy right now, and ease 

some of  the painful things... Dear Mammy, I love you so much; and we are so 

far from one another.… I was thinking that it would do you the world of  good 

to come up here, on a vacation? The little journey in the plane would not kill 

you… In a few minutes, I am going to send down the plane ticket for you… She felt happier now that she     

had communicated with Mammy. And in the same spirit, she decided to drop a line to Lonnie 

(157; italics in original).

After Bernice becomes dissatisfied with the “letter” to Lonnie “she destroyed it; and the paper 
petals floated and dropped finally to the bottom of  her consciousness, like heavy feathers” (158). Once 
again language constitutes a kind of  travel as it does not merely link Barbados and Canada but crosses 
the two, transforming national space into diaspora space. Where the technologies of  the modern world 
comprise the confining triangle of  her existence, the unreal elements of  Bernice’s life, her secret desires, 
fantasies and imagined dialogues, at once cross Barbados with Toronto while enabling her to cope 
with her life in Toronto with its simultaneous material benefits, feelings of  loneliness and mundane and 
routine humiliations.

Clarke’s inscription of  diaspora space employs fantasy, imagination and unreal elements to bring 
together the disparate spaces of  diaspora in a manner that exceeds the logic of  creolization. Bernice’s 
longing for comfort and companionship gives rise to her imagined communication which brings 
home and diaspora together in “the regions of  her mind.” Where modern travel and communication 
technologies enable his characters’ migration and movement, Clarke is equally interested in the 
emotional and psychic toll of  these experiences, and particularly the manner in which racism registers 
as a kind of  unreality, corroding each character’s psyche. For instance, Henry, in The Meeting Point is 
described as having “reached a stage in life, at which it was easier to lie in bed all day, and dream; 
a stage at which… he could not see much difference between the day and the night; both were 
nightmares. He was experiencing something like a suspension of  time; and he would spend the days, 
and the nights too… waiting; waiting as if  he was waiting for somebody or some event” (214). Where 
Bernice’s suspension of  time liberates her from a daily routine where time is not her own, Henry is 
stuck waiting in an ongoing nightmare. Clarke depicts a similar nightmare in “Waiting for the Postman 
To Knock,” where the narrator describes how “A nightmare wrapped Enid around its thighs, and she 
thought she had Lonnie in bed with her. But when she was released from the prison of  her imagination, 
she was only holding the letter which the mysterious hand pushed under her door” (170). Like Henry, 
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Enid imagines time as suspension, and her imagination becomes a prison. Enid’s physical immobility 
in her apartment where she “lies and waits until God sends someone” (159) prefigures both Henry’s felt 
immobility and the narrative structure of  Clarke’s most recent novel More. Indeed both Bernice and 
Enid are precursors to More’s protagonist, Idora, as all three are physically immobilized by their regrets, 
Canadian racism and feeling of  social marginalization but counter that sadness through their visions of  
what their life might have been and what they might say given the opportunity to speak back to their 
racist society. If  the black diasporic subject is always-already known, spoken for as a sociological object 
or marginalized to near-invisibility in a foreground of  Canadian whiteness, these passages that stress 
affect, unreality, and imagination liberate Clarke’s characters from the stereotypes of  one-dimensional 
blackness and represent diasporic subjects in their full complexity. 

Clarke’s crossing also employs language as travel in a more literal sense, particularly in his use 
of  visions and dreams to transpose diasporic sites onto one another. In Amongst Thistles and Thorns the 
protagonist, Milton, hears a story about life in “Amer’ca” (69). This prompts him to envision a scene 
that crosses black life in Harlem and Barbados beginning with American police confronting a Harlem 
street preacher. He sees: 

…guns were hanging out of  the policemen’s holsters, as if  they were too large for the holsters.… 
They were walking and sauntering up and down the street looking at the black people congregated at 
the corner of  the street… they pulled their triggers on the people, and water came out of  their guns… 
water, like the water from a fire hose. And suddenly the man’s words changed from hot air to fire. 
And fire was on everybody’s head. And the water shot all the people to the ground, soaking, wringing-
dead… and then Harlem changed into the Bath Corner. I could see the old slave house again, in flames 
now… and the tall ackee tree with its fleshy leaves and its fleshy fruits sweet as limes, on fire with the 
flames like leaves falling around it… and the Bath itself… our village looked like the street in Harlem 
(90–94).

Milton engages in his own act of  crossing by piecing together the stories he hears of  Harlem 
and linking the rhetoric of  black liberatory apocalypticism with the iconography of  slavery. Curiously, 
Milton envisions things he himself  cannot name, struggling to describe snow as “not flour… when I 
touched it, and picked some of  it up in my hand… the thing was very cold. Br-r-r-r-r! was it cold!” 
(91). The presence of  something that Milton cannot name suggests that this is not a dream but a 
quasi-real crossing of  two diasporic locales. Milton’s imaginative crossing constructs diaspora space 
palimpsestically: layering the spaces of  Harlem and Barbados onto one another.

Clarke employs biblical and apocalyptic imagery to describe the common struggle of  black 
people in the diaspora. The “fire on everybody’s head” evokes Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time (1963) 
whereas the water foreshadows the storm that concludes the novel and alludes to a sermon Milton 
hears. Earlier in the novel, while hiding under the church’s floorboards, Milton feels as though the 
“pastor’s voice poured through the floorboards and drowned me with a new fear: a fear of  becoming 
nothing when I died” (82). He envisions “the church tumbling down in the middle of  this fever of  
emotion and religion. And I saw the End of  the World coming” (82). Fire and water are not opposite 
elements but complementary symbols that link individual existential fears of  death with the very real 
threat of  violence against black people in the diaspora. Language pours like a flood and allows Milton’s 
vision to cross the spaces of  Harlem and Barbados through their shared use of  nation language, 
apocalyptic religious imagery, and the discourse of  black liberation. 
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Clarke’s characters do not seek belonging in Canada but rather cross Canada with other locales 
in the black diaspora such that Canada itself  is rendered diasporic. The Meeting Point concludes with an 
exemplary moment of  crossing when Henry meets Bernice and Estelle and unfolds “a large blown-up 
photograph of  three policemen with three night sticks beating up one black woman. ‘Goddamn! Look 
at this.’ Estelle looked and shuddered. Bernice snatched it from him, folded it in its original creases, tore 
it into bits and tore the bits into confetti, and then spread them to the wind, as if  she was planting seed. 
‘Goddamn, woman, are you crazy?’” (223). The three diasporic figures and the three policemen with 
three nightsticks evoke the Christian symbolism that pervades the novel and which elevates everyday 
experience. Henry’s repeated use of  “Goddamn” is not only a contrapuntal movement against this 
elevation but also a crossing of  Barbadian and American dialects, another crossing of  nation language 
and “Harlem American slang” to produce “something beautiful and powerful” (Meeting Point 198). 
Where Henry longs for this single image of  black struggle in the diaspora (the image’s ambiguity, with 
its generic depiction of  a kind of  ubiquitous white supremacy, renders it universal) to rally around, 
Bernice tears up the picture in an act that is exemplary of  Clarke’s work and his aesthetics of  crossing. 
Certainly Bernice’s tearing up of  the picture is a rejection of  what she perceives as Henry’s emulation 
of  African American black nationalism. Yet her act of  spreading the pieces of  the torn up image “as 
if  she was planting seed” also evokes the dispersal of  diaspora. Despite her protestations that Canada 
could never be home she transforms this image of  white supremacy and black exclusion into the seeds 
of  diasporic belonging. Bernice, Henry, Estelle, Dots and the other survivors have made Canada home 
by crossing it with other locales in the diaspora and therefore rendering diasporic the nation that rejects 
them. Out of  the violence and racism that they have experienced in Canada come the acts of  crossing, 
imagination, and improvisation that enable them to turn their exclusion into the seeds of  a black 
community in Canada. The dispersal of  these fragments of  the photograph suggests that Canada has 
been inextricably changed by their presence and like Milton’s vision, Canada is rendered a palimpsest 
onto which diasporic lives are written. Bernice’s creative transformation of  the image of  black 
denigration into fragments of  diasporic presence is a fitting image for Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing, 
particularly as he revels in tearing apart the imagined wholeness of  nation while joining together the 
fragments of  different languages, symbols, and cultural traditions in his production of  diaspora space. 

Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing relies on modern communication technologies, migration and 
movement, and attends to the affective dimensions of  migration and modernity; in this sense, Clarke’s 
crossing brings to light a latent modernism in his work. Certainly his early writing fits Elleke Boehmer 
and Steven Matthews’s definition of  modernism as evincing “a self-reflexive concern with formal 
innovation in the face of  perceived historical and moral crises” (285). Clarke’s work is concerned 
with identifiably modernist themes: the encroachment of  global forms of  capital on traditional social 
structures, the production of  alienated subjects as an effect of  modernization, and the valorizing and 
analysis of  the figure of  the exile and migrant as the modern subject par excellence.12 Indeed it would 
be surprising were Clarke not concerned with these themes, writing as he does from various locales in 
the British empire and witness to immense changes in political and social structures in Barbados and 
Canada. This accords with Gilroy’s argument that enslaved Africans in the New World constituted the 
first modern subjects and with Iain Chambers’s insight that the “chronicles of  diasporas... constitute the 
groundswell of  modernity” (16). If, as Glenn Willmott argues, “British imperialism, articulated across 
a vast array of  cultural, political, and economic institutions, is the condition of  possibility, a kind of  
host body of  modernity” (105) then Clarke’s early writing evinces strains of  thematic modernism in the 
sense that his writing struggles with the experience of  what it means to be a black British subject living 
on the margins of  the empire. Thematically and formally, Clarke’s writing eschews the crude realism 
according to which his work is conventionally interpreted and integrates visions and dreams in order 
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to practice a quasi-realism inflected by unreal elements. Clarke’s movement between nation language 
and standard English as well as his numerous neologisms evinces what Jahan Ramzani calls “Modernist 
heteroglossia—rapid turns from high to low, standard to dialect” (298) as well as other “hybridizing 
literary strategies” which Ramzani traces to “Euro-modern bricolage” (294).

Recently, critics such as Brown (2013), Ramzani (2007), Begam and Moses (2007) and others 
have shown how the “prominent postwar emergence of  Anglophone Caribbean literature is best 
understood as a process unfolding—alongside and in contention with the legacies of  modernism—
within a transnational literary space” (Brown 1) and that the “migrant Windrush writers constitute an 
important, alternative strain of  modernist practice” (Brown 5). Clarke’s work is directly influenced by 
the Windrush writers, particularly Selvon and Lamming, and there are traces of  their indebtedness to 
modernism in his experiments with voice and the use of  repetition in his work.13,14 Additionally, he has 
also explicitly stated, on numerous occasions, that his early influences include “Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot 
and Hemingway” and describes how reading Eliot in Barbados “blew our minds” (Brand interview).15 
Clarke describes to his biographer his “phase of  enchantment with T.S. Eliot... I went through a period 
of  liking Eliot, and understanding him, and feeling I could do even better than him” (Algoo-Baksh 
25). Where modernism was once identified as an explicitly conservative, Euro-centric and, at times, 
racist cultural project, recent critics have shown the continuities between modernist fragmentation and 
Caribbean creolization, demonstrating how “Euro-modernism… enabled a range of  non-Western 
poets after World War II to explore their hybrid cultures and post-colonial experience. For these poets, 
the detour through Euro-modernism was often, paradoxically, the surest route home” (Ramzani 
290). Indeed, Kortenaar wonders “If  Eliot’s modernism is a function of  his creolization, may not the 
converse be true—that creolization is best understood… as the form that modernist ambivalence takes 
in the Caribbean” (19)? If  Kortenaar’s intuition is correct then perhaps Clarke’s crossing articulates an 
alternative vision of  creolization from the space of  the nation rendered diasporic.

Locating Clarke’s writing within a continuum of  modernist practices and demonstrating these 
subtle modernist influences in his writing is not part of  an effort to label Clarke a late modernist. 
Indeed, this may be more revealing about the instability of  generic classification (especially one 
as contentious as modernism) rather than evidence of  Clarke as some kind of  late modern. This 
investigation demonstrates, instead, contiguities between European modernism and the aesthetics 
of  the black Atlantic as practiced in the marginal spaces of  Barbados and Canada and offers a 
new vocabulary for locating Clarke’s aesthetic achievements in the Canadian canon. Boehmer and 
Matthews argue that “placing Modernist lines of  influence and affiliation within an expanded, colonial 
field, sheds light on new patterns of  interrelationship, cross-fertilization and elective affinity that 
emerged within and around the ‘virtual cosmopolis’ of  the colonial city” (285). If  this “cross-fertilization 
and elective affinity” becomes, in Canada, Smith’s eclectic detachment, then Clarke’s crossing extends 
Smith’s vision, blending the components of  multiple traditions such that they become something new 
and are irrecoverably implicated in one another. The strands of  modernist lines of  influence observed 
in Clarke’s writing do not mark Clarke a modernist but rather suggest a method for locating Clarke in 
the Canadian canon while also pushing at the borders of  what constitutes Canadian modernism. If, as 
Dean Irvine suspects, “Canada’s modernists are characterized by their ‘eclectic detachment,’” (9) then 
Clarke’s work suggests the manner in which forms of  “canonical” modernism in Canada are dispersed 
and rearticulated in later texts, particularly as they are influenced by other marginal modernisms 
(Kronfeld) and as detachment and creolization give way to the further fragmentation of  crossing. Like 
the characters that populate his oeuvre, who turn their exclusion into a challenge to the nation itself, 
an assessment of  Clarke’s uneasy position in the national canon identifies the inadequacy of  received 
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generic categories and taxonomies. As such, Clarke’s aesthetics of  crossing transforms the canon, calling 
on critics to develop new critical frameworks capable of  interpreting Clarke’s work.

Notes

1  This interview was intended to introduce The Austin Clarke Reader (1996) but it was deemed 
unsuitable. It is telling that this lengthy discussion of  Clarke’s exclusion from the canon (amongst other 
topics) and racism in Canadian Literature was excluded from the published version of  the reader.

2 This is also partially true of  Clarke’s position in literary anthologies. Clarke is absent from both 
Bennett and Brown’s An Anthology of  Canadian Literature in English (1983) and their Canadian Short Stories 
(2005). Clarke’s work merits one entry (“Canadian Experience”) in Moss and Sugars’s Canadian Literature 
in English: Texts and Contexts. Perhaps it pleases Clarke that none of  his collections are included in noted 
blowhard John Metcalf ’s “Century List,” (2008) Metcalf ’s list of  what he considers to be the best 100 
short story collections published in Canada in the twentieth-century. Clarke’s work was also excluded 
from The New Canadian Library collection until 1999 when Amongst Thistles and Thorns was included, 
long after contemporaries such as Watson, Richler, Blais, and Laurence.

3 There have been a few recent critical discussions of  Clarke’s early work, including Darryl 
Dance’s “‘I Going Away. I Going Home.’: Austin Clarke’s ‘Leaving This Island Place’” and Danielle 
Wong’s “Contagious Im/Possibilities: Infectious Encounters in Austin Clarke’s The Meeting Point.” 
John Clement Ball’s “White City, Black Ancestry: The Immigrant’s Toronto in the Stories of  Austin 
Clarke and Dionne Brand” is one of  the first (in 1994!) considerations of  Clarke’s early stories. David 
Chariandy’s “‘That’s what you want, isn’t it?’: Austin Clarke and the New Politics of  Recognition” 
reads Clarke’s early works through the politics of  recognition, arguing that “a critical analysis of  these 
works, as well as some of  the prominent cultural commentary upon them, may together illuminate 
some of  the blind spots of  Canadian multiculturalism” (143). Recently, Camille A. Isaac’s collection, 
Austin Clarke: Essays On His Works (2013) brings together some of  the best Clarke criticism over the past 
twenty years.

4 One plausible reason for this silence is the racism of  a Canadian literary establishment that 
refused to see Clarke and his depiction of  black life in Canada as either part of  or relevant to the 
national canon. Another possibility is that his early work is amateurish and does not merit sustained 
critical attention. Both hypotheses, however, are refuted by the inclusion and review of  Clarke’s work in 
literary magazines and popular venues in Canada, England and Barbados. He wrote a feature-length 
article for Macleans magazine in 1963 entitled “A Black Man Talks About Race Prejudice in White 
Canada” and his short stories and early poems were published in Evidence, Trinity Review, Montrealer, and 
Tamarack Review. His work also received largely positive reviews in literary journals and newspapers in 
Canada and elsewhere and was materially supported by many of  the institutions of  Canadian cultural 
production. A survey of  Clarke’s archives, housed in the William Ready Collection at McMaster 
University, provides an image of  a writer receiving great support from organizations and institutions 
for writers at the time. Furthermore, Clarke was regularly paid for his short stories and journalism 
as part of  CBC Radio One’s “Tuesday Night” and “Sunday Night” programmes where he received 
generous payment for his journalist work in Harlem and Halifax. Tamarack Review founder and CBC 
radio producer Robert Weaver supported the publication and broadcast of  Clarke’s work throughout 
the 1960s and 1970s and repeatedly purchased Clarke’s stories and plays. Michael Bucknor has recently 
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traced Clarke’s importance for both Caribbean writers in Canada as well as “his role in consolidating a 
transnational community of  writers” (“Beyond” 214). 

5 The Globe and Mail’s review of  Survivors, for instance, complains that while “it would be wrong 
for us to expect Clarke to translate the [Bajan] idiom into a correctness that would sound more natural 
to us,” his use of  dialect is akin to “wading through the Essential Robert Burns at a sitting” (Hanlon 
A28).

6 Bucknor’s PhD dissertation, “Postcolonial Crosses: Body-Memory and Inter-Nationalism in 
Caribbean/Canadian Writing,” is perhaps the first study of  this form of  crossing in a Canadian literary 
context. 

7 There are obvious connections between eclectic detachment and what Pollard describes as T.S. 
Eliot’s “logic of  complimentarity” (6), namely “a poetics that collocates an increasingly diverse set of  
cultural resources and perspectives to imagine an increasingly comprehensive but still contingent sense 
of  cultural wholeness” (6).

8 Bucknor and Coleman offer a similar framework for interpreting Caribbean-Canadian cultural 
production in their introduction to a special issue of  The Journal of  West Indian Literature. They suggest 
that “Rooting and Routing” signal two dimensions of  Caribbean-Canadian writing: a concern with 
“where you’re from” while attending to the “process of  cultural movement or exchange” (ii). In a 
similar vein (and as a rejoinder to George Elliott Clarke’s rooted notion of  Africadia) Rinaldo Walcott 
argues that black diasporic writing in Canada employs “a deterritorialized strategy that is consciously 
aware of  the ground of  the nation from which it speaks” (15).

9 See John Clement Ball’s Imagining London: Postcolonial Fiction and the Transnational Metropolis 
(2006) for an extensive analysis of  the ironies of  Caribbean Voices and the import of  transnational 
communication in shaping a transnational Caribbean community of  writers (while also rendering 
London “less hegemonic, more thoroughly decentered” [108]).

10 Bucknor identifies this as a form of  “auto-intertextuality” (“Voices” 150) in Clarke’s work, 
where “most of  Clarke’s fiction seems to re-circulate incidents, scenes and even conversations… from 
one fictional text to another” (150). Indeed, there are countless examples of  Clarke’s re-use of  plots, 
characters, and themes. In The Origin of  Waves, a character recalls a scene that evokes Clarke’s memory 
of  Selvon: “I could swear that I remember how every Sunday morning we used to listen to a preacher 
preaching outta Schenectady on the radio. Was it Quito or Schenectady? I am listening to him now, 
and listening to the smooth voice coming through the speaker of  short-wave wireless” (160). Similarly, 
The Survivors of  the Crossing is reimagined as the short story “Words, Words, Words is the Future” and 
was adapted for the stage in “A Letter From A Man to a Boy.” Parts of  Amongst Thistles and Thorns are 
adapted as the unpublished short story “Her Voice is the Voice of  Thistles and Thorns.” The Meeting 
Place is first imagined as the short story “The Discovery” and a section is published as “Give Us This 
Day and Forgive Us” in The Tamarack Review (unique from the “Give us This Day and Forgive Us” 
published in When He Was Free and Young and Used to Wear Silks). Sections of  More were published as 
“Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child,” “Don’t Shoot,” and “I’m Running for My Life.”

11 Towards the end of  the novel, when Bernice’s situation is increasingly desperate, the narrator 
explains that “Life for Bernice, these days, was centred once more in the kitchen. She could not, and 
did not use the telephone very often; and the radio was usually turned off ” (235).
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12 Jameson offers an extensive list of  “the informing presence of  other, historically novel 
phenomena” that give rise to modernism, most of  which are concerns of  Clarke’s early work: 
“modernization and technology; commodity reification; monetary abstraction and its effects on the sign 
system; the social dialectic of  reading publics; the emergence of  mass culture; the embodiment of  new 
forms of  the psychic subject on the physical sensorium” (44).

13 Clarke describes beginning his writing career when he “wrote six short stories in two weeks… 
in dialect without even realizing the obvious influence of  Sam Selvon… I had read The Lonely Londoners 
at that time, and I used to read it at parties, but I was not a writer at the time. I had not been published. 
But the effect was so powerful and I said, well, here’s a man who is writing about Trinidadians in the 
way that Trinidadians speak. And I thought this was almost impossible to do because I was brought 
up in a very formal and classical tradition. And it never occurred to me that one could use the flavour 
of  Barbadian or Trinidadian or Jamaican language to write about these people without, say, writing a 
calypso or a comedy” (Craig 123–4). 

14  There are also echoes of  what Jewel Spears Brooker describes as the modernist “tendency to 
move forward by spiraling back and refiguring the past” (2) in Clarke’s defence against the claim that his 
work is repetitious. He explains, “if  you think of  jazz music… then of  course you understand that you 
would get this repetition. For instance, Coltrane, in one of  his classical pieces, ‘My Favorite Things’… 
was able to ‘re-treat’ and repeat the theme and each new layer of  paint that he spreads on this musical 
canvas contains a new, sudden interpretation of  the previous one. So that one then is confronted with 
the accumulated effects which it seems to me would make the whole thing more powerful” (Craig 
125–6). Clarke’s use of  musical references and structures, particularly jazz, merits further consideration.

15 Brathwaite, Clarke’s classmate, has explicitly acknowledged the debt of  Caribbean writers’ 
use of  nation language to Eliot, stating that writers using nation language in their poetry and prose 
were “influenced basically … by T.S. Eliot. What T.S. Eliot did for Caribbean poetry and Caribbean 
literature was to introduce the notion of  the speaking voice, the conversational tone” (Voice 286).
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Sounding Out Spirit 
Thievery in Erna 
Brodber’s Myal
Anne Margaret Castro

The whole class would follow, their pointer fingers of  their right hands sliding 
under the words and their voices trying to catch up with Miss Ella. “M-a-s-t-e-r, 
Master.”

Have you heard the term ‘zombification’ before? The thing’s been going 
around in my head. You know how some words can stay with you?

  Erna Brodber, Myal
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Jamaican novelist and sociologist Erna Brodber defines spirit thievery, a form of  zombification, 
as the process in which “somebody takes away your essence… and you are left empty” (Brodber and 
Castro, Interview 14 July 2013). In Brodber’s novel Myal (1988) two young women in Grove Town, an 
early twentieth-century rural Jamaican community, become victims and survivors of  spirit thievery. 
Ella, a light-skinned native of  Grove Town is emptied of  her spirit by her new American husband, 
Selwyn, when he produces a minstrel show that grossly manipulates Ella’s Grove Town memories. 
Darker-skinned, 15-year-old Anita has her spirit stolen by Mass Levi, a local obeah-man who exploits 
his social and spiritual powers to regain his lost sexual potency. Myalists, or spiritual healers, lead Ella 
and Anita back to re-possession of  their spirits through sonically rich ceremonies. In this article, I argue 
that Brodber’s representations of  sound demonstrate the concurrently abstract and material experiences 
of  spirit thievery and reclamation. I show how Anita’s possession narrative uses sound to illustrate the 
materiality of  thought, while Ella’s use and retention of  voice in her story demonstrates how power 
operates through the embodied performances of  abstract ideas.

As Joan Dayan contends: “the zombi tells the story of  colonization” (37). Like other zombie 
narratives in the Caribbean, Myal invokes Dahomean legends of  the living dead to explain historical 
experiences of  enslavement and oppression for Africans and African-descended individuals in the 
Caribbean.1 The majority of  existing scholarship on Brodber’s Myal focuses on spirit thievery through 
a socio-historical lens. For example, Shalini Puri describes spirit possession as a “controlling concept-
metaphor for cultural imperialism,” while Neil ten Kortenaar counters that Brodber “posits a literal 
spirit possession for which cultural imperialism is a metaphor” (Puri 101 and Kortenaar 51).2 While 
scholars have studied the colonial and spiritual themes of  zombification in Myal, they have often asked 
that one theme allegorize the other. I read both colonialism and spirituality as metaphorical conceits 
and literal events in the text. Not only are spiritual events “factual reality” in Myal, but the novel itself  
explores the “real” physicality of  abstract concepts.3 

Myal complicates the commonly assumed distinction between abstraction and physicality 
through explorations of  sound. In one crucial scene, two key figures of  the spiritual community, Willie 
(also known as Ole African or the pig) and Dan (also known as Reverend Simpson or the dog) explain 
spirit thievery as a physical and conceptual experience initiated through sound. In this discussion 
integrating Judeo/Christian narrative with African-derived religions of  the Caribbean, Willie and 
Dan set up a theoretical logic of  sprit thievery to explain the historical exigencies of  Jamaican 
disenfranchisement. First Willie asks Dan the rhetorical question: “How come we’ve never won?” He 
immediately answers his own question: “They stole our sound” (66). It is this inception of  spirit thievery 
through sound that frames my analysis of  this oft-discussed dialogue, as well as my later consideration 
of  Anita and Ella’s zombifications. By using the stealing of  sound as an analytical guide, I show the 
extent to which sound acts as a “material” of  language in a physical and theoretical sense throughout 
the novel (Saussure 36). I show that when sound waves physically materialize abstract concepts 
communicated through language, such as spirituality and ideology, they also transform the bodies and 
daily lives of  these young women. 

Sonic metaphors permeate Willie and Dan’s conversation. First, Willie tells Dan that the 
“conjure men, voodoo men, wizards, and priests, [who] didn’t like us… gave them our voice” (66). 
These conjure men, who were likely of  African ancestry considering that they knew African-derived 
religious practices such as voodoo and hoodoo, gave the colonial oppressors their fellow Afro-
Caribbeans’ “voices” and “sound,” and in the process “sold their own souls” (66). Willie and Dan 
compare the conjure men, their “brethren” from whom the British “learnt our tune” to Joseph’s half-
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brothers as told in the book of  Genesis.4 Just as the brothers sold Joseph into slavery in Egypt, the 
conjure men sold their African brethren into slavery in Jamaica. Catching on to Willie’s lecture, Dan 
adds that the British “sent in their message using our voice” (66–67). Therefore, conjure men enabled 
the British rulers to push their own story of  white superiority onto the enslaved Africans, and later the 
Grove Town community, by performing the spirit-thieving message in the voice of  the oppressed. 

Unlike the conjure men who gave away sound, Willie says, “men should keep and learn to use 
their power,” indicating that one’s sound is that person’s power. When Dan quotes the Bible (King 
James version, 2 Timothy 1: 7): “For God has not given us the spirit of  fear but of  power and love and 
of  sound mind,” he paves the way for the text’s logic of  zombification by aligning “sound” and “mind,” 
and repeating the link Willie already established between sound and power. Interestingly, throughout 
this conversation about spirit thievery, the term “spirit” only appears in the Bible verse and as a 
modifier for the word “thieves.” Rather than saying that the conjure men stole the enslaved Africans’ 
“spirit” or even “essence” as Brodber later defined it during my interview, Willie and Dan refer to 
“sound,” “voice,” “tune,” and finally “power.” In Willie and Dan’s conversation, sound is revealed to be 
a sensory medium that communicates ideological messages in addition to a spiritual power that can be 
stolen, retrieved, or maintained. 

My focus on sound deviates from existing scholarship on Myal, which largely responds to the 
novel’s noticeable interest in another medium of  ideological communication—books. When Myal 
ends with the enthusiastic call to change the primary school textbooks for the sake of  community 
spirit re-possession, Brodber identifies the British education system as what Louis Althusser would call 
an ideological state apparatus. This regional apparatus maintains the larger abstract ideology of  the 
state through material means, in this case deriding Afro-Caribbean persons and culture through the 
material of  printed texts (695). Brodber explains that her novel was inspired by Lloyd Best’s notion 
that “thought is action for us,” with “us” indicating readers of  the academic New World Quarterly where 
Best published his 1967 essay. And so Brodber describes Myal as a “lecture” urging “intellectuals to 
see their purpose and to use their skill and their position to rewrite works offensive to us [Jamaicans]” 
(122).5 According to Brodber, Myal is deeply invested in the print medium, as it is a book designed to 
promote the writing and rewriting of  more books. This political lecture assumes that reconstructing 
a community’s dominant narratives by producing printed texts like Myal can construct a new “social 
and spiritual life” that benefits that community (122). Clearly, the novel’s plot also presents the printed 
word as a key factor in a community’s wellbeing as articulated through the concepts of  spirit thievery 
and spirit reclamation. After all, Willie and Dan’s conversation is usually noted for its identification of  
books as integral to colonial ideology. What is more, Brodber herself  uses textual inventions such as 
non-chronological plot structures, dialogic formatting, and shifting narrative perspectives in her notably 
scribal fiction to explore the ways in which “the printed word and the ideas it carries” (109) can help 
commit or resist spirit thievery. Evelyn O’Callaghan remarks that working through Brodber’s difficult 
novels is “an experience that can, if  we let it, profoundly change us” (71). I agree with O’Callaghan, 
and add that Brodber often creates these transformative reading experiences by textually manipulating 
a reader’s imagined experience of  sound. For example, Brodber chooses to leave out Willie and Dan’s 
names for ten lines of  their key dialogue, and in doing so, both speeds up the pace of  their conversation 
and tangles the two men’s voices together in a perplexing exchange of  call-and-response. Therefore, 
Brodber uses the formatting of  the printed page to create a sense of  collaborative sonic momentum 
that seems to exceed the capacities of  each individual speaker—and I argue—the page itself. Keeping 
in mind Brodber’s use of  textual formatting to represent such sonic complexity, I analyze the ways in 
which Myal portrays the ideological power of  reading through sound, not scribal text.
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Anita’s zombification scene interweaves sound and print as it details her process of  reading 
music. In addition to combining reading and aurality/orality, Anita’s sight-singing illustrates how 
abstract ideas become physical sound waves as a result of  embodied action. While literary critics 
often discuss Ella’s zombification at the hands of  her husband Selwyn, Anita’s spirit thievery is rarely 
explored at length. This discrepancy in scholarly attention may be due to the fact that Ella’s more 
detailed narrative begins and ends the novel, or it may be thanks to the more overt connections 
Brodber provides between Ella’s story and the book’s larger arguments about slavery and colonialism. 
Unlike Ella, Anita has her spirit stolen not by a representative of  the British or American empires, but 
by her subtly manipulative Afro-Jamaican neighbor Mass Levi Clarke, who Brodber describes as “a 
strong man. And spiritually too” (63). After suffering a stroke, Mass Levi uses his spiritual strength for 
nefarious purposes—to steal Anita’s essence and regain his own sexual potency. Mass Levi exploits his 
obeah to send a duppy, or a kind of  ghost, to harass Anita and slowly empty her of  her spirit, thinking 
“he could use the young girl’s spirit to get him back his own powers” (76). 6 

Later in the novel, the Kumina queen Agatha Paisley, or Miss Gatha, performs a possession 
ceremony with her tabernacle members, and successfully saves Anita and leaves Mass Levi deceased on 
the privy floor.7 Therefore, Anita’s spirit is stolen from her and restored to her through Afro-Jamaican 
religious practices, both of  which are historically associated with anti-colonial liberation.8 As a result, 
Anita’s storyline is more difficult to read as an allegory of  colonialism. June Roberts considers Anita’s 
narrative an “attempt to expose the dirty folk secrets of  pedophilia, incest and rape, as well as the 
practice of  obeah” (156). Roberts’s reading helps illuminate the trickiness of  writing on Mass Levi’s 
character without either glossing over the sexual violation or reifying colonial prejudices toward Afro-
Caribbean men and obeah, but does not take into consideration the care with which Brodber details 
Anita’s experiences at the hands of  the thieving Mass Levi and the heroic Miss Gatha.9

Mass Levi begins his pursuit of  the beautiful and intelligent Anita while she is deeply absorbed 
in her musical education. Brodber writes, “Anita was studying. The kind that splits the mind from 
the body and both from the soul and leaves each open to infiltration” (28). Here we see Brodber 
speak of  the immaterial mind’s distinction from the material flesh in a manner consistent with Euro-
centric philosophical traditions which rely on the idea of  a mind/body split attributed to Cartesian 
dualism. And yet Anita’s experience troubles the chasm between abstract consciousness and embodied 
experience. Puri argues that thanks to the “concept metaphors of  spirit thievery… Myal brilliantly 
overcomes the spirit/matter, mind/body dichotomy, rendering it impossible to separate bodily and 
mental violence” (102). I agree with Puri and note that by repeatedly invoking African diasporic 
religions such as myal/obeah, Kumina, and Revival Zion, the novel also connects bodily and mental 
practices of  knowing.10 Theologian Dianne Stewart notes that in contrast to Eurocentric Christian 
theology (and I would add European Enlightenment philosophy) “within the context of  African-derived 
religions, theological ideas emerge from concretized practice, ritual, and embodied spirituality” (198). 
Therefore, knowing itself  is a bodily experience—a play on Lloyd’s Best’s aforementioned idea that 
“thought is action.” The African theological concept of  embodied knowledge, I argue also aligns with 
Althusser’s contention that while ideology is understood through imaginary concepts, the “imaginary 
relation is itself  endowed with a material existence” because it is constituted and maintained 
through the physical action of  embodied subjects (695). In Anita’s story we see these theological and 
philosophical ideas play out in the physical practice of  reading music. 

Anita’s mind, body, and soul are open to Mass Levi’s infiltration as she studies printed music 
by “solfa-ing,” a general term for English forms of  solmization, or “the use of  syllables in association 
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with pitches as a mnemonic device for indicating melodic intervals” (Rainbow and Hughes and 
Gerson-Kiwi). Because “a solmization system is not a notation,” but rather “a method of  aural rather 
than visual recognition,” what Brodber calls “solfa-ing” is actually a process of  translation from the 
visual notation to the aural system of  solmization (Hughes and Gerson-Kiwi). It should be noted 
that for Anita, this process of  symbolic translation also requires embodied vocalization. In order to 
read through translation, Anita must use her body and create physical sound waves. The narrator 
exhaustingly takes the reader through Anita’s process of  musical interpretation. I quote this passage at 
length to demonstrate the labor required for interpreting Anita’s interpretation:

[She] had to read the notes—first note on the line is “e”—and she had to 
remember the sounds. “Do re mi fa so la ti do.” So if  that was “e”, it was really “mi” 
and she sounded it. Now that next one is the first space so it has to be “f ” and if  it is “f ” 
coming after “e” then it must be “fa” and she sounded that. Then she went back: “Do re 
mi fa.” So what she really wanted was “mi, fa” and she sounded those two. “Mi fa.” The 
other one was a little bit more difficult. It was all the way to the end: the last note on the 
line so it had to be “f ”. Now to get at that sound. “Do re mi fa so la ti do”. So that was 
“do”. So the three first notes in the piece were “mi fa do”. Now to sing them. And she 
got it. “Mi fa do.” Now the words: “Thee I love.” She had got it. Now to press on a little 
further. Teacher had said it was easy. Other sounds joined hers. She heard a slight “ping” 
but she continued to the fourth note. (28)

Without even the hint of  a musical score, Myal’s methodical prose submerges the reader in the 
process of  sight-singing. Anita’s method makes clear that the musical notes are what Glissant may 
call “Relational,” only legible when considered through “intervals,” or in relation to other musical 
notes. Anita’s system of  musical interpretation, like Glissant’s Relation, is a process of  “knowledge in 
motion,” a process which does not derive from nor act upon “prime elements that are separable or 
reducible” (Poetics 186, 172). Anita “reads” the written musical score by recognizing visual symbols, then 
remembering the relationship between abstract sounds in her mind, and finally physically embodying 
each sound through her voice. Anita’s process of  reading music is a process of  physically performing 
relationships between abstract concepts.

Anita’s sight-singing method is made manifest by Brodber’s textual formatting, which asks the 
reader to “sound out” her printed text in order to better understand. Myal walks the reader through 
this process of  interpretation with such detail that it is hard to not join Anita in her sight-singing. If  
the reader is not familiar with solfa-ing, he or she is likely to get lost in the process of  reconciling the 
written symbols on the page with their assumed tonal relationship to each other. For Anita, these 
symbols take the form of  circles and lines on sheet music; for the reader, the symbols are English letters 
and words. With the addition of  the lyrics “Thee I love,” Myal provides yet another layer of  symbolic 
abstraction for Anita to contend with through the material of  sound, and it brings Anita’s and the 
reader’s experiences of  interpretation even more closely together. Just as studying solfa-ing “took a lot 
of  concentration” for Anita, studying Anita’s interpretive process requires considerable concentration 
for Brodber’s reader (29). 

The sound of  Mass Levi’s duppy throwing rocks against the zinc roof  interrupts Anita as she 
works with the words “Thee I love.”11 The duppy’s sonic disturbance signals the beginning of  Anita’s 
spiritual invasion. The pings of  the rocks, like the sound of  the written notes Anita voices are the result 
of  an abstract concept (in this case spiritual malevolence) made physically manifest—they are thought 
turned into action. Making the physicality of  abstraction even more explicit is the fact that a rock 
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ultimately hits Anita on her head, creating a “visible coco,” or raised sore (30). The visible coco on 
Anita’s head reinforces the impossibility of  separating bodily and mental violence in Myal. 

I see Anita’s reading process as a theoretical work on the part of  the novel that allows us to read 
Ella’s story through these same methods of  abstract knowledge rendered bodily in sound. Scholars may 
be overlooking the sonic connections between the two characters thanks to Ella’s realizations about the 
spirit-thieving power of  books. It is Ella who tells the Christian Methodist Reverend Brassington about 
the degrading message of  the British schoolbooks. She says that this educational system turns young 
Jamaicans into “duppies, zombies, living deads capable only of  receiving orders from someone else and 
carrying them out” (107). Indeed, Ella’s resistance to the spirit thievery of  children’s readers offers a 
triumphant vision of  Brodber’s textual hopes for Jamaican intellectuals. Unsurprisingly, literary critics 
tend to focus on this plot point, which privileges the medium of  their own study and craft.12 But even 
when Ella is protesting the schoolbooks, she emphasizes the role of  her voice in the learning process, 
asking: “Must my voice tell that to children who trust me?” (107). Though Brodber describes Myal as 
a lecture promoting books, the prominence of  sound in the novel also fits with her intellectual history. 
Since her early historical and sociological work, Brodber has explored non-scribal forms of  cultural 
knowledge that are communicated through voice and other embodied practices in the Caribbean.13 
Ella’s story suggests that not only Jamaican cultural wisdom, but also harmful colonial beliefs are 
“known” through embodied practices. By keeping in mind Anita’s laborious, physical practices of  
reading, we can see how the messages imbedded within literary works also become “known” through 
rituals. More specifically, Ella’s story demonstrates the ways in which ideological subjects perform 
oppression through embodied rituals, in particular voiced sound.

Brodber begins the chapter on Ella’s childhood with four, uncontextualized stanzas of  Rudyard 
Kipling’s colonialist poem “White Man’s Burden.” The narrator follows the unexplained quotation 
by reporting, “the words were the words of  Kipling but the voice was that of  Ella O’Grady aged 13” 
(5). Kipling’s poem represents the ideological state apparatus, or spirit-thieving enterprise of  colonial 
interpellation through British literature. By repeating the term “words” twice in the act of  attributing 
them to the well-known British author, Brodber points out what the post-colonial scholar Homi 
Bhabha might refer to as the “semiotic… disjuncture between the subject of  a proposition,” and “the 
subject of  enunciation” in Ella’s cultural performance (35). In other words, Brodber takes note of  
the supposed separation between abstract words and physical voice. Kipling’s words and Ella’s voice 
exist in Glissantian “Relation” to each other. Thinking about Ella and the poem in terms of  Relation 
allows the reader to consider how the two are pointedly differentiated from each other during the 
recitation and at the same time, how both are transformed as a result of  the interaction since the work 
of  Relation “always changes all the elements composing it” (Poetics 172). Brodber makes it clear that 
Ella is not Kipling’s poem, and yet Ella’s performance of  the poem transforms her as well as the written 
words. For Glissant, “Relation relinks, (relays), relates,” and “domination and resistance, osmosis and 
withdrawal, the consent to dominating language (langage) of  dominated languages (langues)” can only 
be understood through a sensorial understanding of  Relation (173). As with Anita’s musical reading 
through Relation, the sensorial mechanism of  Relation in Ella’s recitation is sound. In this case, sound 
is the vehicle through which the abstract concepts of  colonial message and colonized subject position 
become culturally legible. 

As if  playing on Glissant’s use of  “osmosis” to describe colonial domination through ideology, 
Brodber writes about Ella’s school experience, detailing that “In a science class, teacher would talk 
about OSMOSIS, ‘the process by which a thin substance pulls a thick substance through a thin cell 
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wall’” (11). The teacher refused to call on Ella and “once more unrecognized, Ella would stare through 
the windows and guess what? She would see the thin liquid struggling to pull the thick one and all 
of  this within the membrane of  a leaf ” (11). Ella identifies the physical “object lesson” of  osmosis 
outside, while inside the classroom she herself  experiences the ideological and spiritual osmosis of  the 
colonial education system, along with her lack of  legible identity within that space. I argue that Brodber 
uses Ella’s recitation of  Kipling to illustrate how these seemingly abstract experiences of  ideological 
“osmosis and withdrawal” initiate the physical violence of  such ideology. In short, both instances of  
osmosis are physical. 

Myal alludes to the violence of  Ella’s Kipling recitation when Reverend Simpson compliments 
the poem’s “execution” (5).14 When the reverend calls Ella “the little lady executionist,” he invokes an 
odd image in which Ella is part executioner as the oral performer of  the colonial poem and part victim 
of  the poem’s spirit-thieving message. The educators cast Ella as a mouthpiece for the colonizers, 
using her voice to tell the imperial message. Kipling’s poem is full of  those “Big Steamers” later 
referenced in Willie and Dan’s conversation. Helen Tiffin uses appropriately corporeal metaphors as 
she discusses recitation as a colonial practice, saying, “[t]hrough recitation… the colonized absorbed 
into their bodies (‘hearts’) the ‘tongue’ of  the colonizer” (“Cold Hearts and Foreign Tongues” 913). 
Ella’s recitation demonstrates Althusser’s theory that ideologies of  power may be understood as a 
“spiritual ideal” through our consciousness, but in fact these imaginary ideologies are only constituted 
when interpellated subjects like Ella execute them through ritualized practices, such as this colonial 
performance (696). Althusser’s insistence on ritual as integral to the operation of  ideology finds 
surprising parallels in scholarship on African diasporic religions, which recognize how “spiritual power 
is internalized and mobilized in human beings” through embodied ceremonies (Paravisini and Olmos 
13). Anthropologist Joseph Murphy coins the phrase “diasporan liturgies” to describe these religious 
practices in the Caribbean wherein the abstract “spirit” is both constituted by and constitutes physical 
ceremonies. My analysis of  sound in Ella’s seemingly mundane colonial performance of  spirit thievery 
thus reveals unexplored connections between philosophies of  diasporan liturgy and post-Marxist 
ideology. 

Here, Ella is set up to be one of  the “conjure men” who sell the British the Afro-Jamaicans’ 
sound and in doing so, sell their own souls. Unlike the conjure men, however, Ella’s recitation is not 
founded in her dislike for nor lack of  faith in the Afro-Jamaican community. Ella is chosen to voice the 
colonial message thanks to her “sensitivity,” a sensitivity that Brodber links to Ella’s illegible identity 
in the colonial paradigm. After Ella, part victim and part oppressor, finishes Kipling’s poem with the 
line describing British colonial subjects as “Half  devil and half  child,” Reverend Simpson asks himself, 
“whose burden is this half  black half  white child?” (6). Reverend Simpson thus confirms the split 
subjectivity that Ella has already “named” through oral performance. Thanks to her “ginger” hair and 
“strange” parentage, Ella’s ancestral relation to Grove Town is considered only partial, bringing to 
mind the partial familial ties between Joseph and his half-brothers in the Genesis story allegorized by 
Willie and Dan. Ella’s recitation sonically performs her ideological interpellation. Maydene Brassington 
reflects that while reciting the poem, Ella appears “totally separated from the platform and from the 
people around her,” emphasizing the girl’s growing distance from her community (17). While the 
recitation performs an already-existing ideological position, the act of  voicing that imaginary Relation 
seems to create a physical manifestation on Ella’s body. What is more, Maydene extends that separation 
to the girl’s internal life when she recalls Ella’s ethereal stage presence as rooted “in a passion so 
innocent and strong that it could separate body from soul” (17).15 Ella’s self-separating passion brings 
to mind Anita’s self-splitting studying, particularly when Maydene adds that in watching Ella recite, 
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she “saw the abstract,” or the spiritual relations of  ideology (17). After all, the young girl is chosen for 
the recitation thanks to the abstract “sensitivity” she has gained through her liminal position between 
communities, a position Myal stages yet again in the ideological state apparatus of  the school by having 
the young girl make “the door to the class room her recess spot,” since no one in her class will play 
with her during the break (10). By thinking about Ella’s recitation and classroom experiences through 
the lens of  embodied thought, we can see how the ideological manipulation of  colonial subjects’ 
consciousness is ritually performed through physical actions. For example, Ella teaches her young 
students to read the word “Master” by miming her hands and voice in an act of  ritual learning. In this 
way, not only is thought action, but also taking particular actions such as reciting a Kipling poem or 
parroting an instructor alters a person’s mental and spiritual state. Thanks to colonial education, the 
theft of  Ella’s spirit begins when she is only a child. 

When Ella travels to live with her new husband, Selwyn Langley in the United States, this theme 
of  metaphysical dispossession through embodied performance reaches a climax. Selwyn takes Ella’s 
childhood stories of  growing up in rural Jamaica, and turns them into a derisive “coon show” entitled 
Caribbean Days and Nights. The play violates Ella even further by having her role acted by a blonde white 
woman and grotesquely parodying those she loves in Jamaica with racist tropes of  early twentieth-
century black-face drama. With Caribbean Days and Nights, Selwyn, like the colonialists on their steam 
ships, has manipulated Ella into playing the part of  Willie and Dan’s “conjure man,” taking her sound 
to transmit his own message of  racial inferiority. Selwyn’s cruel message betrays Ella by mocking her 
and her home. Ella sees Selwyn as an “architect,” who opened up a “passage” in her, from whence 
“substance had been drained,” that substance being her community’s sound, their voice and according 
to Willie and Dan’s logic, their spirit and power.16 Fixated by her husband’s directorial choice to show 
every Caribbean fruit in full bloom at the same time in his derogatory drama, all Ella’s “obsessed 
soul could register was: ‘Everything is a fruit except me.’” (83). Witnessing this ceremony of  mocking 
subjugation, Ella’s senses bombard her with the truth of  her Relation to the ideologies physically 
performed before her—her zombification.17 Confronted with the fecundity of  ideology’s material 
apparatuses on the minstrel stage, Ella finds herself  barren in comparison. 

Now that Ella has seen the truth of  her lifelong ideological and spiritual emptying manifested 
in oral performances on the musical stage, she attempts to practice bodily resistance against further 
osmosis and withdrawal. Ella physically resists the sense of  having been drained of  her own sound 
by Selwyn by first retaining what is left of  her voice from him, then from all other people. Finally, she 
physically retains what is left of  her bodily fluids: 

She stopped speaking to him the night of  her visit to the play. A couple months more and her 
belly was over-sized. She was carrying the baby Jesus. Then she stopped uttering completely. Stopped 
doing anything. Even stopped going to the lavatory. (83)

In this unusual act of  self-preservation, Ella intuits the corporeal foundations of  her 
metaphysical violation by Selwyn. By retaining her physical fluids while refraining from speaking, Ella 
acknowledges the embodied physicality of  sound, particularly voice and utterance. Furthermore, she 
aligns both of  these physical elements (utterance and excrement) with the abstract spirit and power. 
Ella’s process of  resistant retention follows the same logic of  Anita’s zombification— abstract concepts 
are known through physical performance, and this process of  knowledge acquisition can effect physical 
and spiritual violence. Ella’s hysterical pregnancy is, like the visible coco on Anita’s head, the physical, 
external manifestation of  abstract harm on a woman’s body. Unlike Anita’s raised sore, Ella’s pregnancy 
represents both the physicality of  spiritual violence and the physical gestation of  spiritual hope. 
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René Depestre argues: “the history of  colonization is the process of  man’s general zombification. 
It is also the quest for a revitalizing salt capable of  restoring to man the use of  his imagination and his 
culture” (20). Myal demonstrates this revitalizing salt through community practices of  spiritual healing 
also manifested in sound. Rather than positing the complete recuperation of  personal autonomy as the 
opposite of  zombification, Myal focuses on communal practices of  sound, spirit, and power. Brodber 
invokes the concept of  spiritual community as a necessary component in any process of  physical 
and metaphysical resistance to abusive power structures. Joseph Murphy explains the critical role of  
community in “diasporan liturgies,” when he writes:

The reciprocity between community and spirit is expressed in physical work as the 
community works through word, music, and movement to make the spirit present. The 
spirit in turn works through the physical work of  the congregation, filling human actions 
with its power. (7) 

Abstract spiritual power is accessed through the physical movements of  a group of  people. 
The sonic nature of  these diasporan liturgies provides an acoustic, spiritual gloss on Hannah Arendt’s 
formulation of  power as “the human ability not just to act but to act in concert” (On Violence 44, emphasis 
mine). The collective nature of  spiritual re-possession is not a surprise in Myal considering the ways 
in which the novel uses ritual performance to illustrate how subjugated persons must also actively 
participate in a regime of  power.

The groups of  living and deceased persons who band together to seek spiritual healing “fight” 
oppression with what can only be described as spiritual aggression. Because these revolutionary 
characters have come to understand the material nature of  abstract belief, they can wage battle 
against seemingly imaginary relations within a liminal space between the material and abstract worlds. 
Brodber’s characters choose sound as their primary vehicle for traveling between the conceptual and 
the physical in their works of  myal. 

In each instance of  spirit reclamation, sound again permeates the female character’s body in 
an intense process of  “osmosis and withdrawal” this time intended to heal her body and mind/spirit. 
Each sonic boundary-crossing brings to light the complex Relation of  metaphysical and physical worlds, 
as well as that of  the young woman’s vulnerability to both “domination and resistance” rituals. The 
opening scene of  Brodber’s text depicts myal-man Mass Cyrus preparing to perform a myal ritual on 
Ella’s hysterical pregnancy, a ritual which is narrated through musical metaphors and which results in 
a distinctly physical and sonic explosion of  spirit from Ella’s infection, with a “Whole lot of  shaking 
going on! And the noise” (2).18 This scene emphasizes the sonic valences of  spiritual knowledge through 
bodily myal healing practices. The practitioner, whose face is described as a musical score, must listen 
to the “still small voice” in order to eradicate the “stinkiest, dirtiest ball to come out of  a body since 
creation” (2). Puncturing Ella’s skin results in such “banging and ringing and splitting and weeping” 
that the rural landscape “thought it was another Good Friday many many years ago when the Saviour 
of  the world was lynched” (3). Here Brodber alludes to a racialized (e.g. lynched) crucifixion of  Christ 
as a comparatively explosive sonic event after bodily violation. Mass Cyrus is either comparing Ella to 
Christ, or perhaps he is referring to her “stinkiest, dirtiest ball,” that is her hysterical pregnancy that 
she herself  considered Jesus Christ. By invoking the Christian story of  the sacrifice of  the embodied 
God, Brodber invites readers to see the puncturing of  the young woman’s body as a kind of  redemptive 
violence, an intrusion that somehow serves to heal not only Ella, but also the entire Grove Town 
community. Though redemptive, the sound of  Ella’s healing is violent, creating such a disturbance in 
the landscape that it ultimately kills thousands of  animals and several hundred humans. 
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Brodber also describes the physically violent nature of  sound in the re-possession ceremony 
for Anita as sound actually bombards the spirits and bodies of  Mass Levi, Anita, and those present 
in Grove Town.19 In the case of  Anita, Myal shows that all bodies, not just that of  the zombified 
woman, are susceptible to the osmosis and withdrawal of  abstract concepts communicated through 
sound. The story of  Anita’s release from Mass Levi’s soul-sucking grip begins when “silent Miss Gatha 
started to talk,” inaugurating the noise-filled chapter (70). The Kumina Queen, Miss Gatha performs 
a re-possession ceremony with singing, drumming, and dancing. The sound Miss Gatha and her 
congregation make in the “programme of  music and recitation” is a physically violent one, a bodily 
aggressive power (71). Made “captive in their own homes,” the people of  Grove Town listen through 
closed windows to the “bum-batti-bum-batti-bum-batti-bum”of  the drums (71). The singing grows 
“a hundred times louder,” only to be accompanied by the sounds of  groaning and dancing feet, all 
“tramping on the listener’s mind” (71). In this moment, human bodies become audience, musician, 
and instrument of  sound. The physical power of  Miss Gatha’s ceremonial sound reveals that every 
body exists in Relation to communal spirituality. It is fitting that “it was with the ears and the head 
that people [neighboring residents] saw” the spiritual “concert”  (71) because Brodber’s use of  sonic 
imagery, onomatopoeia and rhythmic syntax encourages her readers to adopt a similar method of  
observation. Like the scene of  Anita’s solfa-ing, Miss Gatha’s ceremony is written in such a way that 
readers cannot imagine the scene’s plot without following the acoustical movements. 

Anita’s healing ceremony explicitly presents sound as a physical phenomenon when Miss 
Gatha’s musical performance acts as a weapon against Mass Levi. Through the vehicle of  sound, Miss 
Gatha reverses Mass Levi’s sexual domination of  Anita by emasculating him, enacting a reactionary 
spirit-thievery. Miss Gatha’s “slippery” sonic movements and aggressive drumbeats force Mass Levi 
to drop the doll he was using to possess Anita, and terminate his own obeah practices as he attempts 
to physically “push the sound from his ears” (72). In Afro-Caribbean religious theology, it is generally 
understood that “sound has the power to transmit action” (Olmos and Paravisini 12). Here sound 
transmits Miss Gatha’s spiritual action as it violates Mass Levi’s body and mind. Just as Mass Levi’s 
pings against the house cross Anita’s sonic and then bodily boundaries, so does Miss Gatha’s Kumina 
drum rhythm and song. “On came the groaning and the stomping, like a hundred men stepping on his 
chest to cut off  his breath and to force him into an asthmatic attack” (72). The sound leaves Mass Levi’s 
body like “a baby in the fetal position… his bottom in the circle of  the latrine seat, his privates hanging 
down like a wet rat” (72). Mass Levi becomes even more impotent than before, with his masculine 
organs as limp as the magical doll of  a woman in his arms. 

Like Ella, Anita must endure further physical violation in order to undo the zombification she 
has already suffered. Brodber turns her attention to Anita after Mass Levi’s death, when the adolescent 
is finally experiencing relief  from Mass Levi’s duppy. But Anita, like Mass Levi, evidences pain from 
Miss Gatha’s sound as she begins “putting her hands up to her ears, complaining that the noise from 
the tabernacle was “suffocating” her” (73). It is not only Mass Levi who physically suffers from the 
aggressive sounds Miss Gatha makes during the ceremony. Anita faints at the suffocating noise and then 
undergoes the body-shifting possession of  Miss Gatha’s ceremony. Touched by nothing but the sound, 
the young woman moans on the floor as her face transforms into Miss Gatha’s (73). Meanwhile, Miss 
Gatha herself  thrashes on the ground as her face becomes “that of  a beautiful fifteen-year-old and back 
again” to that of  a 60-year old woman several times (73).20 

These embodied, ritualized practices that undo zombification require a negation of  the 
individual self—for the zombified and their healers. In the place of  such individualism, Myal here 
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promotes an ethics of  physical and metaphysical interconnectedness and even exchange. Surrounded 
by her religious community in the tabernacle, these changes in Miss Gatha’s physical form and her 
clear duress at the experience are met with exclamations of  “joy” such as “‘Amen’, ‘Thank the Lord’, 
‘Telephone from earth to heaven, telephone’” (73). The telephone is a fitting metaphor for Miss Gatha’s 
embodied spiritual mediation. The Kumina leader herself  becomes a telephone, a physical conduit 
of  sound between the world of  the ancestors and spirits and the living.21 In the possession trance, 
Miss Gatha and Anita cross each other’s bodily and abstract boundaries as they are physically and 
spiritually connected through sound. Together the two women are the collective physicality of  spirit and 
knowledge, occupying the shared space of  the embodied voice. 

The space of  embodied voice allows subjects to safely, if  still somewhat painfully, release their 
sound, and create community in the mutual acts of  listening. To illustrate the importance of  listening in 
community revitalization, I return to Willie and Dan’s conversation. When Willie begins to teach Dan 
about colonial zombification, he laments that when “they stole our sound… We got no support, man. 
No one could hear us” (66). Before the Grove Town community can change the mechanisms of  power 
that split them from themselves, they must hear each other’s sound first. Anita and Ella’s ceremonies of  
spirit reclamation suggest that this listening will likely be as upsetting as it is liberating.  The “clear clean 
sound” of  listening and telling the half  that has never been told prefigures Willie and Dan’s plans to 
revise books and finally turn around ships. Brodber’s Myal, like Willie and Dan’s telepathic conversation 
operates in the realm of  imagined sound, textually making heard what has for so long been ignored. 
Brodber’s “lecture” challenges readers to “listen” to these imaginary relations, to also become 
telephones between the thought and action.

When readers take the time to pay attention to sound in Brodber’s story, they, like Anita and 
Ella, inhabit a dangerous space between the abstract and material. This space of  spiritual vulnerability 
echoes what Glissant calls the “oral exposé,” where the individual is and is not community and where 
the physical and spiritual interact. Glissant explains the oral exposé: 

When the oral is confronted with the written, accumulated hurts suddenly find 
expression; the individual finds a way out of  the confined circle. He makes contact, 
beyond every lived humiliation, a collective meaning, a universal poetics, in which each 
voice is important, in which each lived moment finds an explanation. (Caribbean Discourse 4) 

For Brodber, there are many layers of  collective meaning that can be accessed in that embodied 
space between sound and text, from the spiritual communities that allow her characters to transcend the 
“lived humiliation[s]” of  ritual oppression to the collectivity of  active readers her texts hope to inspire. 
The oral exposé asks us to see how thought is indeed already action. Reading the sounds of  Myal, then, 
has very real ideological, spiritual, and material implications for all of  us. 
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Notes

1 See Herskovitz 243. For more historical information on zombies and legends of  white sorcery 
throughout the Caribbean, see Barrett 190–200 and Warner-Lewis Central Africa in the Caribbean 196, and 
for those specifically about Jamaica see Warner-Lewis “The Ancestral Factor” 74. 

2 Tiffin uses Myal to read colonialism and decolonialism in Australia, evidencing the strength of  
Brodber’s colonial message. Nelson-McDermott suggests postcolonial critics use Myal’s plot as a guide 
for thinking beyond colonial dialectics and towards noncolonial spaces. 

3 Forbes says that Myal is “the first Anglophone Caribbean novel in which the ancestors as 
‘living, active dead’ and the world of  the spirit are not historical descriptors or tropes, but factual 
reality” (7). Khair compares Myal to other religious textual works, while Roberts focuses largely on non-
textual religious events in the novel as related to Caribbean folk traditions. Rahming uses the novel to 
posit a methodological paradigm that he calls a “critical theory of  spirit,” which considers spirit and 
colonialism through consciousness. 

4  Nelson-McDermott notes that the story of  Joseph, found in Genesis 37:18–36, also gestures 
towards Rastafari beliefs that black men are reincarnations of  ancient Israelites exiled to the West 
Indies just as Joseph was exiled to Egypt. This connection is worth noting considering Brodber’s 
membership in the Rastafari Mansion, Twelve Tribes of  Israel. See O’Callaghan 73.

5 For more on Brodber’s reading of  Best see “Re-engineering Blackspace” 72. 

6 Mass Levi is not directly identified as a practitioner of  obeah, and in fact his form of  
metaphysical thievery can be aligned with Haitian Vodoun. I use the term obeah here because of  its 
Afro-Jamaican connections, his use of  a “duppy,” and to indicate not that his powers were negative, 
but that they were focused on using Anita’s spirit, rather than body. See Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert 
155–182 for an overview of  scholarship delineating obeah and myal. 

7 Though Miss Gatha is not explicitly termed a Kumina queen, this association is suggested 
by the female leadership, the nature of  African drumming, as well as the novel’s location in the 
southeastern parish of  Saint Thomas in Jamaica. See Stewart 130. Urioste-Buschman points out the 
presence of  the female “Mami Wata” deity in Miss Gatha’s ceremony.

8 Adams (166) uses Anita’s story to show how anyone with power can practice colonization. 

9 For more on the history of  obeah and British colonialism, see Paton 1–18.  

10 See Murrell 225–285.  

11 It is not clear whether Levi’s duppy is his own spiritual essence that he has separated from 
himself, or that of  another dead being in his power. 

12 Sound and its counterpart, silence, is also a prominent theme in Brodber’s Louisiana, which 
features a recording machine. For two analyses that focus on sound and particularly music in the novel, 
see Pollard 33–41 and Meriwether 103–18.

13 See “Oral Sources and a Creation of  Social History in the Caribbean” 2–11 for one example 
of  Brodber’s expansive interests in oral histories.  
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14 The Native Baptist Reverend Musgrave Simpson is also Dan (the dog) who speaks with 
Willie about spirit-thievery. The novel is not completely clear how this characters’ dual (and perhaps 
multiple considering “the dog”) identities relate. See Kortenaar (54) and Rahming (305) for thoughtful 
discussions on this. 

15 Maydene associates Ella’s demeanor with that displayed by her Afro-Jamaican husband when 
he was a child.

16 Before seeing the show, Ella had wanted her new husband to “show her how to fill the spaces 
he had created and give her too, a chance to create” (82), suggesting that she sees procreation as an 
opportunity for agency and authorship. 

17 Though Ella finally identifies Selwyn as a spirit thief, she has long been performing rituals of  
spiritual emptying at the hands of  the colonial education system. See Adams 161.

18 The phrase “whole lot of  shaking going on” appears to anachronistically reference the song 
“Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” usually credited to songwriters Dave “Curlee” Williams and James 
Fay “Roy” Hall. The song was first recorded in 1955 by rhythm and blues singer Big Maybelle and then 
made most popular by Jerry Lee Lewis in 1957. 

19 Brodber published this chapter of  Myal as the short story “The Spirit Thief.” 

20 The violence that Miss Gatha and Anita experience as they shift bodies exemplifies Imogene 
Kennedy’s description of  myal as “a somatic experience of  aggressive intercourse with a possessing 
agent.” See Stewart 155.

21 Described as the “water mother herself,” Miss Gatha also represents the Kalunga line, that 
river in Kongo cosmologies (the geographic area where Kumina originated) between the realms. 
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Reading the Critical 
Pastoral in Lovelace’s Salt 
and Roffey’s White Woman 
on the Green Bicycle
Erin Fehskens

Introduction

Written over a decade apart by two very different authors, Earl Lovelace’s Salt (1996) 
and Monique Roffey’s The White Woman on the Green Bicycle (2009) share a common setting 
and periodization.1  Both include action that takes place in Trinidad from 1956 to 1970 
and both chart the appearance, rise, and fall of  Eric Williams and his People’s National 
Movement.2 Both novels include extended meditations on reparations, focus on rural 
settings around Port of  Spain, and feature characters deeply affected by and able to briefly 
interact with Williams while he is in power. Lovelace’s novel extends the timeline of  his 
narrative into the past, reaching back to the fictional Guinea John’s anti-slavery uprising 
against the historical Governor Hislop in 1805. Roffey’s, on the other hand, looks into the 
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post-1970 future; nearly half  of  the novel takes place in 2006 under the watchful gaze of  Trinidad’s 
blimps, the Manning government’s multi-million dollar attempt at crime control.3 

In addition to the social critique that holds the novels in conversation, both demonstrate a 
sustained investment in interrogating the environmentally inflected positions that characters take on 
in post-1956 Trinidad. The novels animate the critical pastoral mode, a way of  dialectically engaging 
the human relationship to landscape through discourses of  idealization and historicization to imagine 
a variety of  different strategies for occupying land that has been historically associated with plantation 
slavery. Each novel provides a partial image of  the pastoral’s possibilities; taken together, they reveal 
multiple strategies for engaging a sustainable approach to land occupation, from the pairing of  ante- 
and counter-pastoralisms in Salt to the environmental ventriloquism of  White Woman. Reading them 
together reveals differences in their inflections of  pastoral discourse, which consequently extends 
beyond the critical pastoral to imagine living with the land rather than gaining possession of  it. 

Chris Campbell has contributed an important ecological reading of  Lovelace, arguing that his 
fiction “establishes an ecological concern for the intrinsic worth of  the ‘natural world’ and highlights a 
pressing need to see nature in instrumental terms” (63), but most critics have taken other perspectives 
on Salt. They have argued that the “land” in terms of  reparations, signifies as an inert, unspeaking 
theater on which a history of  migration, or a critique of  liberation, or the folk lives of  the culturally 
displaced are worked out.4 In fact, Jennifer Rahim goes so far as to claim that for Lovelace, “landscape 
is metonymic for people and place” (155, note 8). In Supriya Nair’s article “Diasporic Roots: Imagining 
a Nation in Earl Lovelace’s Salt,” she avers that the novel is “ultimately preoccupied with land and local 
history” (252). Here, as in Rahim’s argument, the land is a metonym for social relations. To focus on 
a critical pastoral mode of  reading instead imbues the land with an agential force in the text, drawing 
issues of  development and deforestation into a position otherwise occupied by contestations over 
ownership. 

Like the critical receptions of  Salt, those who have written on White Woman focus on the novel’s 
unfolding human dramas rather than the topography on which they take place. Elena Machado Saez 
offers the first critical treatment of  Roffey’s fiction through the form of  “postcolonial romance.” Andre 
Bagoo focuses on the interplay of  characters that unfolds in the novel, paying particular attention to 
the adultery plot involving Williams. The Publisher’s Weekly review, on the other hand, does mention the 
landscape, claiming that it “provides a challenging environment that exacerbates the tension between 
George and Sabine” (“The White Woman on the Green Bicycle” n.p.). More than one reviewer reveals 
the autobiographical connections between George and Sabine and Roffey’s own parents, again focusing 
on the social aspects of  the novel (Bagoo; Jury). As in Salt, White Woman attends to the characters’s 
lives spanning decades and yet both novels also foreground human relationships to the landscape 
of  Trinidad, not just as a backdrop but as an active force negotiating a history of  dispossession and 
expropriation and imagining a future that reconfigures territory into land. 

The Pastoral Mode

If  ecocriticism’s primary focus is addressing human relationships to nature, then pastoral is 
its most commonly used—and maligned—lens. Pastoral’s typical focus on the nature of  country life 
romanticizes a retreat from frenetic cityscapes, where competition and scarcity reign supreme, to a 
natural world of  abundance. This classical pastoral mode, which most readily calls to mind the sheep 
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and shepherds variety of  verse and painting, is constituted by a visitation to a peaceful landscape that 
prompts human reflection, particularly on mortality. The featured landscape is little altered by human 
industry in classical pastoral and is a place of  refuge for the people who encounter it. Pastoral ideals 
of  an accessible but undeveloped landscape display the contradictions between a utopian expression 
of  open land and an elitist ideology of  entitlement to land as open in vistas, but accessible to the few. 
Thus pastoral’s purported focus on the relationship between the natural world and human beings is 
really a vehicle of  bourgeois ideological expression in the European tradition. Because human effects 
on the environment are not the primary focus of  the mode, Greg Garrard has stated that “no other 
trope is so deeply entrenched in Western culture, or so deeply problematic for environmentalism” (37). 
Glen Love’s criticism is similar, indicating that though pastoral writing and art may feature landscapes 
in abundance, these are “mere ideological theater for human concerns” (69). Even though many have 
criticized pastoral’s utility and representational verisimilitude, they continue to engage the primary 
exigencies and structures of  the trope.5  Ecocritical writing remains interested in the ways that a place 
that resides between wilderness and urban settlement might be a fruitful site in which to explore an 
ecology in which humans play a role of  steward rather than owner, member rather than foreigner. 

Pastoral’s trope of  the unaltered landscape would seem to have no purchase on a Caribbean 
landscape, which Elizabeth Deloughrey has argued is one of  the regions of  the world most radically 
altered by human interventions on it (64). Even so, Caribbean literature productively engages a critical 
pastoral mode to draw the histories of  human and ecological violence into productive dialogue. 
Graham Huggan and Helen Tiffin have theorized a postcolonial pastoral that demonstrates the 
“possibility of  reconciling place and placelessness and the need to find or at least imagine a dwelling 
place in which human beings can both respond to and creatively refashion their relationships to the 
earth” (120). Sarah Phillips Casteel’s Second Arrivals takes an historical materialist approach that draws 
on the Caribbean and other regions of  the Global South to expand on these definitions of  pastoral. 
Colonial pastoral has four functions for her. The first two work in sequence to support a development 
and deforestation narrative, redrawing the landscapes of  the Caribbean into plantation spaces. The 
latter two functions demonstrate the ideological purpose of  European landscapes in colonies in the 
service of  identity formation and cultural hegemony over colonial subjects (Casteel 25–31). Against this 
colonial pastoral mode, Casteel formulates a critical Caribbean pastoral to engage a tension between 
“idealization and historicization” of  landscapes that constructs a sense of  place against the Caribbean 
theme of  exile (46). 

Reading the critical pastoral in Salt and White Woman denaturalizes the development and 
domestication discourse of  the first two aspects of  colonial pastoral and reverses the aesthetic and 
ideological valuations conveyed by the latter two. In so doing, the critical pastoral’s attention to land 
is enriched through particular positions that characters take on in relationship to their landscapes 
in Cascadu and Paramin Hill. In Salt ante-pastoral description signifies the landscape of  retreat as a 
space of  deep ecology and non-development rather than one of  political quietude. Bango’s actions in 
the novel exhibit a counter-pastoral position that is critical of  the mode’s traditional qualities without 
refusing to occupy it entirely; thus, Bango puts the pastoral to work in a way that is counter to its typical 
aims. White Woman takes the pastoral’s relationship to representation and the nature-cultural dynamic 
in another direction. The pastoral has often been associated with ventriloquism—the poet uses the 
shepherd’s voice to express his or her thoughts (Huggan and Tiffin 107). While that raises the negative 
notion of  misrepresentation, linking pastoral scenes to the discursive violence of  the colonizer’s gaze 
and language, DeLoughrey couches postcolonial ecocriticism’s most profound challenge in the language 
of  speaking for an other: this challenge is “to provide an alternative rendering of  ‘natural history’ 
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through an environmental ventriloquism that circumvents the material and anthropocentric bias of  
colonialism” (“Quantum” 64). The conversations that emerge between the Harwoods and Paramin 
Hill draw on this environmentally inflected sense of  speaking on behalf  of  a silent other to critique 
their perceptions of  their political and cultural positions in Trinidad and focus their attention on their 
ecological impact instead. 

Ante- and Counter-pastoral in Salt

The opening scene in Salt demonstrates a powerful and sustained interest in the landscapes of  
villages located in the hills of  Trinidad as a pastoral retreat from the urban life in Port of  Spain. The 
novel begins by featuring the interplay between aerial and grounded points of  view in relation to the 
act of  witnessing and proposes the landscape as an agential force in the quest for a delayed liberation 
of  Trinidad’s Afro-Caribbean population. Salt opens with an image that flickers between the hanged 
bodies of  four leaders of  African secret societies, the convicted ringleaders of  an insurrection against 
slavery, and the flying body of  Guinea John, the fifth ringleader who managed to escape Hislop’s 
clutches and return himself  to Abeokuta and his first wife. From Guinea John’s aerial point of  view, 
he dispenses the hard truth to his descendants that, having eaten salt, they have made their bodies 
too heavy for the exilic return promised in the capacity for flight. In Bango’s telling he uncouples the 
connection between liberation and flight and locates emancipatory potential in the landscape itself. 
Bango sees the land as self-possessing, an agent in its own right: “Things here have their own mind” 
(Lovelace 5). The “things” are the flora and fauna of  the island that are depicted via the pastoral 
conventions of  a space between human communities in cities and “brooding inscrutable wilderness” (5). 
By transposing the emancipatory actions of  Guinea John’s flight into the contours and composition of  
Trinidadian ecology, Lovelace offers an image of  the land as a character in and of  itself  in his opening 
pages of  the narrative. 

 As the novel proceeds, the notion of  rural retreat is bisected by competing exigencies of  history 
and the alleviation of  particular human suffering. The narrative pits Bango’s exertions to rightfully 
claim land in Cascadu against others who wish to leave this remote and rural space behind. For 
example, Alford George’s mother, May, attributes her painfully swollen feet to the dampness caused 
by the immortelle tree looming over their house. For her, the land is an active agent bent on increasing 
her suffering. Human endeavor in the manner of  tree-clearing could put a quick fix to that suffering, 
but May’s husband Dixon refuses to participate in even such a minor act of  deforestation until he can 
buy the land from Carabon, the white family the continues to occupy their plantation estate. Dixon’s 
insistence on this money transaction prior to any major changes to the land—even at the expense 
of  his wife’s life and certainly her comfort—introduces the principle tension in the novel: how one’s 
relationship to the land—as owner or tenant—affects his status in its ecology and, beyond that, his 
status in postcolonial Trinidad. Dixon’s agreement with Carabon, that he will someday buy the land on 
which his house is seated, is a concession that they arrive at after Dixon refuses to become Carabon’s 
foreman. His request to remain a laborer is pastoral in its assertion of  a desire to be among plants, 
animals, and the land rather than master over them (Lovelace 19). The suspension of  his land purchase 
also saves the immortelle tree from being cut down, and so his extended tenure on the land forces him, 
as well as his family, into a close relationship with the natural world around them. 
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Dixon is not the only Afro-Trinidadian holding himself  in a state of  suspension regarding land 
ownership on the Carabon estate. Bango does the same, “remaining instead working on Carabon 
planation, deciding not to leave and not to dead until they compensate him for the more than seventy 
years they had him held in unlawful captivity” (45). Bango’s sense of  injustice merges with and is 
possibly confused with his grandfather, JoJo’s, whose enslaved captivity on this very land and his 
desires for reparations bequeaths to Bango his unresolved mission to be made owner of  land in a 
public ceremony. Bango’s refusal to leave or die not only ratifies the land’s value beyond the particular 
instrumentalizing strategies of  the plantocracy, but his refusal to alter its contours generates an anti-
development position on Caribbean land in the novel. 

Bango’s sense of  place is not easily maintained; it is jeopardized by diasporic and colonial 
narratives that privilege flight and European domestication of  land through plantation agriculture. 
That Guinea John flies back to Africa and consigns his descendants to a Caribbean life because they 
have eaten salt suggests that living in Trinidad is a punishment or marooning. The Carabon family that 
allows Dixon and Bango to remain on their estate but without any official transfer of  land title adds 
to the punishment of  remaining in a place that is not home by being denied ownership of  the land 
on which the men carve out their existence. On the other hand, occupying this space between deep 
forest and Port of  Spain and by remaining in the Caribbean rather than longing for a return to Africa 
suggests some alternative modes of  emplacement to combat the effects of  displacement. 

Bango and his wife, Myrtle, voice a critical pastoral position in the novel to instantiate a textual 
alternative to the diasporic and colonial narratives that the text otherwise offers its Afro-Trinidadian 
population. 6 In “Miss Myrtle’s Story,” the narrative focuses on Myrtle’s briefly held decision that, with 
the arrival of  the National Party, it was time to force Bango to leave the Carabon land and relocate 
their family somewhere else. Just as she is preparing herself  to go home and confront him with this 
position, she hears a long political speech that historicizes the regional suffering and resistance of  Afro-
Caribbeans. Myrtle “began to see the world afresh and nearly five hundred years of  time,” which pairs 
the idealist vision of  the Caribbean as an uncultivated Eden (the world afresh) with the historicizing 
vision of  the region (nearly five hundred years of  time) (152). After seeing this presentation, she 
comes to understand Bango’s particular stance on reparations. This understanding fuels her support 
of  Bango when he meets with Alford George and explains why a private gift of  land is insufficient 
to the requirements of  reparation. Bango tells JoJo’s story of  struggle and resistance in an effort to 
demonstrate his own critical pastoral position to Alford George (169–86). Together, Myrtle and Bango 
offer the most thorough expressions of  the critical pastoral in the novel, balancing the propensity for 
each of  their narratives to be more idealist or historicist in its telling. Together they achieve a critical 
pastoral tone in the text that highlights the importance of  voicing both ideal and historical narratives of  
land tenure to achieve a situated political and ecological position, but it limits the radical possibilities of  
rewriting human-nature relations that are better established by the ante-pastoral. 

The ante-pastoral emerges as a mode of  environmentalist possibility. In Glen Love’s 
reassessment of  pastoral, he looks back beyond the classical Arcadian idyll of  Virgil’s Ecologues to 
ecologically invigorate the mode by trading the garden for “old-growth forest or the microwilderness 
in the ground beneath our feet” (88). The future orientation of  this plea has roots in the pre-Roman 
pastoral, or the ante-pastoral as I am calling it here. Rather than feature pastoral as a negotiating space 
between nature and culture, this is the space of  wilderness and of  the Greek god, Pan. To draw humans 
into this wilderness space of  abundance is to establish a balanced focus on the interaction between 
humans and an agential environment rather than using a natural retreat as a backdrop on which to 
examine the rigors of  urban life and the surety of  human mortality. 
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Throughout Alford George’s colonial education and dis-education, Salt develops an alternative 
to the prevailing ethic of  dominance over the natural world though his ante-pastoral relationship 
with Carabon lands around his home. May witnesses Alford George’s unique response to the natural 
world: “This child drawing back awestruck before miracles that his brothers took to be ordinary, back 
before the cooing of  doves and the grave-hopping of  toads, back before the miracle of  raindrops, the 
architecture of  shadows” (8–9). The anaphoric structure of  the phrasing emphasizes Alford George’s 
role as witness and participant in the scene, his act of  drawing back in fact confining each of  these 
elements of  nature into a single, singular act. This heightened awareness of  the natural world functions 
as a wordless celebration of  it for doing nothing more than its ordinary actions. “Back before” not only 
describes Alford George’s physical position in relation to the natural world; it also describes his temporal 
location, imaginatively occupying a time before this arrangement between humans and nature—a 
pre-planation and ante-pastoral place and time. May encourages him, hoping that “he could really 
make this world his own” (9). However, she is projecting Dixon’s claim to ownership and mastery over 
the land as Alford George’s. Though he helps Dixon buy the land—significantly foregoing his own trip 
to England—Alford George returns to this radical ante-pastoralism during his revelatory interactions 
with Bango. By agreeing to support Bango’s request for a public demonstration of  reparations and 
concluding that no one is free until everyone is free, Alford George rearticulates his pre-language, ante-
pastoral position of  membership with a wild nature rather than ownership and transformation of  it into 
cultivated land. 

Myrtle’s daughter and Bango’s stepdaughter, Vera, experiences a childhood that keeps her 
adolescence and maturity in abatement through her deep connection to the ecology of  their home and 
the land that surrounds it. Like Alford’s penchant for the miraculous in the living world, Vera sinks into 
“serene amazement at the rain and the blossoms and the beetles and the birds, comfortable with the 
holes in the roofing and the snakes that unfolded in the sunshine and slithered along the rafters of  the 
thatched roof  of  the outdoor kitchen” (156). Vera and Alford George occupy ante-pastoral positions 
to oppose their mother and father, respectively. Alford George’s non-productive awe contrasts with 
his father’s endless capacity for labor. Vera’s serenity and ease contrast with Myrtle and May’s many 
environmentally exacerbated discomforts.  Both Vera and Alford George operate as engaged witnesses 
to the forest ecologies, noting how nature continually encroaches on their homes. Lovelace’s syntactic 
stylistics that draw out long sentences by grafting anaphoric hypotactic phrases onto a thicket of  
parataxis resonates with the ways in which he describes sexual intimacies in the novel.7 This suggests a 
way that the novel’s style imports an ante-pastoral effect into human-focused scenes, and it also recalls 
the hybrid fecundity of  the ante-pastoral, with its grounding in the figure of  Pan.  

The novel’s focus on reparations threatens to refigure land as territory and thereby diminish 
the radical potential of  the ante-pastoral. However, by formulating the request for reparations and 
withholding of  the request’s completion Lovelace prevents the land from becoming a metonym for 
cultural resolution and national identity despite the way its resistant resolve mirrors the Afro-Caribbean 
refusal to surrender to “unfreedom” (5). To carry out reparations as Bango’s notion of  them is related 
in the novel would be to engage in an exchange of  ownership whereby the land would be transmuted 
into a gifted portion, an articulation of  a culture of  resolution. To not own the land and to not leave the 
site on which one’s ancestors were owned enjoins Bango to live with it rather than on it. Rather than 
dominate it, he has “made the land witness [Bango’s] undefeat” (155). Holding reparation in suspension 
thus troubles the nature/culture divide on which colonial pastoral depends and opens up an alternative 
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ecology between humans and the living land. Maintaining vigilance towards reparations and continuing 
to occupy his home challenges the development ethos associated with the now-derelict Carabon 
planation and the thriving entrepreneurship associated with Moon’s store. 

By staying on the land but not developing it, Bango engages in an alternative ecology that 
privileges neither development nor isolation but something else entirely. This ecological position is 
critical of  colonial discourses of  abundance and spurious images of  bucolic plantation life, and yet it 
does not refuse to engage the space or labor on it. This position that is critical but not fully dismissive 
of  the pastoral is the counter-pastoral. Bango’s home and the ways in which the hill encroaches upon it 
demonstrate an aspect of  his counter-pastoral position. His repairs go unfinished on the house and the 
grass that he incorrectly identifies as acceptable for plastering the kitchen grows rampant throughout 
the estate’s lands, freely crossing borders and roads at will. Though he does attempt to cutlass through 
the grass at times, he gives the environment over to its proliferation as if  to confirm the ability of  the 
land to move and regenerate itself  beyond the cultivation of  human effort. The grass “sprouted and 
spread in every direction… until finally it established itself  over the land… [Myrtle] kept looking to see 
when it would reach the streets of  Cunaripo” (144–45). The grass’s prolific and tenacious nature and 
Bango and Myrtle’s witness of  its spread illustrate a way of  living with the ecological actors around 
them, rather than attempting to master the grass and turn its growth efforts to a domestic task. 

At the end of  the novel, when the narrator joins up in the Independence march with Alford 
George, Bango, and the others, he allows Alford George and himself  each an epiphany that ratifies the 
counter-pastoral position that Bango has occupied but not directly articulated throughout the novel: 
Alford George realizes that he belongs neither in politics nor among the people, but in an in-between 
space that draws a direct connection to a vision for the land: “to construct a new world that we had 
been waiting on ever since Guinea John flew back to Africa” (258). As for the narrator, he articulates 
the wrong-sightedness of  the Party speaker inveighing against Alford George by indicating that the 
ethical position from which a reparations claim is made is essential to regaining or gaining anew a 
connection to land that will be different from—and yet aware of—the historical connection that has 
obtained between Afro-Caribbeans and arable land: “The tragedy of  our time is to have lost the ability 
to feel loss” (259). Both Alford George and the narrator mark the structural and ecological violence of  
plantation slavery and dispossession without advocating for land possession and development. This new 
world carries the critical pastoral promise of  human membership in a Caribbean ecology rather than 
mastery over a land.

For Bango to refuse a monetary transaction or even a donation from Carabon removes the status 
of  land ownership and occupation from modern capitalistic and development enterprises. Bango’s 
approach is counter to historical and modern exigencies of  land development in Trinidad. He invests 
in neither an agrarian project preceded by plantation history nor in an extraction project like oil or 
tourism, which begin to take precedence and preference over investment in agriculture in the mid-70s, 
when Bango’s interactions with Alford George and the Party are reaching their climax (Broad and 
Cavanagh 1136). His approach is counter to the plantation and development ethic, but it is consistent 
with pastoralism’s posture of  retreat. Imagined human dialogues with the land in White Woman will pose 
another such possibility for revising nature-culture relations.
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Environmental Ventriloquism in White Woman

The beginning of  Roffey’s novel makes use of  similar tropes to Salt’s opening—the interplay 
of  aerial and grounded witnesses and the animation of  the land—but it begins in a contemporary 
moment, 2006, in which the interracial violence of  Lovelace’s opening takes an intra-racial turn. 
Talbot, a young Afro-Trinidadian, is taken up to Paramin Hill by three black police officers and badly 
beaten for publicly acknowledging a moment in which one of  the officers overstepped his authority. 
The third person omniscient narrative voice shifts registers to voice opposing subject positions and 
anticipates the environmental ventriloquism that sets the novel’s action in motion. It moves from the 
spiteful condemnation of  the police: “So what if  the police had stolen his mobile phone, they can damn 
well take what they like” to the pitying observation of  Talbot: “And poor Talbot—well—yes” (Roffey, 
White Woman 1). The narrator occupies the policemen’s sensibility in the last line, thinking they were 
unobserved and will therefore suffer no consequences for beating and abandoning an innocent man: 
“They thought no one saw what happened” (4). The ominous tone struck here ambiguously refers 
to two witnesses—one aerial, one grounded, and neither human. As in Salt, the aerial position is 
uncoupled from liberation. The bird’s eye witness to Talbot’s beating is Patrick Manning’s ineffective 
blimp. Perpetually aloft above the island, it ironically looks back to Guinea John’s flight away from 
Trinidad. Neither Guinea John’s flying nor the blimp’s floating can promise liberation for those left on 
land. Paramin Hill itself, which Sabine calls the green woman, is the witness and advocate for Talbot 
who opines on the source of  Sabine and George Harwood’s struggles and prompts them to address 
their ecological relationship to the island that has been their home, as European expatriates, for five 
decades.8 Emboldened by the hill’s cryptic promptings, George and Sabine attempt to secure justice for 
Talbot. Though they fail, the agency imbued in the hill itself  suggests an investment in the ecological 
over the sociological to imagine effective change on the island. 

Roffey’s novel, like Salt, consistently engages with the landscape through the pastoral’s qualities 
of  escape and excess. George Harwood is regularly associated with a colonial pastoral position of  
the nature that Casteel addresses in Second Arrivals. Drawn to Sabine for her sexual magnetism, he 
demonstrates a similar attraction to Trinidad, both the tropical landscape and the women that populate 
it. Trinidad is a woman that has captured George’s attention (174), significantly blinding him to his 
wife’s unhappiness and her conviction that the Harwoods are not welcome in the country because 
of  their affiliation with colonial power. When Sabine agrees to travel with George around the island 
and witness its ecological wonders, she interprets his delight as competition against her own interests 
in leaving and sees that his fascination with Trinidad’s environment profoundly affects his decision to 
remain (192, 265). Unlike the ante-pastoral ecstasies imbued in the characters of  Alford George and 
Vera, George converts his fascination into a land acquisition project that includes the purchase of  three 
parcels of  underdeveloped territory. On one, he builds his house; on another, he ostensibly develops 
real estate that provides the Harwoods with income post-1970, after his employer chooses to leave the 
island; on the final piece of  land, a beachfront property, he significantly builds nothing, demonstrating 
an anti-development ethic at which he arrives later in life. 

Even in the spaces that seem to most clearly conform to the pastoral, the novel’s plot and 
Sabine’s perspective engage colonial and creolization discourses to challenge an easy evocation of  
the pastoral. On the land where George builds their Spanish-style home, for example, Sabine sees 
“impenetrable scrub” and accuses George of  bringing her “out here on a safari” (288). Drawing on the 
colonial adventure for big game hunting in Africa, Sabine makes an acute criticism of  George in this 
moment. Not only is she horrified to learn that he wants to build a house in this unpopulated area, but 
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she likens his zeal for the project to the killing of  megafauna for the purposes of  collecting trophies 
and demonstrating a sense of  white superiority over the land. George’s Spanish style house will end up 
being a trophy of  sorts, but the flora, fauna, and creole customs that invade it make it far from this kind 
of  declaration of  mastery that Sabine presumes it to be. 

From the vantage point at their home, George and Sabine sit poised between a sleepy rural 
retreat and the sublime wildness of  the hills. Focalized through George, the village stands between 
the anti-pastoral that demystifies the idyllic and bucolic setting of  the space to reveal the labour that 
takes place there and the ante-pastoral of  uncultivated landscapes.9 The description of  the village uses 
the pastoral language of  retreat while acknowledging a history of  development. It was once an active 
site of  production with “nine flourishing estates, several mills, and four rum distilleries” (20). But the 
“once boasted” verb phrase that precedes this picturesque description leaves the reader to imagine the 
abandoned and non-functioning buildings that remain. As George passes through the village he arrives 
at his house, a gated structure “nestled at the foot of  the same imposing green hills” (21). Rather than 
extending out from the small village, the house is ensconced in the undeveloped terrain of  the hills. 
The description of  their home in Winderflet village at the foot of  Paramin Hill, Spanish architecture 
for a British husband and French wife, offers a comic symbolism uniting the three colonizing powers in 
Trinidad under one roof.  

This first, ante-pastoral vision of  the hills as wilderness is complicated by reading the terrain of  
Salt into this landscape and by an internal complication arising from later in Roffey’s own novel as well. 
Bango and Dixon’s homes could easily stand hidden within the arboreal growth on the green Paramin 
Hills, and so George’s vision of  a nature without humans is intertextually challenged by the setting of  
Salt. In White Woman, George and Sabine learn that the women who they employ as maids and nannies, 
Venus and Jennifer, have homes in the hills. They come into this knowledge in 1956; thus George’s 2006 
description of  the ante-pastoral Paramin Hill is disingenuous in its masking of  the homes that he knows 
are lodged within its wilderness. Reading the landscape through the anti- and ante-pastoral to evoke a 
space that is wild and yet inhabited challenges the omissions of  George’s idealization of  it. 

Tempering George’s colonial idealization of  the island and his desires to domesticate 
it are Sabine’s many efforts to historicize the land through reference to racist policies of  social 
underdevelopment and incarceration. Through a combination of  George and Sabine’s perspectives, 
a critical pastoral emerges in the novel and gestures towards the environmentally inflected speaking 
for the land to overturn its anthropocentric focus. While George sees paradise from the decks of  the 
ship that bring them to Trinidad in 1956, Sabine focuses on the prison islands and the small buildings 
used to hold people on them (193–5). George’s fantasies of  an edenic paradise are reported through 
Sabine’s speech, suggesting that the historicizing work of  the critical pastoral develops through a 
ventriloquizing practice. Sabine engages the critical pastoral to bemoan the plague of  whiteness on 
the island, seeing her and her fellow expatriates’ presence as unwanted and antagonistic; she expresses 
her disenchantment with Williams by folding the failures of  his PNM into the damage already done by 
colonists. This “speaking for” parallels the rhetorical position of  the green woman of  Paramin Hill who 
voices the non-human environmentalist position in the novel in an attempt to suggest a way of  living 
in the landscape that does not repeat the violence of  colonial possession or the perils of  neocolonial 
influence. 

Sabine speaks for George to stage hypothetical arguments with him that he refuses to engage 
in person; as such, her reliance on representing George’s voice through her own to enlarge a critical 
perspective on an issue complements the imagined dialogues she pursues with the green woman. 
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Reflecting on her rhetorical powerlessness in her marriage, she articulates their opposing positions: 
“He had the facts. I didn’t. He understood Trinidad. And I was always seeing what he didn’t want to 
see.” (261). This last sentence is ominously ironic in that Sabine’s obsession with Williams and with 
Granny Seraphina opens her eyes to the continued injustices suffered by the Afro-Caribbean poor on 
the island, even after the celebratory beginnings of  the PNM and the triumph of  independence. After 
this reflection, the rainy season begins and Sabine has her first conversation with Paramin Hill. Again 
focusing on sight she says, “I saw her everywhere, this green woman. Her hips, her breasts, her enticing 
curves….She encircled us” (261–2). While Sabine watches the woman in the hills and sees things that 
George does not want to see, the hill turns her watchful gaze on Sabine. 

The symbolic logic imbued in the scene where George discovers Sabine’s twenty-six boxes of  
letters and annotated newspaper clippings on Williams, read in concert with the novel’s commitment 
to speaking for and as the land, demonstrate how the social concerns of  the novel are clarified through 
an ecological framing. George empties the shoeboxes and the letters become “a shipwreck with hidden 
loot” (44), casting George in the role of  grave robber. The grave he is robbing metaphorically contains 
Sabine’s younger self: “His wife, here in his hands. The wife he’d lost” (46). The letters “like a corpse” 
(47) symbolically stand in for Sabine and entomb this record of  a one-sided conversation with Williams. 
When Sabine finds him, she confesses to George that she wrote the letters to help her understand 
Trinidad, conflating the land with the nation and with Williams as its political father (49). George flees 
the house and drives up to Paramin Hill. After a moment of  pastoral description redolent with colonial 
tropes of  wild abundance (51), the hill speaks back to him, undoing his paternalistic surveillance of  her. 
For the green woman to tell Sabine and George that the root of  their problems lie with Eric Williams is 
to suggest that they, too, are subject to the failures of  the PNM’s nation building strategies. However, if  
the hill means “Eric Williams” as the object in which Sabine has entombed her former self  (the boxes 
of  letters are labeled Williams), and if  Sabine wrote the letters to understand the island, then the root of  
their problems is in a lack of  understanding of  the land rather than the state. The hill chastises George, 
speaking as the island and as Sabine and in this way, talking back to the configurations of  land as being 
either for the planter class or the emancipated underclasses and their descendants. In the triple-speak 
of  the hill, which takes on Talbot’s voice as well when she expresses the “groans of  a man beaten,” (51), 
she speaks for the continued hostilities to which the poor are subjected, the frustrations of  a redundant 
white woman who has no function on the island or elsewhere and has lost the political traction she only 
fictionally had, and the island itself, claiming to need some space from the encroaching George. 

If  George represents the residual white middle class presence on the island, interested in 
forgetting the suffering of  the past and living as a land-owner among the landless, then the island is 
warning him that land ownership is not welcome here. For Sabine and George to bear witness to the 
hill and open themselves up to her speech suggests a position of  occupation without ownership, and 
yet it also threatens to exchange actions against injustice for political quietude. Not acting on land in 
Trinidad is a kind of  political action that is environmentalist in nature, though. Though George and 
Sabine have built a house at the foot of  the hill, they have also invited the flora and fauna surrounding 
them into the parameters of  their property. George’s death and burial on the island promises a future 
enrichment to its soil. Sabine’s criminal action at the end of  the first half  is more difficult to account 
for. By shooting Bobby Comacho, the head of  the local police force, she declares her allegiance to the 
Afro-Trinidadian underclass who live in the hills, and so perhaps this could signify as a counter-pastoral 
action, but a darkly tragic one. By remaining on the island she raises a troubling supposition that to 
declare solidarity with an Afro-Trinidadian underclass is to consign oneself  to the precarity of  future 
imprisonment. 
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Though Sabine fuses the nation and the landscape in her speech, the landscape speaks to her 
differently than the Trinidadians she confronts and therefore articulates a different point of  view, 
one that counsels patience, playfully appreciates admiration, and shows a lack of  concern for human 
distress. Sabine repeatedly confesses that she does not understand Trinidad, and while she seems to 
be referring to the social changes developing alongside Eric Williams’s rise to power and her growing 
knowledge of  the depths of  poverty survived on Paramin Hill, she addresses her question to the hill 
itself, conflating the landscape with the human population. Guilty, too, of  the gendered and sexualized 
language of  colonial pastoral employed by George, she describes Venus and her grandmother 
Seraphina’s house as being “hidden in the discreet folds of  [the green woman’s] thighs,” (274). Unlike 
Granny Seraphina and Eric Williams, who argue with Sabine and tell her that she is unwelcome, 
that she has no business criticizing the government, the hill reassures her that she could someday 
understand things on the island (274). The island’s environmentalism shifts the focus from racial politics, 
infrastructural and urban development, and cultural creolization. Instead the green woman helps 
Sabine distinguish between ethical progress, like bringing water and electricity to Granny Seraphina, 
and for-profit development like the luxury condos that George sees springing up around his beachfront 
property. The green woman’s insistence on decentering human authority over the land in Trinidad 
suggests that neither pre- nor post-independence politics adequately accounts for an ecological vision 
for the island.

Conclusion

The seeming political quiescence or failures attributed to characters like Bango and Sabine 
produce different meanings when considered through the pastoral. These characters—strikingly 
unalike—share in common a commitment to witnessing the land as an animate force in their worlds, 
and they activate a sense of  “giving on and with” that land despite the surrounding pressure to claim 
ownership over it. Édouard Glissant’s ethic of  “giving on and with” links the concept of  territory 
with colonial and postcolonial ideologies of  development. Glissant’s theory of  relation figures a post-
oppositional identity that “does not think of  a land as a territory… but as a place where one gives-
on-and-with rather than grasps” (144). As such, “giving on and with” inscribes a resistant ecological 
relationship in the Caribbean that can “circumvent the material and anthropocentric bias of  
colonialism” (DeLoughrey, “Quantum” 64). 

Sabine and Bango’s “retreats” are radical inhabitations of  a relationship to undeveloped and 
underdeveloped land in Trinidad through a vision of  coexistence. Rather than focus on the land as a 
space whose contested possession dramatizes the history of  underdevelopment and expropriation, or 
“the entanglement with the history of  empire and postcolonial nation-building”, the ante- and counter-
pastoral invite characters to radically occupy land without owning it (DeLoughrey, “Politics” 265). To 
live with it rather than from its productive capacities adopts a position of  receptivity to environmental 
ventriloquism that the critical pastoral can draw out. Thus the critical pastoral in the Caribbean can 
advocate for a conscious practice of  non-development. It shifts the focus from intractable concerns of  
the human/cultural realm to a space in which humans are one variety of  biota seeking a life among 
many others. In a Trinidadian world of  swiftly-vanishing oil reserves and a risky over-reliance on 
tourism, not to mention the ecologically damaging effects its development projects can impose on the 
island, Bango’s suspension between reparation and labor in the contestatory space of  the plantation 
and Sabine’s declaration of  allegiance with those who live in Paramin Hills offer interesting, if  not fully 
envisioned, potential alternatives. 
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Notes

1 Hereafter referred to as White Woman. 

2 Roffey has indicated that Salt is the parent to her novel (“Earl Lovelace and Monique Roffey” 19).

3 Attempting to thwart rising crime rates in Trinidad in 2004, the Manning administration 
installed its first blimp, an Aeros 40B, which was reported to cost 40 million Trinidad and Tobago 
dollars (or 6.6 million USD). In spite of  its reported inefficiencies, Manning approved the purchase and 
release of  another sky ship in 2005 (“Trinidad” n.p.). 

4 See Kevin Frank’s “Abroad at Home” and Sandra Meek’s “The Penitential Island” as 
examples. 

5  See Leo Marx, Laurence Buell, and Raymond Williams for some foundational critiques.

6 Bango’s long-suffering wife is a kind of  reluctant pastoral figure whose marriage is judged as a 
backward looking decision to isolate herself  from her family and others (139).

7 I would like to thank J. Dillon Brown for calling my attention to the stylistic similarities between 
these different kinds of  scenes. Stylistically similar scenes can be found throughout the novel (Lovelace 
244 and 252). 

8 Sabine’s anthropocentrism cannot be avoided here, nor can its association with gendered 
and colonial representations of  land. However, the hill’s speech articulates a playfully knowing and 
subversive sense of  these limiting anthropocentricisms; her perspective exceeds the gendered and 
humanized limits that her human interlocutors place upon her.

9 The description of  Sabine’s own body repeats this combination of  ante- and anti-pastoral 
discourse. The language is unkind to Sabine’s skin, reflecting the damaging effects of  decades of  sun 
exposure, and yet the metaphorical register of  the description also affords Sabine some correspondence 
with the topography of  the hills themselves: “Her face so clammy, her skin diseased. Chocolate-brown 
flecks, eruptions of  melanin, splattered her forehead, her cheeks, her shoulders, too. Large brown spots 
on sun-ravaged skin. Bumps had clustered on her once enticing cleavage. Her face and chest were 
scourged, mapped with crevasses” (23). Read one way, this is a diagnosis of  the inability for whiteness to 
withstand the tropical environment of  the Caribbean. Read another way, Sabine’s skin itself  has taken 
on the topography of  the island and visualized the violence exerted on that space as well.
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Jean Goulbourne. 
Parable of  the 
Mangoes.

The literary form of  the parable plays a significant role in communicating concrete 
rather than abstract meaning in an attempt to “reveal contrary or unexpected aspects of  a 
dilemma that invite comparison and complicate and deepen experience” (Bullough 2010). 
In her compelling collection of  short stories, Parable of  the Mangoes, creative writer and 
educator Jean Goulbourne in her focus on how stories are crafted and told, demonstrates 
her understanding of  Bullough’s notion of  what parables enable. According to Bullough, 
“[t]here is more than a 2,000-year history of  parable writing and speaking. . .” and there is 
“. . . something significant about their power to stir imagination and about how deeply and 
securely they settle in memory” (154). Goulbourne illustrates the powerful role of  the story 
in a society by positioning her stories as metaphoric constructs used to create and sustain 
a people’s sense of  self. Through her collection, the reader gains an understanding of  four 
important merits of  storytelling to the Caribbean region, particularly as this process occurs 
through the use of  the parable—the subgenre Goulbourne utilizes in her short stories. 
Parable of  the Mangoes fuses together the worlds of  the oral and the scribal in the fictional 
representations it offers of  what appear to be the lives of  Afro-Caribbean people. These 
four merits are: the use of  the story to present a lesson or moral; the presentation of  the 
story as a representation of  both individual and collective experience; the classification of  
the story as that which is grounded in historical and socio-cultural contexts (as is the case 
with the parable) in order to inform, transform and empower a people whose lives have 
been constantly eroded by various forms of  prejudice and abuse; and finally, the use of  the 
story form to highlight the value of  spiritual and metaphysical experiences in sustaining 
individual and communal life. 

Aisha T. Spencer

Book Reviews

Ontario: Abeng Press, 2011. 121 pp.  
ISBN 978-0-9867253-2-6

Valuing the Art of  Storytelling: Jean 
Goulbourne’s Parable of  the Mangoes
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The use of  the story to present a lesson or moral is presented throughout the collection, but is 
most strongly showcased in the story, “The Naming of  a Thing.” “The Naming of  a Thing” possesses 
many of  the features of  a fable but also aligns itself  closely with the parable because of  its focus on 
human characters. Here, Goulbourne manages to fuse together the two literary subgenres of  the fable 
and the parable, pulling together African and Greek literary forms, in order to effectively characterize 
the important ways in which nature and human life are intertwined; and provide ways of  helping 
people to better comprehend life and their place in it. The story introduces the reader to a society called 
“Thingdom,” where “there [are] no names. . . except of  course the names of  the king and queen. . . ” 
(10). Through this story, Goulbourne threads together the succinctness of  fables and significant features 
of  the parable, such as its fictional descriptions of  the daily lives of  members of  a community and its 
use of  allusion where the experience of  the “Thingdom” community aptly reflects that of  the members 
of  Caribbean societies who were once enslaved and robbed of  their freedom and identity. The story’s 
lesson becomes apparent through the focus on the ways in which the younger generation of  a society is 
able to challenge the status quo and as a result transform both older and future generations of  a society.

Goulbourne’s concern with individual and communal experience is reflected in all the stories 
in this collection: from the agonizing details of  the young child who becomes a victim of  incest in 
“Ambience;” the vivid picture painted of  the wife who finds out her husband is a homosexual and must 
resort to an act of  murder in order to save herself  from the continuous torture of  being blackmailed 
in “Over de Gully;” to the portrayal of  the journey of  a people to freedom through resistance and 
revolt in “Mountaintop”. The stories in the collection do not merely portray the injustices faced by 
the members of  an oppressive society. More importantly, they outline the process of  suffering through 
painful experiences in order to come to a place of  physical or emotional rest.

In “Once Upon an Island” the historical and socio-cultural realities of  Afro-Caribbean people 
are portrayed through a metaphoric narrative detailing the beginning moment of  an island’s journey 
into exploitation. Similarly, characters like the very old woman, Momma, in “Moonshine Anger” use 
storytelling moments about Anansi to hold the attention of  the children so that they do not disturb 
plans for a long-anticipated slave revolt. This narrative technique allows Goulbourne to merge both 
past and present socio-cultural realities, capturing in intimate detail the lives of  women who are 
exposed to various forms of  unease and suffering because of  the actions of  their husbands. In stories 
such as “Parable of  the Mangoes” and “Massa Day Done?” she highlights the fate of  children who, 
instead of  being protected are physically abused by adults who see them as inferior. These children 
are both internally and externally destroyed by individuals and by the society. In the story “Man,” 
Goulbourne explores the ways in which definitions of  womanhood and manhood evolve over time, 
and through this exploration, brings the reader face to face with a number of  the social ills facing the 
Caribbean region over the past few decades.

Finally, in each story, Goulbourne manages to insert the presence of  the spiritual and 
metaphysical.  The Eden-like garden in “Ambience;” the folkloric presence of  the mongoose in “The 
Naming of  a Thing;” and in “Bridges” the mentally-ill character’s invocation of  religious practices 
associated with church-going are all used by Goulbourne to highlight the restricted participation of  
members of  a community in a cultural space which often silences and maims. The intimate, deep-
rooted emotions, thoughts and actions of  both those who exploit and those who are being exploited, 
are offered through the narrative voices employed in the collection—whether these be first or third 
person. Ultimately, Goulbourne’s creative manipulation of  form is best depicted in the ways in which 
the spiritual and metaphysical function, not solely through a sense of  the abstract, but also as a means 
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of  throwing into dramatic relief  the social contexts and realities of  the Afro-Caribbean people. 
Through her collection of  short stories, Parable of  the Mangoes, Jean Goulbourne offers her readers a 
truly remarkable and engaging experience. She reminds the Caribbean community of  the important 
function of  both the story and the storyteller to the sustenance of  the region’s history, culture and social 
life. 
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Marlon James,
A Brief  History of  
Seven Killings

Abjection Sustained

Marlon James’ A Brief  History of  Seven Killings, a large unconventional novel of  almost 
700 pages, is told for the most part from the ground up.  The seven killings in the title refer 
to the deaths of  those who attempted to assassinate Bob Marley (referred to throughout as 
“The Singer”) in December 1976. The novel is presented as an imagined oral history and 
the first half  dramatizes the local and international political context of  1970s Jamaica.  The 
second half  of  the book, when the action relocates to New York after an alliance is struck 
between a Kingston gang boss and a Colombian cartel, tells a more conventional gangster 
story. Two of  Marley’s surviving would-be assassins and two other characters from the first 
part of  the book provide continuity in the second half. 

What is perhaps more intriguing than this bald summary can convey is the many 
possible readings the novel affords. It could be read as a study of  the consequences of  Cold 
War political meddling in local tribal politics, a crime novel or a novel of  urban decay—
none of  which, as a genre, is typical of  Caribbean or Jamaican fiction. (James has indeed 
claimed his influences from further afield, specifically William Faulkner and Roberto 
Bolano.) Then there is the roman a clef aspect, with at least one detailed review assiduously 
hunting down the parallels between James’s characters and actual players in the Jamaica of  
this period (Tayler 2015).  I propose that, in the light of  some Caribbean countries’ twenty-
first century experiences of  gang violence, and of  some of  the highest homicide rates in 
the world (beyond Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, St. Kitts and Nevis and the Bahamas all 
spring to mind), what James has offered in his A Brief  History of Seven Killings is an allegory for 
the Caribbean abyss. 

Philip Nanton

Riverhead Books, New York, 2014, 688 pp
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In a recent GQ interview James argued that the work represents his attempt “to make sense of  
something [his] country went through. Because it makes no sense” (GQ 2015). Violence, death and 
abjection are the central concerns of  the text, thus making common cause with his slave plantation-
based 2009 novel, The Book of  Night Women (Becker-Leckrone 32). In A Brief  History of Seven Killings, the 
dead and dying speak.  It is surely not by accident that the words of  the zombie, Sir Arthur George 
Jennings, open the book with the provocative statement: “Listen. Dead people never stop talking” (1).  
In this liminal state, abjection is nothing less than the collapse of  meaning, the disturbance of  identity, 
system and order occasioned by the ever-present threat to life. For a middle-class character like Nina 
Burgess, in particular, it is the randomness and possible imminence of  death that create fear: “It’s not 
the crime that bothers me . . .  I mean, it bothers me like it bothers anybody. . . it’s the possibility that it 
can happen at any time, any second now, even in the next minute. . . Even if  it never comes, the point is 
I’ll be waiting for it” (103). 

This imminence of  death as an aspect of  abjection is the staple fare of  ghetto life. Six of  the 
eight gangsters who give testaments come to an early, sticky end. The body count by the end of  the 
book is far more than seven killings; people are shot, burnt, hanged, beaten and stabbed.  More 
significantly, apart from a few melodramatic and operatic deaths—by paper knife and syringe—
humiliation is a central feature of  much of  the killing. All of  the gangsters who give testimony in 
Jamaica are physically and psychologically damaged by police violence and gang warfare. They, in turn, 
use humiliation to control their neighbourhoods and to undermine any notion of  a free vote at election 
time. In such absolutist circumstances, meaning disintegrates. Bam-Bam, given a gun by a shadowy 
white agent, taught to shoot and told what he is fighting for, is one of  the young gangsters who attempts 
to kill Marley.  Bam-Bam observes: “The white man say we’re fighting for freedom from totalitarianism, 
terrorism and tyranny, but nobody know what he mean” (73). 

James’s elaboration of  violence goes beyond the physical to attain a metaphysical dimension, as 
in the ritualized and even lyrical recognition of  the authority invested in a gun. For the ghetto gangster, 
Bam-Bam, the gun personifies power: “When a gun come to live in the house it’s the gun, not even the 
person who keep it, that have the last word” (72). Demus, another gunman, describes the loading of  a 
gun. His statement is presented in the form of  a prose poem that recounts how to load a particular type 
of  gun—a M16A1—and concludes, chillingly: “You won’t need to put it back on SAFE” (110).  

At times there’s a playful, filmic quality to the violence, as when Alex Pierce, a journalist who 
has set out to interview Marley, uses a letter-opener to dispatch a hardened gunman sent to shoot 
him. Later, New York gunman, Eubie, and some of  his posse, visit Pierce to pressure him to change 
the text of  his forthcoming article. The don, apparently, is a keen reader of  The New Yorker magazine. 
After a scene reminiscent of  a torture scene in a Quentin Tarantino movie, replete with eloquent and 
humorous exchanges between torturer and victim, Pierce is left with a bullet through his foot to ensure 
compliance. 

If  there is one oversight in this portrait of  ghetto life it is the absence of  a figure of  conscience 
to complicate the abjection that James portrays. In the late nineteenth century, Friedrich Nietzsche, 
meditating on the Jewish experience, suggests in Nietzsche: ‘On the Genealogy of  Morality’ that such a 
figure can be found in what he calls the “priestly” class. Extrapolating from his argument it appears 
that without such an intervention the elite would inevitably experience even more difficulties than 
they already do in managing ex-slave societies. This is not least because of  the sense of  victimhood 
and desire for revenge that slavery harbours for many generations. Several of  Marley’s lyrics articulate 
these emotions of  victimhood and vengeance, as in “chase those baldheads out of  town,”  “who feels 
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it knows it, Lord” and “the wicked / carried us away” (from “Crazy Baldheads”, “He Who Feels It 
Knows It” and “By the Rivers of  Babylon” respectively) among others. Although Nietzsche’s preference 
was for violence as a cleansing force, the alternative is for victimhood and vengeance to be transformed 
into a sense of  compassion through religion. This is borne out in the Caribbean where religion has 
been a restraining influence from slavery onwards. The absence of  a figure of  conscience in James’ 
novel, therefore, serves to emphasize the extent to which abjection characterizes the lives of  ordinary 
Jamaicans. As a result, when Papa-Lo, a leading Don, expresses remorse about killing a school-boy, this 
is ironized by being mis-identified by those around him as a sign that he is losing his authority.  

Much of  the book is recounted as either testament or internal monologue. Each short section 
reveals how the speaker copes, or fails to cope, with violence, death, betrayal, sex and poverty. As lives 
spiral out of  control, each speaker not only recounts his or her version of  ‘The Singer’s’ shooting but 
relates their continued life story, and, in some instances, their harrowing end. The register ranges 
from the literary to the lyrical to the repetitive and prosaic with no shortage of  swear words such as 
“bombocloth [sic]” and “battyhole.” Code-switching between Jamaican patois and Standard English 
permeates throughout. Kingston and New York gangster parlance is also invoked, as well as the 
contorted English of  the Jamaican police with its over-aspirated ‘h’-es. 

You cannot read A Brief  History of Seven Killings without being aware that it won the prestigious 
Man Booker Prize in 2015,  one year after the competition was expanded to include all English-
language novels. As always, when one of  its own achieves something exceptional, the Caribbean may, in 
turn, be tempted to bask in reflected literary glory. But a closer examination of  the story and the issues 
to which James draws unremitting attention, should give those in celebratory mood pause for thought.
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Vladimir Lucien 
Sounding Ground

This is a poet who digs.

The core of  this book, like many first books, is the poet-persona and the surroundings 
that shape him. Often such a persona is celebrated; but in Sounding Ground Vladimir Lucien’s 
persona is explored. His curiosity is engaged by everything, including himself. These 
poems are thoughtful, observant, and often literally interrogative, as in the uncanny opening 
exchange of  “Tjenbwa: Gwan Bwa”:

VL: Why does it do that?

R: Because of  the spirit.

VL: Why does the spirit make that noise?

R: That is the kind of  tree it is. That is how it is.

Once is twelve o’clock it have to whinny.  (36)

This collection of  forty-seven poems is presented in two parts: “Interior” and 
“Coast.” The first part, “Interior” pays due respect to grandparents, parents, siblings, and 
a proliferation of  cousins—respect that is modulated but not compromised by a worldly 
canniness. “Interior” ends with a half-dozen poems about his own new family. In the middle, 
there are several acknowledgements of  other personally influential figures: poems for 
C.L.R. James and Walter Rodney, a short sequence of  poems (“Overseer”) about Boss, the 
college disciplinarian, and a poem (“The True Sounds of  Numbers”) that flatters two poetic 
godfathers by adopting its ruling trope of  enumeration from Kendel Hippolyte, but alluding 
also to the motif  of  counting cane (and fire) from Derek Walcott’s Ti-Jean and His Brothers.  

Laurence A. Breiner

Book Reviews

Peepal Tree, Leeds, 2014, 78 pp. 
ISBN 978-1845232399
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The centerpiece for all of  Part One is something quite different: an ambitious sequence of  eight 
poems about tjenbwa (the St. Lucian Kwéyòl word for obeah). This sequence grows richer (and more 
troubling) on every reading. Consider the little poem ostensibly about a moth indoors (“Tjenbwa: 
Protean”). Only forty-nine words, but the effect is harrowing; the moth is:

 a grudge 

 that somebody is holding 

 against you . . . 

                 . . . It spreads

 its small evening wherever 

it lands over the things 

you love most. (34)

This recalls the most concentrated lyrics of  William Blake, or (like several of  Lucien’s poems) 
Dennis Scott at his dreadest.  Part Two is shorter and more loosely organized. “Coast” presents a 
variety of  poems that negotiate the differences and distances between ages, generations, cultures, and 
countries. 

Lucien is already a highly regarded poet. His poetry won the Small Axe poetry prize in 2013. 
When this collection won the 2015 Bocas Prize for best entry in all categories, he was only the second 
poet to win the overall prize; the first was Derek Walcott. A distinctive and recognizable voice runs 
through all of  Lucien’s poems, but his tonal variety is both wide and protean. There is a seriousness in 
his work—even in his wit—which has to do with his respect for the heft of  a people’s lived life, and not 
with any darkness of  vision, or moodiness, or angst. His poems have the kind of  life-energy to be found 
in any fresh shovelful of  soil. This is poetry of  the ground, of  the yard and the schoolyard and the 
provision ground. Lucien digs deep, plants deep, and draws upon depths of  resource. In nearly every 
one of  these poems we sense power in reserve, presences that can be felt. 

“Basil,” for example, is one of  only four poems titled with the name of  an individual (the 
others are about his grandfather Samuel and a great uncle). In every case, the designation in the title 
brings new connotations to the text. Titling Samuel’s poems “Sambo” complicates things by bringing 
a stereotype to bear on a unique individual (whose nickname it might be). “Basil” is about an aging 
“sweet-boy,” nearing the end of  a game of  dominoes and holding aloft his last piece, confident that “no 
matter what any of  his partners do, they cannot stop him”(15). It may seem merely expository when we 
are told that Basil, who “use to be a carpenter, he say, with the best wood in the whole island, now sits 
limp and old.” But the attribution “he say” along with the juxtaposition of  “wood” and “limp” suggests 
that this is his own rueful joke, in the vein of  Sparrow’s “Village Ram,” while the association of  “Basil” 
and “carpenter” summons Baron Samedi to lurk just at the edge of  the reader’s consciousness. 

“For Jorel,” about a mother who has lost her son, is both technically and emotionally 
breathtaking. While it demonstrates how much Lucien has learned from Kamau Brathwaite without 
ever sounding like him, its achievement is to confront us with a Euripidean intensity of  pity and terror. 
That the scene is presented in the third person has the unexpected effect of  making it seem not less but 
more dramatic, more theatrical, by interposing a sort of  proscenium between us and the mother. This 
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effect demonstrates Lucien’s special talent for crafting an effective interplay of  distance and empathy. 
The language throughout is starkly simple, but the handling of  the language is not simple at all. For 
example:

   …and she walking

And he walking toward her, and she walking

And he walking toward her from inside the mirror,

And she inside the mirror too, but on the next side,

And they couldn’t touch the boulder of  each other

Shoulder to roll away the reality. (64)

In this short passage, note not just the shifting rhythms of  the repetitions, but the progressive 
deepening of  the vowel represented in the four “ou” syllables, and the slightly distorted echo/
reflection of  “roll away” in “reality.” The highest diction of  the poem is hardly high at all, still in 
everyone’s reach, and still everyone’s concern, as the specific choice of  words indicates: “government,” 
“imagination,” and “explanation.” A small and beautiful calibration. With its range from visceral power 
to such subtlety of  detail, the music of  this poem is many octaves deep. 

Another lament, “Death of  a Steel Bassman,” strikes a different note as it celebrates the power 
of  the steel-band bass player and the transcendent, chthonic force of  his bassline:

  ….we hearing it going on

And on, without sleeping, without rest, a bassline so restless 

& so long that it sound far when you beat it, 

A bassline so perfect & correct that you feel

Like you have to stand up and greet it,

So deep sounding like your hands could never reach it,

 So far, so long.  (62)

 I quote this poem at length because readers of  poetry are accustomed to the convention that 
a volume called Sounding Ground will contain a poem of  that title, and this one does not. But “Death of  
a Steel Bassman” goes a long way toward explaining what Lucien means by that expression: all of  his 
work is rooted in resonant ground. Poems like his require a subwoofer. 
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